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Abstract

Multi-modal signals, i.e., signals measured by multiple sensors of di�erent

types, often have di�erent characteristics across the modalities, e.g., di�er-

ent dynamics, dimensions, and value range. Accordingly, various sources of

data are expressed di�erently across the modalities such that part of them

are common to the di�erent modalities and others appear only in speci�c

modalities. For example, a speech signal measured by a microphone and a

video camera is considered a common source, while speech from other speak-

ers is audio-speci�c. These unique characteristics are appealing in various

applications such as the analysis of audio-visual scenes, but also raises fun-

damental questions related to the joint analysis of the multi-modal signals.

The questions which we address in this thesis are how to obtain a representa-

tion of the signal according to the common source, while reducing the e�ect

of modality-speci�c sources considered interferences; how to process data

available in the di�erent modalities only in certain time intervals; and how

to measure to what extent the data in the di�erent modalities correspond

(�correlate�) to each other.

We address these questions from manifold learning perspective by the de-

sign of kernel-based geometric methods. Classical kernel-based methods are

typically designed for analyzing data measured in a single sensor by learning

geometric structures of high dimensional data. These methods provide low

dimensional representations of the data via the eigenvalue decomposition of

a�nity kernels capturing local relations (a�nities) between samples of the

17



signal.

In this thesis, we address the problem of data fusion via the combina-

tion of a�nity kernels constructed separately for each modality. We consider

a particular combination of the kernels via the product function previously

shown to provide a representation of data according to the common source.

We introduce a new graph-theoretic interpretation to this approach relating

the kernels to their corresponding single and multi-modal graphs. We an-

alyze the relations between the connectivities of the graphs, and, based on

this analysis, we further improve the fusion process by an improved method

for the construction of the a�nity kernels. Then, we extend the context of

the fusion problem to a setting, where the data in the di�erent modalities

is only partially available. We show how the proposed fusion approach can

be extended to this setting allowing to obtain a joint representation of sig-

nals, according to the common source, even when the multi-modal signals

are available only in certain time intervals. Finally, we address the ques-

tion to what extent signals from di�erent sensors correspond to each other,

i.e, contain similar content. By revisiting the graph-theoretic analysis of

the product of kernels, we devise a measure for multi-modal correspondence

and show how it can be e�ciently updated in an online setting. We demon-

strate the proposed approaches for data fusion and for measuring multimodal

correspondences for various applications related to the analysis of complex

audio-visual sound scenes. In particular, we report improved performance for

di�erent variants of the task of sound sources activity detection and audio

localization in video.
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Notations

B Binomial distribution

C Constant related to the selection of the kernel bandwidth

C Covariance matrix

C Discrete set of values on a linear grid

d (·, ·) Di�usion distance

dv (·) Row normalization factor of the �rst modality

D Row normalizing matrix

E(·) Expected value

f (·) Unknown (possibly non-linear) mapping

g (·) Unknown (possibly non-linear) mapping

h (·) Unknown (possibly non-linear) mapping

hn Vector describing propagation of di�usion in the nth step

1 Indicator

K A�nity kernel

L Dimension of data

M Row normalized a�nity kernel

M v Number of sources in the �rst modality

N Number of frames

p Probability

P Assignment matrix

q Probability that a point is disconnected

Sv Average number of connections in a single-modal graph
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Si The ith source of data

Sd Desired source

Tr Trace
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ε Kernel bandwidth
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σ Singular value

τ Threshold value

Φ Di�usion maps matrix

ψn Di�usion maps of frame n

◦ Hadamard product
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(·)T Transpose

Unique notations in Chapter 5

a General notation of audio signals

(an,vn) Pair of audio-visual data points in time index n

L Number of frames in a reference set

Q Number of interfering video sources

R Number of interfering audio sources

si The ith source of data

s̃ Source of interest

v General notation of video signals
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θ Quantity computed over the reference set

φ Eigenvectors

Unique notations in Chapter 6

f Density function

(̃) Updated quantity

I Indicator

J Measure for the connectivity of the normalized kernel

Unique notations in Chapter 7

d Dimension of the vector of the latent variables

J Dimension of the obtained representation

J Jacobian matrix

t General notation for transient interferences

x General notation for speech

yn Feature representation of an audio signal in frame n

r Constant factor encoding the dominance of transients

R Quantity de�ning the size of the temporal window

θ Vector of latent variables
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µ Mean vector

σ2 Variance

φ Eigenvector

ψ Vector of normalized latent variables
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Multi-modal signal processing is a �eld of research focusing on the joint anal-

ysis of signals measured by multiple sensors of di�erent types. In recent years,

this �eld has gained an increased attention from both the signal processing

and the data analysis communities due to an extensive use of multiple sensors

in various �elds such as medicine, entertainment, defense and autonomous

driving. For example, multiple microphones and video cameras are regularly

integrated in laptops and smartphones, as well as in autonomous vehicles

along with other sensors such as GPS and di�erent types of accelerome-

ters. Other examples are Electroencephalography (EEG), Electrooculogra-

phy (EOG) and Electromyography (EMG) sensors used in medicine for ex-

ample to assess sleep quality of patients.

Due to the di�erences in the types of the sensors, multi-modal signals

often have di�erent characteristics, e.g., di�erent dynamics, dimensions and

amplitude ranges. They capture rich and valuable information on the mea-

sured phenomenon, which may be joint to the di�erent modalities or comple-

mentary and speci�c to a particular sensor. While these unique properties

make multi-modal signals highly appealing in various applications, there are

fundamental challenges and open questions related to their processing such as

how to fuse data from the di�erent modalities; how to process data which is
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available in the di�erent modalities only in certain time intervals; and how to

measure the extent of correspondence between the di�erent modalities. This

research was directed at addressing these open questions by the analysis and

design of kernel-based geometric methods.

1.1 Manifold learning for multi-modal signal

processing

Often referred to as manifold learning, classical kernel-based geometric meth-

ods such as those presented in [13, 18, 34, 45, 110] are typically designed for

the analysis of single modal data. They are based on the construction of

an a�nity kernel, which captures the geometry of the data, i.e., local re-

lations (a�nities) between the data-points. Via the eigendecomposition of

the kernel, these methods provide low dimensional representations of the

data, preserving the local a�nities. Since data such as images and speech

signals admit certain geometric structures, manifold learning methods are

successfully applied to a variety of applications such as anomaly and tar-

get detection and speech enhancement [96, 97, 131, 133]. In the remainder of

this chapter, we describe the questions explored in this research for devel-

oping kernel based geometric methods for multi-modal signal processing and

indicate the scienti�c gaps that motivated our work.

A fundamental question, related to the analysis of multi-modal signals, is

how to obtain a joint representation of signals via the fusion of data acquired

in di�erent modalities. We are particularly interested in a scenario where the

signals are corrupted with structured interferences and assume that each type

of interferences appears only in one of the sensors. We address this question

from the manifold learning perspective via the construction of a�nity kernels

separately for each modality and study how to combine these kernels to

obtain a joint representation of the signals.

In particular, we focus on the combination of kernels via kernel multipli-
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cation. This fusion approach was shown in [79] to provide a representation

of signals according to factors which are common to the two modalities. Yet,

the analysis in [79], which was done in the continuous domain, did not shed

light on important aspects of the fusion process such as how to construct the

a�nity kernel and in particular how to choose the kernel bandwidths which

are important parameters controlling the scale at which the geometry of the

data is learned. To address these questions, we propose a new analysis of

this fusion approach based on graph theory by associating the single and

the multi-modal kernels to graphs whose vertices are the data-points. Our

analysis relates the connectivity of the graphs to the kernel bandwidths al-

lowing us to introduce an algorithm for their proper selection, which further

improves the fusion process between the modalities.

Another fundamental question in manifold learning for signal processing

is how to extend the kernel methods to new samples. Typically, the ge-

ometric structure of data is learned in an o�ine manner using a batch of

samples acquired in advance. Then, extension approaches such as the Nys-

tröm method [55] are used to calculate the representation of new incoming

samples. We address the question of out of sample extension in the multi-

modal setting considering a scenario where the data from the di�erent sensors

are available only in certain time intervals. We show how to obtain a joint

representation from a short time interval containing data from all of the sen-

sors, and then, extend the joint representation to new samples even if they

are available only from one sensor.

As an application of the proposed fusion approach, we consider the anal-

ysis of audio-visual sound scenes comprising multiple sound sources. We

consider sound sources of di�erent types including multiple speakers, various

environmental noises, and transients, which are short-term interferences such

as keyboard taps. We assume that the video camera is pointed to a particular

source to which we refer as the source of interest, while all other sources are

considered interferences. The goal is to detect the activity of the common
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source while neglecting the other sources. Having the video camera pointed

at the face of a speaker in the presence of background noise is a special case of

the task we consider, which is termed voice activity detection and is a widely

studied problem in the speech processing community [108,123,136]. However,

here we consider more general scenarios such as the presence of interfering

speakers, which is di�cult to distinguish from the speech of interest since

they often share similar characteristics. We show that the proposed fusion

approach indeed provides a representation, in which the interfering sources

are attenuated, and thus, allowing us to introduce an activity measure, which

accurately detects the source of interest.

Then, we consider the question to what extent signals from di�erent sen-

sors correspond to each other, i.e, contain similar content. We show how

such a measure of correspondence arises from the theoretical analysis of the

graphs related to the fusion process via the product of kernels. In an online

setting, classical kernel methods are often based on eigenvalue decomposition,

which due to computational constraints cannot be recomputed for each new

incoming frame. Classical out of sample extension methods such as the Nys-

tröm method [55] only approximate the representation of a new sample via

interpolation from a training set. The proposed measure of correspondence

does not require eigendecomposition so that it is particularly suitable for an

online setting, and we further show how to e�ciently update it over time.

We demonstrate the use of the proposed measure in two related applications.

First is audio localization in video, which we formulate as a correspondence

task by dividing the video into separate spatial regions and measure the corre-

spondence of each region to the audio. The second application is eye �xation

prediction, in which the goal is to predict regions at which people gaze while

watching videos. This application is highly related to the problem of audio

localization in video since studies in psychology [35, 36, 91�93, 103, 125, 144]

imply that people tend to gaze at the audio sources while watching videos.

We show that high correspondence levels are indeed obtained for regions in
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which the audio source is located.

In the �nal part of this research, we consider the single sensor setting

and address two fundamental questions that should be addressed in order to

obtain a good representation of signals using kernels based methods. First

is the question of how to capture the dynamics of the signal, i.e., temporal

variations over time. Classical kernel methods measure a�nities between

signals while treating the samples as data points and neglecting the tempo-

ral relations between them. The second question is how to choose a proper

metric to measure the a�nities between the samples, which is crucial for ob-

taining a good representation. We address these questions in the context of

obtaining a representation of signals contaminated by interferences, in which

the signal and the interferences are properly distinguished. From a kernel

based geometric standpoint, the key element in obtaining such a represen-

tation is �nding a metric (and consequently an a�nity kernel) that appro-

priately distinguishes between the signal and the interferences. We consider

a challenging example of the representation of speech signals contaminated

by short-term interferences such as keyboard taps, which through the Eu-

clidean distance wrongly appear similar to each other, thereby resulting in

a poor distinction between them. To address this problem, we propose to

use a metric based on the statistics of the signal in short temporal windows,

which we assume to be di�erent between the signal and the interferences. We

justify the use of this metric by introducing a model of independent latent

variables related to the signal and the interferences. These variables may be

related to physical constraints controlling the generation of the signal, and,

as such, they accurately represent the content of the signal. We show that

the proposed metric approximate distances between samples of the noisy sig-

nal according to the latent variables and thus allowing to properly represent

the noisy signals according to its content.
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1.2 Main Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are as follows. We address the problem

of sensor fusion by incorporating data via the product of kernels, constructed

separately for each modality [48]. We propose a new analysis to this fusion

approach based on graph theory, where the single and the multi-modal kernels

are associated with graphs whose vertices are the data-points. We analyze the

relation between the connectivity of the single and the multi-modal graphs

and link between the connectivity of the graphs and the kernel bandwidths.

The selection of these parameters is particularly important since learning

geometry at too �ne scales may lead to a noisy and an unstable representation

while too rough scales cannot properly capture the geometry of the signals.

While the selection of the kernel bandwidth in the multi-modal case was not

addressed in the literature to the best of our knowledge, we introduce an

algorithm for its proper selection, which further improves the fusion process

between the modalities.

Then we extend the scope of the fusion problem to an online setting

considering a practical scenario where the data from the di�erent sensors

are available only in certain time intervals [50]. Interestingly, we show that a

joint representation of the data may be successfully learned even from a short

time interval containing data from all of the sensors, and, in turn, extended

to new samples from a single modality. As an application of the proposed

fusion approach, we consider the task of sound source activity detection in

audio-visual recordings [48�50]. We show that the proposed fusion approach

indeed provides a joint audio-visual representation, where the e�ect of the

interfering sources is attenuated, and thus it allows for accurate activity

detection of the source of interest.

Then, we propose a measure of correspondence between multi-modal sig-

nals based on the trace of the kernel product and show how variants of this

measure are motivated both by the theoretical analysis of the corresponding

graphs and by the interpretation of the kernel product as an estimator of one
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modality based on the other [51]. We further show how to e�ciently update

the proposed measure over time in an online setting. We demonstrate the use

of the proposed measure for the tasks of audio localization in video and eye

�xation prediction showing that the proposed measure successfully indicates

the salient regions and outperforming competing methods.

Finally, we consider the problem of obtaining a representation of sig-

nals contaminated by structured interferences, in which the interferences are

properly distinguished from the signals and attenuated [52]. We propose to

use a metric based on the statistics of the signal in short temporal windows,

and justify it by modeling the signal and the interferences by their latent

generating variables. We show that the Euclidean distance between the la-

tent variables is approximated by the proposed metric. Moreover, assuming

that the interferences have fast variation rates over time, we further show

that the proposed metric reduces their e�ect on the obtained representation.

With this improved metric, we address the task of voice activity detection

in the presence of interferences such as keyboard taps. By incorporating

the proposed metric into a kernel-based manifold learning method, we de-

vise a measure of voice activity, which outperforms competing detectors for

di�erent types of interferences.

1.3 Thesis Structure

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we pro-

vide a brief theoretical background of manifold learning and its use for signal

processing. In Chapter 3, we address the fusion of multi-modal signals for

obtaining a joint representation via a product of a�nity kernels constructed

separately for each modality. We analyze this fusion approach from a graph-

theoretic perspective and further improve it by proposing an algorithm for

the selection of the kernel bandwidth. With the improved representation, we

address the problem of audio-visual voice activity detection, which is a spe-
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cial case of the problem of activity detection of sound sources, in which the

source whose activity is detected is speech and the other sources are back-

ground noise and transient interferences. In Chapter 4 we further extend our

experiments to a setting where the interfering sources are speech from other

speakers, which is even more challenging setting since the signal and inter-

ferences have similar statistical and temporal characteristics. In Chapter 5,

we consider an online setting in which the signals in the di�erent modalities

are available only in certain time intervals. We propose to use short inter-

vals in which the signal is available across modalities for obtaining the joint

representation and then show how to extend it to new samples from single

modalities.

Then, in Chapter 6, we address the question of how to measure the cor-

respondence between multi-modal signals in an online setting. We propose a

measure of multi-modal correspondence based on the trace of the product of

kernels. We show how the proposed measure is related to kernel density esti-

mation and justify the measure from a graph-theoretic point of view. Then,

we show how to e�ciently calculate it in an online manner. We demonstrate

the use of the proposed measure in applications of audio source localization

in videos and eye-�xation prediction and show that it outperforms competing

methods.

In Chapter 7 we address the question of how to obtain a representation

of signals in the presence of interferences in a single modal setting. We con-

sider the example of speech signals contaminated by short-term interferences

focusing on the design of a metric which properly distinguishes between the

signals and the interferences by exploiting di�erences between their short-

term statistics. We analyze this metric using a model of underlying factors

controlling the generation of the signal. By plugging the proposed metric into

a kernel based geometric method we obtain a representation with a good dis-

tinction between the signal and the interferences, which leads to improved

performance in the application of single modal voice activity detection. We
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conclude our research and discuss future research directions in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

Scienti�c Background

This research addresses the design and analysis of kernel-based geometric

methods for multi-modal signal processing. Here, we bring a brief scienti�c

background of kernel-based geometry learning for signal processing. We focus

on di�usion maps [34], which is a classical method for geometry learning, and

on its extension to the multi-modal case.

2.1 Kernel-Based Geometry Learning for Sig-

nal Processing

Classical kernel-based geometric methods, e.g., those presented in [13,18,34,

45,110], represent a class of nonlinear dimensionality reduction methods de-

signed for analyzing data measured by a single sensor. Consider a sequence

of N samples of a signal v1,v2, ...,vN , where vn ∈ RLv is the nth sample, and

v denotes the sensor. By learning geometric structures of high dimensional

data, these methods typically provide low dimensional representations of the

data, ψ1,ψ2, ...,ψN , where ψn ∈ RL and L� Lv, via the eigenvalue decom-

position of an a�nity kernel. The low dimensional representations preserve

the geometry of the signals, i.e., local a�nities between their samples, and

35
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they are successfully used in a wide range of applications such as anomaly

and target detection and speech enhancement [96,97,131,133]. For the sake

of completeness, we brie�y describe a certain method termed �di�usion maps�

which we exploit in our research. Let Kv (n,m) be an a�nity kernel between

frames vn and vm, typically given by:

Kv (n,m) = e−
‖vn−vm‖2

εv , (2.1)

where εv is the kernel bandwidth - a scaling parameter chosen, e.g., according

to [67]. Short distances between frame vn and frame vm provide high values

of the kernel, whereas distances much greater than the scaling parameter

εv are negligible. We note that the selection of the a�nity kernel and par-

ticularly the kernel bandwidth are of key importance for properly learning

the geometric structure of the signal. In Chapter 3 we discuss in detail why

and how we deviate from the typical choice of the kernel bandwidth in the

multi-modal setting and in Chapter 7 we analyze a specially designed metric,

which allows for improved distinction between signals and interferences.

Using the kernel in (2.1), an a�nity matrix Kv ∈ RN×N is constructed

such that its (n,m)th entry, represents the a�nity between frame vn and

frame vm and is given by K (vn,vm). The a�nity matrix Kv de�nes a

weighted symmetric graph such that the frames v1,v2, ...,vN are the nodes of

the graph and the edge between frame vn and frame vm is given by Kv(n,m).

A Markov chain on the graph is de�ned by normalizing the kernel [34]:

Mv = D−1v Kv, (2.2)

where Dv ∈ RN×N is a diagonal matrix with Dv(m,m) =
∑
n

Kv(m,n).

Namely, Mv ∈ RN×N is a row stochastic Markov matrix whose rows sum to

one. The normalized a�nity kernel Mv captures the relations between the

samples of the signals in the form of probabilities of transitioning from one

sample (node) to another.
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Finally, an eigenvalue decomposition is applied to Mv, yielding eigenval-

ues {λl}, which are sorted in descending order, and corresponding eigenvec-

tors {ν l}. The eigenvalues of M are in the range of 0 ÷ 1 due to the row

normalization [34]. Moreover, λ0 = 1 and its associated eigenvector ν0 is an

all-ones vector. This constant eigenvector is ignored since it does not contain

any information [77].

The �rst L largest eigenvalues (excluding the trivial) and the correspond-

ing L eigenvectors of M are used for the parametrization of the data points.

Let Φ ∈ RN×L be a matrix whose columns consist of the eigenvectors and

the eigenvalues of Mv:

Φ ≡ (λ1ν1, λ2ν2, ..., λLνL) . (2.3)

From (2.3), the di�usion mapping of sample vn, which we denote by θn is

given by the nth row of the matrix Φ:

ψn = (Φn,1,Φn,2, ...,Φn,L) . (2.4)

The embeddedings (mappings) ψ1,ψ2, ...,ψN corresponding to the samples

v1,v2, ...,vN are viewed as the new L dimensional representation of the sig-

nal. Assuming that there exists a low dimension geometric structure of the

signals, the eigenvalues decays fast, and L (2.3) may be set to a small value

providing signi�cant reduction of dimensionality.

The use of di�usion maps is motivated through the di�usion distance. For

simplicity, we describe here an unnormalized spacial case of the more general

di�usion distance, presented in [34]. Let d (n,m) be the di�usion distance

between frame n and frame m, given by [79]:

d (n,m) =

√√√√ N∑
k=1

(Mv(n, k)−Mv(m, k))
2. (2.5)
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According to (2.5), the distance between frame n and frame m is roughly

given by a collection of transition probabilities in one step between the

frames. The distance between each pair of frames is based on transition

probabilities to all other frames in the set respecting the geometry of the

data, and as a result, it is considered robust to noise [34]. The use of di�u-

sion maps is motivated in [34] by showing that the l2 distance in the di�usion

maps domain is equivalent to the di�usion distance for L = N :

|ψn −ψm| = d (n,m) .

According to (2.1)-2.4, di�usion maps are constructed in a batch manner

assuming that N samples of the signal are available in advance. In an online

setting, di�usion maps are typically extended to new incoming samples using

interpolation techniques such as the Nyström method [55]. Let vN+1 be a

new incoming sample; its representation in the di�usion maps domain is

given by extending the eigenvectors of Mv in (2.2) to the new sample:

νl (N + 1) =
1

λl

N∑
n=1

Mv(N + 1, n)νl (n) ,

where νl (N + 1) may be viewed as a weighted interpolation of:

{νl (1) , νl (2) , ..., νl (N)} ,

which are the entries of the eigenvector ν l constructed from the samples

v1,v2, ...,vN . The weights of the interpolation are given by the a�nities

Mv(N + 1, n), n = 1, 2, ..., N between the new sample N + 1 and the batch

samples.
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2.2 Kernel-Based Multi-modal Sensor Fusion

The potential of improving the robustness of the obtained representations

to interferences by fusing data captured in multiple modalities has recently

motivated researchers to extend kernel-based geometric methods to the multi-

modal case [19, 20, 42, 61, 67, 72, 73, 77, 79, 81�83, 90, 145, 153]. These studies

share similar ideas; broadly, they are based on constructing separate a�nity

kernels for each modality, and then fusing the data by a certain combination

of the a�nity kernels or their eigenvectors, e.g., by the product between

a�nity kernels or by their weighted sums. A method of particular interest

in this study is the alternating di�usion maps, presented in [79] for data

fusion. The alternating di�usion maps method is designed to reveal the

geometric structure of the data, which is common to two modalities, while

ignoring the interferences, which are captured only in one of the modalities.

In the following, we shortly describe the construction of alternating di�usion

maps. Consider a dataset of N samples captured in two di�erent modalities

(sensors) given by:

(v1,w1) , (v2,w2) , ..., (vN ,wN) , (2.6)

where, similarly to vn, wn ∈ RLw is the nth sample of the signal measured

by the second sensor. An example we addressed under this setup is an audio-

visual recording of a speaker, where vn is the nth time frame of the signal

captured in a microphone and wn is the corresponding video frame of the

mouth region of the speaker.

Similarly to Kv ∈ RN×N in (2.1) and Mv ∈ RN×N in (2.2), let Kw ∈
RN×N and Mw ∈ RN×N be the a�nity matrix and the corresponding row

stochastic matrix (2.1) of the second modality, respectively. The modalities

are fused by the product of the row stochastic matrices [79]:

M = MvMw, (2.7)
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where M is the uni�ed kernel, which is also row stochastic, integrating the

relations between the data points over the two modalities [79,135]. The con-

tinuous counterparts of the matrices Mv, Mw and M are typically considered

in the literature as di�usion operators [34]. The authors in [79] introduced an

analysis showing that the uni�ed kernel M in 2.7 is equivalent to an alternat-

ing di�usion operator consisting of two di�usion steps on the two modalities.

They showed that this alternating di�usion attenuates the modality-speci�c

interferences and, thus, provides a representation of the signals according to

their common factors. This analysis, however, does not shed light on the

question of how to choose the a�nity kernels and what e�ect the ampli-

tudes of the interferences have on their selection. In Chapter 3 we address

these questions by introducing a graph-theoretic analysis of the alternating

di�usion maps method.

2.3 The Mahalanobis Distance

Both as reported in previous studies [132] and as we observed throughout

numerous experiments, the selection of the a�nity kernel plays a crucial role

in the ability of kernel methods to provide useful representations of signals.

In Chapter 7, we consider the representation of speech signals in the presence

of structured interferences, where the goal is to properly distinguish between

them. We show that this goal cannot be achieved using a standard a�nity

kernel Kv (2.1) since it is based on the Euclidean distance, through which

speech and interferences wrongly appear similar. To overcome this prob-

lem, we propose in Chapter 7 to use a modi�ed version of the Mahalanobis

distance, rather than the Euclidean distance (2.1). Denoted by ‖·‖2M , the

modi�ed Mahalanobis distance is given by:

‖vn − vm‖2M ,
1

2
(vn − vm)

T (C−1n + C−1m
)
(vn − vm) ,
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where Cn ∈ RL×L and Cm ∈ RL×L are the covariance matrices of vn and vm,

respectively. This version of the Mahalanobis distance was �rst introduced

and studied in [119] in the context of the problem of non-linear indepen-

dence component analysis. The authors showed that if the observable signal

vn is generated by independent latent stochastic dynamical processes, the

Mahalanobis distance approximates distances between samples of the signal

in the latent domain. This property is desirable in the context of distin-

guishing between speech and transients since they are independent of each

other so that they can be represented by independent components. However,

such processes cannot properly model speech or transients since the state of

the processes is assumed to slowly evolve in time, while, for example, tran-

sients are typically fast varying and their activity can abruptly transition be-

tween presence and absence. In Chapter 7, we assume a (di�erent) statistical

model, in which speech and transients are controlled by latent independent

variables and show that the Mahalanobis distance approximates a weighted

Euclidean distance between the variables allowing to properly represent the

signal according to its content. Moreover, similarly to [53], we assume di�er-

ent variation rates of the di�erent components; speci�cally, we assume that

the transients, due to their abrupt nature, vary faster than speech over time,

and show that the Mahalanobis distance reduces their e�ect on the obtained

representation.
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Chapter 3

Kernel-based Sensor Fusion with

Application to Audio-Visual

Voice Activity Detection

In this chapter, we address the problem of multiple view data fusion in the

presence of noise and interferences. Recent studies have approached this

problem using kernel methods, by relying particularly on a product of kernels

constructed separately for each view. From a graph theory point of view, we

analyze this fusion approach in a discrete setting. More speci�cally, based on

a statistical model for the connectivity between data points, we propose an

algorithm for the selection of the kernel bandwidth, a parameter, which, as we

show, has important implications on the robustness of this fusion approach

to interferences. Then, we consider the fusion of audio-visual speech signals

measured by a single microphone and by a video camera pointed to the face

of the speaker. Speci�cally, we address the task of voice activity detection,

i.e., the detection of speech and non-speech segments, in the presence of

structured interferences such as keyboard taps and o�ce noise. We propose

an algorithm for voice activity detection based on the audio-visual signal.

Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm outperforms competing

43
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fusion and voice activity detection approaches. In addition, we demonstrate

that a proper selection of the kernel bandwidth indeed leads to improved

performance.

3.1 Introduction

Multiple view data fusion is the process of obtaining a uni�ed representation

of data captured in multiple measurement systems of di�erent types. Data

fusion has recently attracted a growing interest in the signal processing and

data analysis communities due to an extensive use of multiple sensors in

everyday devices such as computers and smartphones. Often, data measured

in multiple views is contaminated with noises and interferences which are

view speci�c, and fusing the views may allow for obtaining representations of

the data, which are robust to the interferences. A challenging example which

we consider in the current work is the fusion of audio and visual recordings of

a speaker. While each view (audio or video) possibly consists of view-speci�c

interferences (e.g., acoustic noises or face movements), their fusion may give

rise to a robust representation of the speech.

In this chapter, we use a kernel based geometric approach to address

the problem of multiple view data fusion. Classical methods, e.g., those

presented in [13,18,34,45,110], represent a class of non-linear dimensionality

reduction methods designed for data measured in a single view. By learning

geometric structures of high dimensional data, these methods provide low

dimensional representations of the data via eigenvalue decomposition of an

a�nity kernel. The low dimensional representations preserve the geometry

of the data, i.e., local a�nities between data points, and they are successfully

used in a wide range of applications such as anomaly and target detection and

speech enhancement [96, 97, 131, 133]. However, when the data is corrupted

by structured interferences, the kernel methods learn the structure of the

interferences along with the structure of the data. Therefore, the obtained
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low dimensional representation retains the relations between the data and the

interferences, and, as a result, the kernel methods have a limited robustness

to the interferences.

The potential of improving the robustness of the obtained representations

to interferences by fusing data captured in multiple views, has recently moti-

vated researchers extending kernel-based geometric methods to the multiple

views case [19�21, 42, 61, 72, 73, 79, 81, 83, 90, 145, 153]. Among these studies,

we mention the studies presented in [42, 79, 83, 90, 145] sharing similar ideas

of constructing separate a�nity kernels for each view, and fusing the data

by the product between the a�nity kernels. A method of particular interest

in this work was presented in [79], where special emphasis is given to the

robustness of the fusion process to interferences. The authors presented a

data fusion method termed alternating di�usion maps, which is based on

fusing the views by multiplying between a�nity kernels interpreted as em-

ploying separate di�usion processes on each view in an alternating manner.

By analyzing the method in the continuous setting, it is shown that the inter-

ruptions of a certain view are attenuated by the di�usion steps of the other

views.

The ability of kernel methods to properly learn the geometric structure

of the data is highly dependent on the selection of the kernel bandwidth,

which also has important implications on the robustness of the methods to

interferences. The kernel bandwidth, also called the scale parameter, de�nes

a local neighborhood such that all data points within the neighborhood are

considered similar, i.e., close to each other. It has an intuitive interpretation

by viewing the kernel methods from the graph theory point of view, which

we adopt throughout this chapter. The a�nity kernel de�nes a graph whose

nodes are the data points and the edges are given by the a�nities between

the data points. Accordingly, all data points located within a local neigh-

borhood de�ned by the kernel bandwidth are considered connected on the

graph. In the single view case, the kernel bandwidth is chosen according to
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a trade-o�. On the one hand, it has to be large enough keeping the graph

connected, which is a necessary condition for learning the geometry of the

data [34,77,143,151]. On the other hand, the kernel bandwidth has to be as

small as possible so that data and interferences will not share the same local

neighborhoods [67]. In the multiple view case, the selection of the kernel

bandwidth is not addressed in the literature, and the kernel bandwidths are

naively chosen in previous studies as if the data is measured in a single view.

As an application for multiple view data fusion, we consider in this chapter

the problem of audio-visual voice activity detection, in which the goal is

to detect time intervals of active speech from audio-visual recordings. A

common practice in the analysis of speech measured by a video camera is

the design of features modeling the shape and the movement of the mouth.

Examples of such features are the height and the width of the mouth [121,

122], key-points at the mouth region [9,84,100], intensity levels of the mouth

region [117], and motion vectors [10,137]. Two main approaches that exist in

the literature for the incorporation of the audio and video signals, are called

early and late fusion [8, 136]. In early fusion, features, constructed from the

audio and video signals, are concatenated into a single feature vector and

are viewed as data obtained in a single view [6]. In late fusion the signals

are often combined using statistical models such as Bayesian networks that

incorporate probabilities of speech presence, obtained separately from each

modality [94, 150]. In [47], we presented a kernel method, in which a low

dimensional representation of the data is learned separately for each view.

Then, two separate estimators for speech presence are constructed based on

the two representations, and the data is fused by merging the estimators.

In this chapter, we deviate from these two common approaches focusing on

learning the complex mutual structures (relations) of the data in the two

views.

In this study, we address the fusion problem of data obtained in multiple

views. We revisit the alternating di�usion maps method and analyze it from
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a di�erent point of view than in [79] using a discrete setting. By adopting

ideas from [42, 126], we study how connected data points on graphs of each

view a�ect the connectivity of the graph obtained by fusing the views via

the product of the a�nity kernels. By assuming a statistical model on the

connectivity between data points in each view, we use a simple argument to

show that the kernel bandwidth of each view may be chosen such that the

graph de�ned on each single view is not fully connected. This allows us to

use signi�cantly smaller kernel bandwidths improving the robustness of the

fusion process to interferences. Based on the introduced statistical model, we

propose an algorithm for the selection of the kernel bandwidth. We note that

throughout this chapter we consider the selection of the kernel bandwidth

for the alternating di�usion maps method presented in [79]. However, the

provided analysis and the proposed algorithm may be extended with mild

modi�cations to the methods presented in [42, 83, 90, 145], which are also

based on the product between the a�nity kernels of the views.

Using the alternating di�usion mas with the new algorithm for deter-

mining the kernel bandwidth, we address the problem of audio-visual voice

activity detection, where the goal is to detect segments of the measured sig-

nal containing active speech. We consider a challenging setup in which a

speech signal is measured by a single microphone and a video camera in the

presence of high levels of acoustic noises and transients, which are short term

interruptions, e.g., keyboard taps and o�ce noise [46, 59]. In the video sig-

nal, there exist natural mouth movements during non-speech periods which

wrongly appear similar to speech. The alternating di�usion maps method

is particularly suitable for the fusion of the audio-visual data in this setup

since it integrates out the interferences, which are view speci�c, i.e., transients

measured in the microphone and non-speech mouth movements measured by

the camera. Based on the alternating di�usion maps method, we propose a

data-driven algorithm for voice activity detection. The algorithm comprises

a simple preprocessing stage of feature extraction and does not require post-
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processing, and, in contrast to the method we presented in [47], it requires

no training data. Our simulation results demonstrate improved performance

of the proposed algorithm compared both to a similar algorithm based on

a traditional selection of the kernel bandwidth and compared to competing

fusion schemes.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2,

we brie�y review the alternating di�usion maps method. In Section 3.3,

we analyze the method in a discrete setting using tools from graph theory,

and propose an algorithm for kernel bandwidth selection. In Section 3.4 we

address the problem of audio-visual voice activity detection and propose an

algorithm based on the alternating di�usion maps method. The improved

performance of the proposed algorithm is demonstrated in Section 3.5.

3.2 Review of The Alternating Di�usion Maps

Method

Consider a dataset of N samples captured in two di�erent views given by:

(v1,w1) , (v2,w2) , ..., (vN ,wN) , (3.1)

where vn ∈ RLv and wn ∈ RLw are the nth data points of the �rst and the

second views, respectively. An example we will address under this setup is

an audio-visual recording of a speaker, where vn is the nth time frame of the

signal captured in a microphone and wn is the corresponding video frame

of the mouth region of the speaker. The alternating di�usion maps method

presented in [79] is a kernel based geometric method for data fusion. It is

designed to reveal the geometric structure of the data, which is mutual to the

two views ignoring the interferences, which are captured only in one of the

views. In the following, we shortly describe the construction of alternating

di�usion maps. Let Kv ∈ RN×N be an a�nity kernel representing a�nities
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between data points in the �rst view, such that the (n,m)th entry of the

matrix, denoted by Kv(n,m) is given by:

Kv(n,m) = exp

(
−||vn − vm||2

εv

)
, (3.2)

where εv is the kernel bandwidth whose selection is discussed in details in

Section 3.3. The a�nity kernel Kv in (3.2) de�nes a graph on the dataset

in the �rst view such that each data point is a vertex and Kv(n,m) is the

weight of the edge between vertex n and vertex m. Let Mv ∈ RN×N be a

row stochastic Markov matrix given by normalizing the rows of Kv:

Mv = D−1v Kv, (3.3)

where Dv ∈ RN×N is a diagonal matrix, whose nth element on the diagonal

is denoted by Dv(n, n) and is given by Dv(n, n) =
N∑
m=1

Kv(n,m). In this

study, we use a row normalization rather than a column normalization used

in [79] allowing us to facilitate the discussion and results in Section 3.3,

and our experimental results showed a negligible e�ect on the type of the

normalization. The matrix Mv de�nes a Markov chain on the graph such that

Mv(n,m) is the probability of transitioning from data point n to data point

m in a single step. Similarly to Kv, let Kw ∈ RN×N be a matrix representing

a�nities between data points in the second view, and let Mw ∈ RN×N be the

corresponding row stochastic matrix. The views are fused by constructing a

uni�ed matrix, which is denoted by M and is given by the product of the

row stochastic matrices [79]:

M = Mv ·Mw. (3.4)

The matrix M is also row stochastic and it integrates the relations between

the data points over the two views; therefore, we term it the multiple view
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Markov matrix. The continuous counterparts of the matrices Mv and Mw

in (3.4) are typically considered in the literature as di�usion operators [34].

Likewise, the authors in [79] considered M as an alternating di�usion oper-

ator consisting of two di�usion steps on the two views, and showed that this

alternating di�usion attenuates the view-speci�c interferences. In Section 3.4,

we describe the construction of a uni�ed low dimensional representation of

the data through the eigenvalue decomposition of the matrix M similarly to

obtaining a low dimensional representation of the data in a single view using

principal component analysis.

3.3 Graph Theory Interpretation For Kernel

Bandwidth Selection

Recall that the a�nity kernel Kv in (3.2) de�nes a graph on {vn}Nn=1 such that

each data point vn is a vertex andKv(m,n) = exp
(
− ||vn−vm||

2

εv

)
is the weight

of the edge between vertex n and vertexm. The kernel bandwidth εv controls

the connectivity of the graph. When ||vn − vm||2 < εv, high similarities are

obtained between data points n and m, and they are considered connected;

when ||vn − vm||2 � εv the similarity between the points is negligible and

we assume no edge between the points. In order to capture the geometric

structure of the data, common practice is to set the kernel bandwidth such

that each data point is connected to at least one other point, i.e.:

εv > max
m

[
min
n

(
||vn − vm||2

)]
. (3.5)

This choice is a necessary condition for the graph de�ned on the dataset to

be connected such that there exists a path between every pair of points. In

turn, a connected graph is a necessary condition for the eigenvectors of the

a�nity kernel to form a discrete orthogonal basis. This property is typically

used for the construction of low dimensional representations [34, 143]. Yet,
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the kernel bandwidth should be su�ciently small to prevent the association

of data points with di�erent content. In [67], the authors proposed choosing

the value of the kernel bandwidth by:

εv = C ·max
m

[
min
n

(
||vn − vm||2

)]
, (3.6)

where C is a parameter typically set in the range of 2 ÷ 3 to empirically

guarantee that the graph is connected in the single view case such that each

point is connected to several other points. We note that the row normal-

ization in (3.3) does not change the graph connectivity, but normalize the

weights of each point such that they sum to one. In this chapter, we focus on

the selection of the kernel bandwidth according to (3.6), yet other existing

methods based, for example, on using a �xed number of connections to each

point also rely on a similar graph connectivity [33,143,151].

In the multiple view case, the kernel bandwidth in each view is typically

set in the literature as if the data is captured only in a single view and also

require graph connectivity for each view, e.g, in [42,79,83,145]. In contrast,

we show that when the data is measured in multiple views, the graph of each

single view does not necessarily have to be connected.

To demonstrate this idea, we consider a multiple view graph, which is

de�ned by the Markov matrix M in (3.4). The vertices of the graph are pairs

of data points {(vn,wn)}Nn=1, and the matrix M de�nes a Markov chain on

this graph such that the (n,m)th entry of M is the probability of a transition

from vertex n to vertex m. For simplicity, we relate to (say) vertex n as to

point n even though it is related to the pair of points (vn,wn). The matrix

M aggregates the relations between the data points based on the two views;

there exists an edge between point n and point m in the multiple view graph

if the transition probability between them, given by M(n,m), is non-zero.

To capture the geometric structure of the data, the necessary condition

that each point is connected to at least one other point applies to the multi-

ple view graph and not to the graphs of the single views. Namely, the single
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view graphs can be disconnected while each point in the multiple view graph

is connected1 as demonstrated by Proposition 3.3. ∀n, ∃m 6= n such that

M(n,m) 6= 0 i� ∀n, ∃m 6= n such that Mv(n,m) 6= 0 or Mw(n,m) 6= 0.

Proposition 3.3 implies that each point in the multiple view graph is con-

nected if it is connected at least in one of the views. If point n is disconnected

in the �rst view, the nth row of the a�nity kernel of the �rst view Kv is given

by:

(Kv(n, 1), Kv(n, 2), ..., Kv(n, n), ..., Kv(n,N)) = (0, 0, ..., 1, ...0) .

Consequently, the nth row of the corresponding row stochastic Markov matrix

Mv is given by:

(Mv(n, 1),Mv(n, 2), ...,Mv(n, n), ...,Mv(n,N)) = (0, 0, ..., 1, ...0) .

According to (3.4) and by the rule of matrix product, the nth row of M is

given by:

(0, 0, ..., 1, ...0) ·Mw = (Mw(n, 1),Mw(n, 2), ...,Mw(n, n), ...,Mw(n,N)) .

Therefore, M(n,m) 6= 0 i� Mw(n,m) 6= 0. If point n is connected to (say)

point m in the �rst view, i.e., Mv(n,m) 6= 0, by the matrix product rule,

the nth row in M is given by a linear combination of row n and row m in

Mw; since Mw(m,m) 6= 0 (each point is connected to itself), we have that

M(n,m) 6= 0. Namely, the necessary condition to learn the geometry of the

data from two views is that each point is connected at least in one of the

views. Therefore, the kernel bandwidths of each view may be set to small

values without satisfying the requirement that the graphs of the single views

are connected. We will show in Section 3.5 that assigning small values to

the kernel bandwidth increases the robustness of the representation obtained

1We say that a point is connected if it is connected to at least one other point.
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using the multiple view a�nity kernel to interferences.

The remainder of this section revolves around the selection of the kernel

bandwidth. By using a simplifying statistical model for the graph connec-

tivity, we associate the selection of the kernel bandwidth in the single view

case with the average number of connections, which we denote by δ. Then

we show that in the multiple view case a proper kernel bandwidth is ob-

tained by reducing the number of connections up to a root factor, i.e.,
√
δ.

Based on this result, we present an algorithm for the selection of the kernel

bandwidths.

Let 1v (n,m) be an indicator which equals one if point n and point m are

connected in the �rst view and zero otherwise. For simplicity, we assume that

each pair of data points is connected with probability pv independently from

all other data-points in the view. Namely, {1v (n,m)}n,m are independent

and identically distributed (iid) random variables such that:

1v (n,m) =

{
1, w.p. pv
0, otherwise

}
. (3.7)

In addition, we assume that the connectivity between data points in a cer-

tain view is independent from the connectivity in the other views. We note

that these two assumptions do not usually hold in practice. For example,

two points being connected to a third point implies that the two points are

close to each other, and as a result, they are connected with high probability.

In addition, since the data from the di�erent views are measurements of the

same phenomenon, high correlation is expected across the views. Yet, we jus-

tify these assumptions by considering data contaminated with interferences,

and assuming that the interferences reduce these correlations.

Based on this statistical model, the number of connections of a certain

point to the other N − 1 points in the graph of the �rst view is given by a
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binomial distribution, denoted by Bv:

Bv (N − 1, pv) .

The parameter pv is directly related to the kernel bandwidth εv in (3.2);

the larger the kernel bandwidth, the higher the probability that two points

are connected. We assume that the kernel bandwidth, and therefore pv,

are chosen such that each point is connected on average to Sv points, i.e.,

pv ≈ Sv
N−1 , because pv ·(N−1) is the expectation of the binomial distribution.

Based on this model, the probability that a certain point is disconnected is

denoted by qv and is given by:

qv = (1− pv)N−1 .

For large values of N , we approximate qv by:

qv ≈
(
1− Sv

N − 1

)N−1
≈ e−Sv . (3.8)

We note that we assumed in (3.8) that the average number of connections Sv
does not depend on the number of data points N . In fact, some studies, e.g.,

the one presented in [151], suggest setting a constant number of connections

to each point regardless to the size of the dataset.

In the single view case, the kernel bandwidth εv is chosen such that the

graph is connected. Under this statistical model, it is equivalent to setting

Sv such that the probability qv in (3.8) approaches zero. Namely, setting the

kernel bandwidth is equivalent to setting the average number of connections

Sv to a certain value δ such that e−δ approaches zero.

We proceed by considering the multiple view case, in which a similar

statistical model is considered for the second view as well. Let pw, Sw and qw
be the equivalents of pv, Sv and qv in the second view, respectively. We recall

that a pair of points, point n and point m, is connected in the multiple view
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graph if the (n,m)th entry of M in (3.4) is non-zero. The (n,m)th entry is

explicitly written as:

M (n,m) =
∑
l

Mv (n, l)Mw (l,m) .

which implies that point n and point m are connected in the multiple view

graph if there exists a third point l such that points n and l are connected

in the �rst view and points l and m are connected in the second view. Ac-

cordingly, we show in the sequel that the pair (n,m) is connected with the

approximated probability SvSw
N−1 . The probability that the pair (n,m) is con-

nected via a third point l, l 6= n 6= m, is pvpw, so there will be on average

(N − 2) pvpw + pv + pw such connected triplets, where the two right terms

correspond to the cases l = m and l = n, respectively. We rewrite the term

(N − 2) pvpw + pv + pw as:

(N − 2) pvpw + pv + pw = (N − 2) Sv
N−1

Sw
N−1 +

Sv
N−1 +

Sw
N−1 ≈

SvSw
N−1

where the term N−2
N−1 approximately equals to one for large values of N , and

the terms Sv
N−1 and Sw

N−1 have been neglected since SvSw is larger than Sv

and Sw by one order of magnitude. Typically, the average number of points

connected to a certain point, Sv in the �rst view or Sw in the second view,

is signi�cantly smaller than N . Therefore, we assume that SvSw
N−1 < 1, and we

view this term as the probability that point n and point m are connected

in the multiple view graph. The number of connections of each point in the

multiple view graph is therefore given by the following binomial distribution:

B

(
N − 1,

SvSw
N − 1

)
, (3.9)

and, speci�cally, each point in the multiple view graph is connected on aver-

age to SvSw other points. Based on the binomial distribution and similarly

to (3.8), the probability that a point is disconnected in the multiple view
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graph, which we denote by q, is approximated by:

q ≈
(
1− SvSw

N − 1

)N−1
≈ e−SvSW .

We interpret this result similarly to the result obtained for the single view

case; to meet the condition that each point in the graph is connected, the

probability q has to approach zero, i.e., q = e−δ as in the single view case, such

that SvSw = δ. Assuming for simplicity that Sv = Sw, the average number

of connections in each view should be set to Sv = Sw =
√
δ. In summary,

in the multiple view case, we may reduce the average number of connections

of each point by a root factor, and thus, signi�cantly reduce the size of the

kernel bandwidth, while meeting the requirement on the connectivity of the

multiple view graph. We will show in Section 3.5 that this choice of the

kernel bandwidth improves the representation obtained by the multiple view

kernel method.

Next, we describe an algorithm for the selection of the kernel bandwidths.

For simplicity, we consider the selection of the kernel bandwidth of the �rst

view; the selection of the kernel bandwidth of the second view is equivalent.

We start by estimating δ, i.e., the average number of connections to each

point, Sv = (N − 1) pv, when the kernel bandwidth is selected according to

(3.6) as if the data is captured only in a single view. Recalling that pv is the

probability that two arbitrary points are connected, we propose estimating

it by:

p̂v =
1

N(N − 1)

∑
m

∑
n 6=m

Kv (n,m) , (3.10)

where p̂v is an estimate of pv, andKv(n,m) is the (n,m)th entry of the a�nity

kernel Kv in (3.2). According to (3.2), Kv (n,m) is in the range of 0÷ 1 and

a high value of Kv (n,m) indicates that points n and m are connected. By

selecting the kernel bandwidth according to (3.6) as if the data captured in

a single view, the estimate of the average number of connections δ, denoted
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by δ̂, is given by:

δ̂ = (N − 1) p̂v =
1

N

∑
m

∑
n 6=m

Kv (n,m) , (3.11)

where we recall that δ = Sv = (N − 1) pv. We denote the new bandwidth of

the a�nity kernel by εADv , where AD is alternating di�usion, and we select it

such that the estimated average number of connections, which we denote by

δAD, is reduced to
√
δ̂. We propose selecting εADv similarly to (3.6) by:

εADv = CAD ·max
m

[
min
n6=m

(
||vn − vm||2

)]
, (3.12)

where CAD is a parameter in the range of 0 ÷ C. The selection of a proper

kernel bandwidth is reduced to the selection of the parameter CAD decreasing

the average number of connections by a root factor. We recall that to estimate

δ̂ in (3.11), we choose C = 2 in (3.6) as if the data is captured in a single

view, and propose searching the parameter CAD within a discrete set whose

elements lie on a linear grid. Let C = {Ck}|C|k=1 be a discrete set of size |C|,
where Ck, k = 1, 2, ..., |C| are given by Ck = k

|C|C. We propose applying a

binary search within the set such that the proposed kernel bandwidth, CAD,

is given by the element Ck for which the average number of connections δAD

is the closest to
√
δ̂. We summarize the proposed algorithm in Algorithm 3.1.

3.4 Audio Visual Fusion With Application To

Voice Activity Detection

We consider speech measured by a single microphone and by a video camera

pointed to the face of the speaker. The audio-visual signal is processed in

frames, and we consider a sequence of N frames, which are aligned in the

two views (audio and video). While speech is measured in the two views,
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Algorithm 3.1 Kernel bandwidth selection

1: Calculate εv in (3.6) by setting C = 2 as if the data is captured in a
single view

2: Calculate Kv in (3.2)
3: Estimate δ̂ in (3.11)
4: De�ne: C = {Ck}|C|k=1, where |C| = 40 and Ck = k

|C|C = 0.05k

5: while |C| 6= 1 do
6: CAD = C|C|/2
7: Estimate δAD similarly to (3.11) by recalculating Kv with the param-

eter CAD

8: if δAD >
√
δ̂ then

9: C = {Ck}|C|/2k=1

10: else

11: C = {Ck}|C|k=|C|/2+1

12: end if

13: end while

14: Using the obtained CAD, calculate the new kernel bandwidth εADv in (3.12)

the interruptions are view speci�c. The audio signal consists of, in addition

to speech, background noise and transients, which are short-term interfer-

ences, e.g. keyboard taps and o�ce noise; the video signal contains mouth

movements during non-speech intervals, which are considered as interferences

since they appear similar to speech. Our goal is obtaining a representation

of speech, which is robust to noise and interferences. In order to accomplish

this goal, we apply alternating di�usion maps, where the kernel bandwidth

is determined according to Algorithm 3.1.

The alternating di�usion maps method is applied in a domain of features,

which are designed to reduce the e�ect of the interferences [47]. The audio

signal is regarded as the �rst view, and it is represented by features based on

Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coe�cients (MFCC), which are commonly used for

speech representation [85]. Speci�cally, the nth data point in the �rst view,

vn ∈ RLv in (3.1), is the feature vector of the nth frame, and is given by the

concatenation of the MFCCs of frames n − 1, n, and n + 1. Namely, Lv is
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the total number of the coe�cients in three consecutive frames. The use of

consecutive frames reduces the e�ect of transients since speech is assumed

more consistent over time compared to transients, which are rapidly varying.

The data obtained in the second view, i.e., the video signal, is represented by

motion vectors [22] such that the production of speech is assumed associated

to high levels of mouth movement. The features representation of the nth

frame of the video signal, wn ∈ RLw , is given by concatenating the absolute

values of the motion vectors in frames n − 1, n and n + 1. Similarly to

the audio signal, the use of consecutive frames for representation reduces the

e�ect of short-term mouth movements during non-speech intervals. For more

details on the construction of the features, we refer the reader to [47].

The representation using the speci�cally designed features is only partly

robust to the interferences. For example, video features of a non-speech

frame may be wrongly similar to the features of a speech frame if the former

contains large movements of the mouth. To further improve the robustness

of the representation to noise, the two views are fused using the alternat-

ing di�usion maps method with the improved a�nity kernels. Speci�cally,

we construct the a�nity kernels of the two views, Mv and Mw, according

to (3.2) and (3.3) using the features {vn}Nn=1and {wn}Nn=1, respectively, and

fuse the views by M = Mv ·Mw. Then, we construct an eigenvalue decom-

position of M such that the eigenvectors aggregate the connections between

the data points within each view and between the views into a global repre-

sentation of the data. Since the matrix M is row stochastic, the eigenvalue

with the largest absolute value is 1 and it corresponds to an all ones eigenvec-

tor [34]. This eigenvector is neglected since it does not contain information.

We note that the eigenvectors of M are not guaranteed to be real valued

as it is guaranteed for the single view matrices Mv and Mw since the latter

are similar to symmetric matrices. Therefore, one solution is using the sin-

gular value decomposition of M; indeed, Lindenbaum et al. showed in [83]

how to construct a new representation of the data using the singular value
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decomposition of M, in which the Euclidean distance between data points ap-

proximates a multiple view variant of the meaningful di�usion distance [34].

Yet, our experiments have shown that the eigenvectors corresponding to the

several largest eigenvalues of M are indeed real and that the two approaches

perform similarly.

We demonstrate the use of the representation obtained by alternating

di�usion maps for the problem of voice activity detection. Let H0,H1 be

hypotheses of speech absence and speech presence, respectively, and let 1n
denote a speech indicator at the nth frame, given by:

1n =

{
1 ; H1

0 ; H0

}
.

Given a sequence of N frames, the goal is to estimate the speech indica-

tor, i.e., to separate the sequence of frames to speech and non-speech clus-

ters. We found in our experiments that the obtained representation of the

audio-visual signal, and speci�cally, its �rst coordinate, i.e., the leading (non-

trivial) eigenvector of the matrix M in (3.4), which we denote by ν1 ∈ RN ,

successfully separates between speech and non-speech frames. Therefore, we

take a similar approach to [52] and estimate the speech indicator by compar-

ing the leading eigenvector to a threshold τ :

1̂n =

{
1 ; ν1(n) > τ

0 ; otherwise

}
, (3.13)

where ν1(n) in the nth entry of the eigenvector ν1. We note that the leading

eigenvector ν1 is widely used in the literature for clustering and it was shown

in [113] that it solves the well-known normalized cut problem. In contrast

to previous works, in this study the leading eigenvector is obtained from the

multiple view Markov matrix such that it clusters the data according to the

two views. Similarly to [52], the leading eigenvector is used as a continu-

ous measure of voice activity rather than for binary clustering. Therefore,
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the threshold value controls the trade-o� between correct detection and false

alarm rates, and it may be chosen according to the speci�c application at

hand. The proposed voice activity detection algorithm is summarized in Al-

gorithm 3.2. Before proceeding to the experimental results, we note that the

proposed representation and hence the speech indicator are obtained in a

batch manner assuming that N consecutive frames are available in advance.

Yet, as described in [47], a training set may be used to construct the repre-

sentation, and then it can be extended to new incoming frames, e.g., using

the Nyström method, in an online manner [55].

Algorithm 3.2 Voice activity detection

1: Calculate the features of the audio-visual signal
(v1,w1) , (v2,w2) , ..., (vN ,wN)

2: Calculate Kv and Kw according to (3.2) and Algorithm 3.1
3: Calculate Mv and Mw according to (3.3)
4: Fuse the views by calculating M in (3.4)
5: Obtain the leading eigenvector ν1

6: for n = 1 : N do

7: if ν1(n) > τ then
8: 1̂n = 1
9: else

10: 1̂n = 0
11: end if

12: end for

3.5 Simulation Results

We use a dataset that we recently presented in [47]. The signals are recorded

using a microphone and a frontal video camera of a smartphone pointed

to the face of the speaker. The video signal is processed in 25 fps and it

comprises the region of the mouth of the speaker automatically cropped out

from the recorded video as described in [47] and illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The
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Figure 3.1: An example of a video frame and the cropped mouth region.

audio signal is processed in 8 kHz using time frames of 634 samples with 50%

overlap, such that this setup aligns between the audio and the video signals.

According to this type of alignment, the pair of points (vn,wn) corresponds

to the same time frame n, as required by the alternating di�usion maps

method. In this context, we note that due to the di�erent sampling rates, the

raw audio data comprise samples of the measured phenomenon in di�erent

(�ner) time scales than the video data. In this chapter, we neglect the miss-

alignment in the measurement time that is below a single time frame, and

consider the pair (vn,wn) as two measurements obtained simultaneously.

The dataset comprises 11 sequences of di�erent speakers, each of which is 60

s long containing speech and non-speech intervals. Each of the 11 sequences

is processed separately such that the number of frames in each sequence is

N ≈ 1500.

The signals are recorded in a quiet room and we synthetically add di�erent

types of background noise and transients to the audio signal. The transients

are taken from an online free corpus [3] and they are normalized such that

they have the same maximal amplitude as the clean audio signal. Based
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on the clean audio, we mark the ground truth in each frame, such that

frames with energy level higher than 1% of the highest energy level in the

sequence are marked as speech frames. This setup of voice detection has a

�ne resolution of few tens of milliseconds, and it is useful for application such

as speech recognition where single phonemes should be isolated [105,106].

In the �rst experiment, we evaluate the proposed voice activity detec-

tion algorithm by comparing it to other versions of the algorithm based only

on a single view (audio or video). We term the versions of the algorithm

based on the �rst and the second view �Audio� and �Video�, respectively,

and the corresponding speech indicators are estimated by comparing the

leading eigenvectors of the matrices Mv in (3.3) and Mw to a threshold, re-

spectively. In addition, we examine another four approaches for the fusion

of the views using the corresponding row stochastic matrices. In the �rst

approach, the fused matrix is given by the Hadamard product between the

matrices: Mv ◦Mw, where ◦ denotes point-wise multiplication; in the second

approach, the views are fused by a simple sum: Mv + Mw; in the third and

the forth approaches we use point-wise minimum and maximum functions.

These approaches are termed in the plots �Hadamard�, �Sum�, �Min� and

�Max�, respectively. We note that both in the proposed algorithm and in the

competing methods, the speech indicator is estimated by the leading eigen-

vector obtained by the eigenvalue decomposition with an arbitrary sign. To

set the sign of the eigenvector, one may for example consider the variability

of the video signal over time such that the lack of mouth movement over

several consecutive frames indicates absence of speech. In this study, the

sign of the eigenvector is assumed to be known for all the methods.

In addition to the di�erent merging schemes, we compare the proposed

algorithm to the method presented in [136] termed �Tamura� in the plots.

The performances of the algorithms are presented in Fig. 3.2 for di�erent

types of transients in the form of receiver operating characteristic (ROC)

curves, i.e., plots of probability of detection versus probability of false alarms.
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The larger the Area Under the Curve (AUC) is, the better the performance of

the algorithms are, and the AUC of each algorithm is presented in the legend

box. It can be seen in the plots that the algorithm based on the video signal

provides relatively poor performance compared to the other algorithms. This

is mainly since the ground truth is set to a �ne resolution, and the video signal

is not sensitive enough. For example, video frames of a closed mouth may be

measured during both speech and non-speech intervals. We note that in most

of the previous studies, the video signal is used for the detection of long speech

intervals of several words, and it cannot detect speech in �ne resolutions.

In addition, we note that we also compared the proposed algorithm to the

algorithm we recently presented in [47]. However, due to the challenging

problem setting considered in this study, for which the speech is detected

at a �ne resolution, we found that incorporating the visual information as

proposed in [47] does not improve the detection scores. Hence the simulation

of [47] is not presented in the plots.

The audio signal in Fig. 3.2 also performs poorly due to the presence

of transients, which are not properly separated from speech. The alterna-

tive fusion approaches, slightly bene�t from the fusion of the sensors and

provide performances comparable to the performance obtained by the au-

dio signal. The proposed fusion of the audio-visual signal provides improved

performance and outperforms all the other algorithms.

To further gain insight on the performance of the proposed algorithm for

voice activity detection, we present in Fig. 3.3 an example of speech detection

in a sequence contaminated by hammering. In this experiment, we set the

threshold value in (3.13) to provide 90 percent correct detection rate and

compare the false alarms resulting from the proposed algorithm to the false

alarms resulting from the algorithm presented in [136]. As demonstrated in

Fig. 3.3 (top), signi�cantly less false alarms are received by the proposed
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Figure 3.2: Probability of the detection vs probability of false alarm. Tran-
sient type: (a) hammering, (b) door-knocks, (c) microwave.
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Figure 3.3: Qualitative assessment of the proposed algorithm for voice ac-
tivity detection, with a hammering transient. (Top) Time domain, input
signal- black solid line, true speech- orange squares, true transients- purple
stars, �Tamura� with a threshold set for 90 percents correct detection rate-
green triangles, proposed algorithm with a threshold set for 90 percents cor-
rect detection rate- blue circles. (Bottom) Spectrogram of the input signal.

algorithm compared to the competing detector such that the latter wrongly

detects most of the transients as speech.

In Figs. 3.2 and 3.3, we calculate the parameters εv and εw for both the

proposed and the alternative fusion approaches according to (3.6) by setting

C = 2 as if the data is obtained in a single view. We note that also for the

alternative fusion approaches, the necessary condition for the connectivity

holds for the uni�ed graphs de�ned by the corresponding fusion rules and

not for the single view graphs. Accordingly, to properly select the kernel

bandwidth for these approaches, further analysis of the connectivity of their

corresponding graphs is required. Speci�cally, when εv = εw, the Hadamard

approach is equivalent to concatenating each pair of data points (vn,wn)
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into a column vector, which is regarded as a data point obtained in a single

view (see Lemma 1 in [83]). In this case, the kernel bandwidth indeed may

be selected as in the single view case; however, by setting εv = εw, the same

weights are assigned to the distances between points in each view, which is

not necessarily optimal since the data may be of di�erent value range in the

two views. Since in this study we focus only on the analysis of the kernel

product, we �nd it convenient to compare the alternative fusion schemes by

similarly selecting the kernel bandwidths of all the methods in a traditional

manner as if the data is obtained in a single view.

We also evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm for di�erent

values of the kernel bandwidth εv, and present the results in Fig. 3.4, where

plots of the AUC of the proposed voice activity detector versus the parameter

C in (3.6) for di�erent types of noise and interferences are depicted. We recall

that the parameter C represents the kernel bandwidth such that in the single

view case, connected graphs typically correspond to C values in the range

2÷ 3, and disconnected graphs correspond to C values less than 1. The red

solid line in Fig. 3.4 is obtained by changing only the parameter C related to

the audio signal while keeping the parameter related to the video signal �xed

(with a constant value C = 2). The blue dot in the plots is CAD, i.e., the

proposed kernel bandwidth obtained by Algorithm 3.1. We empirically found

that it is su�cient to search CAD over a grid with a step size of C
|C| = 0.05,

since tuning parameter values with larger accuracy showed negligible e�ect

on the estimated average number of connections in the graph. It can be seen

in the plots that by reducing the value of the parameter C the AUC is im-

proved up to a peak obtained when C ≈ 0.5. The peak value in the plots is

the sweet spot in the trade-o� in the kernel bandwidth selection. On the one

hand, small values of the kernel bandwidth remove wrong connections in the

graph between speech and non-speech frames, resulting in a representation

in which these frames are better separated. On the other hand, too small

kernel bandwidth causes the multiple view graph to be disconnected. Indeed,
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the signi�cant degradation of the AUC for parameter values below the peak

may indicate that the multiple view graph is disconnected such that the ob-

tained audio-visual representation no longer captures the geometric structure

of speech. The fact that the peak is obtained for parameter value below 1

indicates that a better representation of the audio-visual signal is obtained

by setting the kernel bandwidth such that the graph of the audio signal is

disconnected. These plots demonstrate the idea that the kernel bandwidth

should be chosen as the smallest possible keeping the graph of the multi-

ple views connected. In addition, Fig. 3.4 demonstrate the performance of

Algorithm 3.1 for the selection of the kernel bandwidth. The parameter C

obtained by the algorithm, i.e., CAD, successfully provides AUC close to the

peak value.

The slight deviation of CAD to the left of the peak may be explained

by the assumptions on the statistical model in Section 3.3, which may not

hold in practice. Speci�cally, the assumption that the connectivity in one

view is independent of the connectivity in the other view does not hold

in practice, since both views measure the same phenomenon. By taking

the other extreme, assuming that the two views are fully dependent, i.e.,

the a�nity matrices in the two views are identical, it may be shown in the

continuous domain that the kernels product is equivalent to two di�usion

steps of the size of the kernel bandwidth [75]. Namely, it is equivalent to

multiplying the kernel bandwidth by a factor of two. Therefore, the kernel

bandwidth in the multiple view case should be divided by two to maintain

the connectivity as in the single view case. Accordingly, when the correlation

between the views is not negligible, the proper kernel bandwidth should be

set using the value of C in the range of
[
CAD, 1

]
, where C = 1 corresponds to

the case of full correlation between the views. Since the maximum in Fig. 3.4

is obtained for a value of C, which is signi�cantly smaller than 1, it implicitly

implies a low correlation between the connectivity in the two views.

We note that we also applied Algorithm 3.1 for the selection of the kernel
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Figure 3.4: AUC vs the parameter C of the audio view. (a) background
noise: babble noise with −5 dB signal to noise ratio (SNR), (b) transient
type: keyboard-taps, background noise: colored Gaussian noise with −5 dB
SNR.

bandwidth of the video signal. We found in our experiments that it performs

comparably to the selection of the kernel bandwidth as in the single view case.

Indeed, we expect to bene�t from the algorithm only when there are high

levels of noise and interferences. The video signal is considered relatively

clean even though there exist some non-speech mouth movements, which

may be wrongly detected as speech. In the case of clean signals, audio or

video, there are signi�cantly fewer wrong connections in the graphs of the

single views, and hence, reducing the kernel bandwidths does not improve

the obtained representation.

3.6 Conclusions

We have addressed the problem of multiple view data fusion. We revisited the

alternating di�usion maps method and proposed a new interpretation from
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a graph theory point of view, in which the a�nity kernels of the single and

multiple views de�ne graphs on the data. By introducing a statistical model

of the connectivity between data points on the graphs, we showed that fusing

the data by a product of the a�nity kernels increases the average number

of connections in the multiple view case. Accordingly, the kernel bandwidth,

controlling the connectivity between the data points, may be set signi�cantly

smaller than in the single view case. Speci�cally, we showed that the proper

kernel bandwidth is the one reducing the average number of connections by

a root factor, and presented an algorithm for its selection. Using the al-

ternating di�usion maps method with the improved a�nity kernel, we have

addressed the problem of audio-visual fusion. In particular, we have con-

sidered the task of voice activity detection in the presence of transients; we

have shown that the representation obtained by alternating di�usion maps al-

lows for accurate speech detection using the �rst coordinate, i.e., the leading

eigenvector. Our simulation results have demonstrated that the incorpora-

tion of visual data signi�cantly improves the detection scores both compared

to detecting speech based on only the audio data and compared to alterna-

tive merging schemes. In addition, our simulation results have demonstrated

that reducing the kernel bandwidth below the values typically used in the

single view case improves the robustness of the fusion to transient interfer-

ences and consequently the voice activity detection scores. Finally, we have

demonstrated that the proposed algorithm for the kernel bandwidth selection

allows for selecting near optimal values of the kernel bandwidth.



Chapter 4

Kernel Method for Speech Source

Activity Detection in

Multi-modal Signals

We consider a problem setup, in which a desired speech source is measured

by a microphone and by a video camera in an interfering environment. We

assume that the interfering sources in the audio signal are independent of

the interfering sources in the video signal (e.g., the video signal does not

capture the interfering speakers). Our objective in this chapter is to de-

tect the activity of the desired source. To address this problem, we take a

kernel based geometric approach for obtaining a representation of the mea-

sured signal, in which the e�ect of the interfering sources is reduced. Based

on this representation, we devise a measure for the activity of the desired

source; experimental results demonstrate its superiority compared to com-

peting methods in the detection of speech signals in the presence of di�erent

challenging types of interferences, including interfering speakers in the audio

signal.

71
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4.1 Introduction

We address the problem of activity detection of a speech source, measured

both by a microphone and by a video camera pointed at the face of the

speaker. We term this source as �the desired source�. Assuming that it is

measured in the presence of interferences, the objective in this chapter is

to detect the desired source while ignoring the interferences. We consider

di�erent types of interfering sources (interferences) in the audio signal, such

as speech from other speakers, environmental noises, and transients, which

are abrupt interruptions such as door-knocks [46, 47, 59]. The video signal

may contain interferences such as head and mouth movements, which make

the detection of the desired source di�cult. Our main assumption is that

the interferences in the two modalities (audio and video) are independent of

each other, e.g., the video camera does not capture the interfering speakers.

The activity detection of the desired speech source may be useful for

a variety of applications such as speech enhancement, speech and speaker

recognition and speech diarization, where the goal is to determine �who spoke

when� [29, 31, 32, 71, 95]. Speech diarization, for example, is a challenging

problem since �rst, time intervals with active speech have to be accurately

detected while ignoring both background noises, and transients, which often

appear similar to speech [52], and second, the di�erent speakers have to be

distinguished, typically by assuming statistical models. In the audio-visual

setting considered here, the activity of the desired source directly implies

that the corresponding speaker is speaking regardless of presence or absence

of interfering sources.

To address the problem of desired source activity detection, we take a

multi-modal geometric approach, where the goal is to learn a representa-

tion of the data by exploiting relations (a�nities) between data points in

the di�erent modalities (audio and video). Classical kernel based geometric

methods, e.g., those presented in [13, 18, 34, 45, 110], typically address the

problem of non-linear dimensionality reduction of single-modal data. They
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are based on constructing an a�nity kernel capturing relations between the

data points, and provide a low dimensional representation via the eigenvalue

decomposition of the a�nity kernel. Recent studies suggest to extend these

kernel based geometric methods to the multi-modal case by constructing

separate a�nity kernels for each modality, and then by fusing the modalities

through di�erent combinations of the a�nity kernels, e.g., by their weighted

sum [19,20,42,61,72,73,79,81�83,90,145,153].

Lederman and Talmon presented in [79] a multi-modal fusion approach,

where the data in the di�erent modalities is fused by a product of a�nity

kernels, constructed separately for each modality. This fusion approach is

particularly useful for the representation of the desired audio-visual source

since, according to the analysis presented in [79], it reduces the e�ect of

modality-speci�c sources, which in our problem setting are the interferences,

by assumption. Hence, the obtained representation respects the relations be-

tween the data points according to the source present in both the modalities,

which is the desired source in our case; therefore, it is particularly suitable for

the activity detection of the desired source. In [48], we analyzed this fusion

approach in a discrete setting showing that it may be further improved by a

proper selection of the kernel bandwidth.

In this chapter, we propose an algorithm for activity detection of a desired

speech source. The algorithm is based on constructing two a�nity kernels,

one for each modality (audio and video), in a domain of features, separately

built for each modality. We fuse the modalities by a product of the a�nity

kernels as in [48, 79] and devise a measure for the presence of the desired

source using the eigenvalue decomposition of the product kernel. We apply

the proposed algorithm for the detection of audio-visual speech signals in the

presence of multiple interfering audio sources including di�erent speakers,

background noises, and transients. Our simulation results demonstrate im-

proved detection scores compared to single-modal variants, which are based

on either the audio or the video signals, as well as compared to alternative
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fusion schemes.

We note that we consider as the main challenge in this study, the presence

of multiple interfering sources. Speci�cally, we consider interferences that

are of the same type as the desired source, i.e., other speakers in the audio

signal. In addition, the video signal comprises the entire face of the speaker;

therefore, head movements are considered interferences in the video. We note

that in [48], we addressed a special case of the problem that is considered here;

previously, we considered the presence of only a single interfering transient

noise source, which is considerably di�erent from speech. In addition and in

contrast to this chapter, only the mouth region of the speaker was assumed

as the video signal, requiring an accurate detection of the mouth region as a

preprocessing stage.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2,

we formulate the problem and in Section 4.3 we present the proposed algo-

rithm for speech source activity detection. The improved performance of the

proposed algorithm is demonstrated in Section 4.4.

4.2 Problem Formulation

Consider a speech signal measured by a single microphone and by a video

camera pointed at the face of a speaker. The signal is processed in consecutive

frames, which are assumed aligned; let vn ∈ RLv and wn ∈ RLw be feature

representations of the nth time frame in the �rst and the second modalities

(i.e., audio and video), respectively, such that Lv and Lw are the total number

of features in each modality. We use the MFCC [85] and motion vectors [22],

for the representation of the audio and the video signals, respectively, as we

describe in detail in [47]. The MFCCs are widely used for the representation

of audio signals, and the motion vectors capture the movement of the mouth

within the video, assumed to be associated with speech. In both modalities,

we aggregate the features of three consecutive frames such that vn is given
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by the MFCCs of frames n−1, n, n+1. Consider a sequence of N such pairs

of frames:

{(vn,wn)}Nn=1 . (4.1)

We assume that the measured audio signal comprises M v + 1 sources:

S1, S2, ...SMv and Sd, where the superscript d stands for the desired source.

Namely, the audio frame vn is given by a mapping, denoted by f , of the

sources to the features space:

vn = f(Sd, S1, S2, ...SMv).

The video signal comprises the video recording of the face of a speaker.

Yet, there may be both natural mouth and head movements, which are not

directly related to speech and are considered as interferences. Assuming Mw

such interfering sources, the corresponding video frame wn is given by:

wn = g(Sd, S1, S2, ...SMw),

where g denotes the mapping of the sources to the feature space of the video

signal. With the exception of the desired source, the sources of the audio

and the video signals are assumed independent. In addition, the sources are

assumed to be present or absent independently of each other. Speci�cally,

we assume two hypotheses, H0 and H1, for the absence and the presence of

the desired source, respectively. Accordingly, let 1n be an indicator for the

presence of the desired source in the nth frame, given by:

1n =

{
1 ; n ∈ H1

0 ; n ∈ H0

}
. (4.2)

The goal in this study is to detect the activity of the desired source, i.e., to

estimate the indicator in (4.2).
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4.3 Desired Speech Source Activity Detection

4.3.1 Multi-modal Fusion via the Product of A�nity

Kernels

For completeness, we describe the fusion process based on a product between

a�nity kernels constructed separately for each modality, as proposed in [79].

Let Kv ∈ RN×N be an a�nity kernel of the �rst modality (i.e., audio), whose

(n,m)th entry, denoted by Kv(n,m), is given by:

Kv(n,m) = exp

(
−||vn − vm||2

εv

)
, (4.3)

where εv is the kernel bandwidth whose selection we studied in [48]. By

dividing each column by its sum, we construct a row stochastic matrix, which

is denoted by Mv ∈ RN×N , and its (n,m)th entry, Mv(m,n), is given by:

Mv(n,m) =
Kv(n,m)

dv(n)
, (4.4)

where dv(n) =
∑N

m=1Kv(n,m). Similarly to Mv, we construct a row stochas-

tic matrix Mw ∈ RN×N for the second modality, and the data from the two

modalities are fused by the product of the row stochastic matrices:

M = Mv ·Mw, (4.5)

where M ∈ RN×N is viewed as aggregating the relations between the data

points in the two modalities. Lederman and Talmon considered in [79] the

continuous counterparts ofMv(n,m), Mw(n,m) andM(n,m) as di�usion op-

erators. They showed that the continuous operator corresponding toM(n,m)

is an alternating di�usion operator, which integrates out modality-speci�c

sources by applying the di�usion process in two steps corresponding to the

two modalities.
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4.3.2 Desired Source Activity Detection

For the detection of the desired source, we apply an eigenvalue decomposition

to M. The eigenvectors respect the relations between the multi-modal data

points aggregated in the matrix M, and therefore, they are often used in

the literature to form a low dimensional representation of the data [34]. The

matrix M is row stochastic since Mv and Mw are row stochastic matrices,

so it has an all ones eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue one, which

we neglect since it does not contain information [34]. Since M integrates

out the modality-speci�c sources, which are the interferences in our case, its

eigenvectors represent the data according to the desired audio-visual source.

For the detection of the desired source, we use the leading (non-trivial) eigen-

vector, which we denote by ν1 ∈ RN ; the nth entry of ν1, denoted by ν1(n),

corresponds to the nth frame of the measured signals (audio and video) and

we view it as a new mapping h of the nth frame according to the desired

source:

ν1(n) = h(Sd).

The leading eigenvector of an a�nity kernel is typically used in the literature

for clustering such that the nth data point is clustered according to the sign

of ν1(n) [113]. Indeed, we have found in our experiments, that the data

are properly clustered by ν1 according to the presence and the absence of

the desired source. Accordingly, we propose to estimate the indicator for

the presence of the desired source 1n in (4.2) by comparing the eigenvector

entries to a threshold τ :

1̂n =

{
1 ; ν1(n) > τ

0 ; otherwise

}
. (4.6)

Namely, we view the leading eigenvector as a continuous measure of the

presence of the desired source. The threshold τ controls the trade-o� between

the probability of correct detection of the desired source and the probability
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Figure 4.1: An example of a video frame.

of false alarm, and its setting is application dependent.

4.4 Experimental Results

We consider an audio-visual recording of a speaker measured by a microphone

and by a video camera pointed at the face of the speaker. We use a dataset,

which we presented in [47], comprising 11 sequences of di�erent speakers,

60 s long each. The video signal is measured in 25 fps frame rate, and the

audio signal, which is measured in 8 kHz, is aligned to the video signal using

frames of 634 samples with 50% overlap. To simulate the interferences, we

synthetically add to the audio signal di�erent types of background noises and

transients taken from a free online corpus [3], and other speakers taken from

the dataset in [47]. The video signal comprises the entire face of the speaker

as demonstrated in Fig. 4.1, in contrast to [48], where cropping of the mouth

region of the speaker was required as a preprocessing step. Therefore, it

may contain natural head and mouth movements, which are not related to
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Figure 4.2: Qualitative assessment of the proposed algorithm for the desired
speech source activity detection in the presence of three sources: the desired
speech source, an interfering speech source, and babble noise with 20 dB SNR.
(Top) Time domain, input signal - black solid line, true desired speech source
- orange squares, true interfering speech source - purple stars, �Hadamard�
with a threshold set for 80% correct detection rate - green triangles, proposed
algorithm with a threshold set for 80% correct detection rate- blue circles.
(Bottom) Spectrogram of the input signal.

speech. To set the ground truth of the activity of the desired speech source

(which also appears in the video), we use the clean audio signal and consider

the desired source active in a frame if its energy level is above 1% from the

maximal energy value in the sequence. In this type of ground truth setting,

the resolution of the presence and absence of the desired source is up to a

single frame and it may be used, for example, for the enhancement of the

desired source [29].

An example of the detection of the desired speech source obtained by the

proposed algorithm is presented in Fig. 4.2, where we consider three audio

sources comprising two speakers � one desired, one interfering and babble
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noise. For the clarity of presentation, we use a relatively high SNR of 20

dB, where the SNR is calculated with respect to the desired speaker and the

babble noise. Hence, the main challenge in this example is to distinguish

between the desired speech signal and the speech signal of the interfering

speaker. Indeed, the spectrogram of the measured audio signal, presented in

Fig. 4.2 (Bottom), demonstrates that just by observing the spectrogram, it

is hard to distinguish between the speech parts corresponding to the desired

speech and the interfering speech. In Fig. 4.2 (Top), we qualitatively compare

the proposed method for the detection of the desired source to an alternative

kernel method termed �Hadamard�, in which, instead of the product between

the kernels in (4.5), the modalities are fused by the Hadamard product:

Mv ◦Mw, where ◦ denotes point-wise multiplication. For both approaches,

we set the value of the threshold τ in (4.6) to provide 80% correct detection

rate and compare their false alarm rates. It may be seen that the proposed

approach provides signi�cantly fewer false alarms, and the competing method

wrongly detects the activity of the interfering speech source, e.g., in the time

interval after the 24th second.

In Fig. 4.3 we present the results of a quantitative evaluation of the

proposed approach in the form of ROC curves, which are plots of detection

versus false alarm rates. The proposed approach is compared, in addition to

the method �Hadamard�, to a method based on fusing the modalities via a

sum of the a�nity kernels, i.e., Mv + Mw, termed �Sum� in the plots. In

addition, we compare the proposed approach to its single-modal variants,

termed �Audio� and �Video�, which are based on estimating the speech in-

dicator in (4.6) using the leading eigenvector of the kernels Mv and Mw,

respectively. We observe in the plots that the approaches based on a sin-

gle modality attain comparable results; the detector of the desired source

based only on the audio signal is limited due to high similarity of the desired

source especially to the other speakers. The performance based only on the

video signal are also limited both due to modality-speci�c sources such as
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Figure 4.3: Probability of the detection vs probability of false alarm. Source
types: (a) two speakers and babble noise with 20 dB SNR, (b) two speakers,
door-knocks transients and white Gaussian noise with 15 dB SNR.

movements of the head and due to the high resolution of the ground truth.

Indeed, there exist speech parts that do not involve the movement of mouth

in certain time frames. The alternative fusion schemes perform slightly bet-

ter than the single-modal approaches. Finally, the proposed approach for the

detection of the desired source outperforms all other methods and provides

improved detection scores for all false alarm values.

4.5 Conclusion

We have addressed the problem of audio-visual speech source detection in the

presence of interferences. We proposed an algorithm for the detection of a

desired source by fusing the modalities via a product of kernels, constructed

separately for each modality. An eigenvalue decomposition of the product
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kernel yields a useful representation of the data, in which the e�ects of the in-

terfering sources are reduced, allowing us to devise a measure of the presence

of the desired source based on the leading eigenvector. Experimental results

have demonstrated the improved performance of the proposed algorithm in

challenging environments, including speech activity detection in audio-visual

data under presence of modality-speci�c interfering sources.



Chapter 5

Multi-modal Kernel Method for

Activity Detection of Sound

Sources

We consider the problem of acoustic scene analysis of multiple sound sources.

In our setting, the sound sources are measured by a single microphone, and a

particular source of interest is also captured by a video camera during a short

time interval. The goal in this chapter is to detect the activity of the source

of interest even when the video data is missing, while ignoring the other

sound sources. To address this problem, we propose a kernel-based algorithm

that incorporates the audio-visual data by a combination of a�nity kernels,

constructed separately from the audio and the video data. We introduce a

distance measure between data points that is associated with the source of

interest, while reducing the e�ect of the other (interfering) sources. Using

this distance, we devise a measure for the presence of the source of interest,

which is naturally extended to time intervals, in which only the audio signal

is available. Experimental results demonstrate the improved performance

of the proposed algorithm compared to competing approaches implying the

signi�cance of the video signal in the analysis of complex acoustic scenes.
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Acoustic scene, data fusion, multi-modal, audio-visual, transient noise, kernel

5.1 Introduction

A key element of automatic systems analyzing sound scenes is the ability

to distinguish between di�erent sound sources, which are often active si-

multaneously. In this chapter, we consider sound sources of di�erent types

including speech, stationary and quasi-stationary background noises, as well

as transient interferences, which are abrupt sounds, such as door-knocks and

keyboard taps [52]. The sound sources are measured by a single microphone.

In addition, a particular sound source is measured by a video camera, which

is used as a �spotlight� to designate the source of interest. Examples of video

frames of sources of interest are presented in Fig. 5.1, and they include

speech, keyboard tapping and drum beats. The objective in this work is to

detect the time intervals in which the source of interest is active. We con-

sider a challenging setting, where the audio-visual recording is available only

for a short time period, while in the remainder of the time, only the audio

signal, which is processed in an online manner, is available. In addition, the

detection is performed in an unsupervised manner, such that we do not have

the true labels of the sources.

Detecting the activity of a source of interest may be very useful for sound

scene analysis. For example, the scene may be decomposed into its compo-

nents in a step by step procedure. At each step, the video camera is pointed

at a particular source, enabling to learn to identify the activity of this partic-

ular source from the complex audio recordings. Pointing the video camera to

a certain source of interest may be seen as an �automatic focusing� procedure,

which is analogous to the human audio perception guided by visual inputs.

Considering the availability of the video data only in a limited time interval

is particularly practical for simultaneous activity detection of multiple sound

sources. Since, by assumption, the video camera can measure merely a single
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Figure 5.1: Examples of video frames of sources of interest. From left to
right: speech, drum beats, keyboard-tapping.

sound source at a time, one may gradually and separately collect video data

from each sound source, and, as we show, use the recording of a particular

source for improving its activity detection even when the video data are no

longer available.

The activity detection of sources of interest may be further useful for ap-

plications such as speech enhancement. Consider for example the enhance-

ment of speech measured by a single microphone and a web camera during a

voice over IP (VOIP) conversation in the presence of keyboard taps. A com-

mon key procedure in speech enhancement systems is the accurate detection

of the presence of speech and the interferences [31,133], which is carried out

in this chapter by the incorporation of the video camera. Since collecting
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the video of speech and the keyboard taps simultaneously is not practical

using a single video camera, the data of these sources are collected one by

one during a short �calibration� time interval, and in testing time intervals

the data (of at least one of them) is missing. Moreover, assuming that the

video data are only partially available, it is bene�cial in real life scenarios

such as sudden degradation of the video signal. For example, the speaker

may move his head out of the video frame during natural speech.

Related problems dealing with the analysis of sound scenes are audio

and audio-visual scene classi�cation and event detection. Given an audio or

audio-visual event, the goal is to assign it with the most appropriate class

selected from a �nite set of classes, where a class of studies assume a mono-

phonic setting in which only a single audio event is present in each time

interval [28, 37, 43, 65, 124, 139, 140]. The present work belongs to a recent

line of studies dealing with a polyphonic setting, where multiple sounds may

be active simultaneously [4, 12, 23, 76, 88, 101]. There are several signi�cant

di�erences between these studies and the problem we consider here. First,

in event detection, the types of sounds, i.e., the classes, are assumed to be

known in advance. Second, in contrast to the current work where we use only

the recorded unmarked data, large labeled databases are typically required

to train the classi�ers. For example, the authors in [118] reported that sound

event classi�ers based on deep neural networks could not outperform a base-

line system based on a Gaussian mixture model on the DCASE dataset [128],

due to the lack of su�cient amount of training data. Last, the annotation

of the datasets requires signi�cant human e�ort especially in the polyphonic

case, since each time segment is annotated with multiple labels according to

the multiple sound classes.

The methodology we present is based on obtaining a representation of the

audio-visual signal in which the e�ect of the interfering sources is reduced.

Related studies which are also based on unsupervised learning of representa-

tions of audio-visual signals were presented in [24,54,63,69,111,112]. In [63],
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the authors proposed to use mutual information as a measure of synchro-

nization between audio and video features assuming the distribution of the

signals follows a Gaussian model. Mutual information was also exploited

in [54], where the authors suggested to map audio and video signals into

domains designed to maximize the mutual information between the modal-

ities. The authors in [69] proposed to obtain a representation of the audio-

visual signal via a variant of the well-known Canonical Correlation Analysis

(CCA) relying on the sparsity of events occurring simultaneously in both

modalities. The methods presented in [111, 112] rely on the incorporation

of the audio and the video signals via a simultaneous factorization of two

non-negative matrices � one for each modality, applying the method to the

problem of speaker diarization. Although the representation in these stud-

ies [24, 54, 63, 69,111,112] is obtained in an unsupervised manner, they have

two main limitations in the setting we consider. First, these representations

are mainly learned via time-consuming solutions of optimization problems.

Therefore, they are less suitable for obtaining a representation from a short

sequence. Second, in contrast to this work, they assume that both the audio

and the video modalities are available during the entire time.

We address the problem of the activity detection of the source of interest

from a kernel-based geometric standpoint, in which the goal is to obtain a

representation of the audio-visual data that respects relations between data

points only in terms of the source of interest. Typical kernel-based geometric

methods are designed for non-linear dimensionality reduction of single-modal

data [13, 18, 34, 45, 110]. They provide low dimensional representations by

the eigenvalue decomposition of a�nity kernels aggregating local relations

(a�nities) between data points. Recent extensions of kernel methods to the

multi-modal settings suggest constructing separate a�nity kernels for each

modality (audio and video in our case), and fusing the modalities through

di�erent combinations of the a�nity kernels [19�21, 42, 48, 61, 72, 73, 79, 81,

83,135,145,153].
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A particular data fusion approach, which is based on combining the data

via the product of a�nity kernels, was recently studied in [48,79,135]. In [48],

we analyzed this fusion scheme in a discrete setting using graph theory. We

viewed the single-modal a�nity kernels and the product of kernels as de�n-

ing single and multi-modal graphs, respectively, and studied the appropriate

selection of their bandwidth, which are directly related to the graph connec-

tivity and have a signi�cant in�uence on the overall performance. In [79],

Lederman and Talmon analyzed this fusion approach in a continuous setting,

in which the a�nity kernels are viewed as two di�usion operators, which are

applied in an alternating manner. They showed that modality-speci�c fac-

tors, i.e., factors which appear only in one of the modalities, are attenuated

by the alternation of steps.

In this chapter, we propose an algorithm for the activity detection of

sources of interest based on combining partially available audio and video

signals, recorded over a short time interval. The algorithm exploits short syn-

chronized sequences of audio and video signals incorporating the two modal-

ities based on the method presented in [48, 79], where they are combined

via the product of a�nity kernels, constructed separately for each modality.

The incorporation of the video signal improves the discriminative power of

the uni�ed a�nity kernel, and it allows to construct a data-driven distance

based on the uni�ed kernel. This distance preserves relations between data

points according to the source of interest, and it reduces the e�ect of other

sound sources, which are modality (in our case, audio) speci�c. Using this

distance, we devise a measure for the presence of the source of interest, which

serves as a proxy for source activation labels in the absence of actual labels.

Then, we show how to extend this measure to frames in which only the

audio signal is available while preserving the properties of the data-driven

distance. We apply the proposed algorithm to the detection of di�erent types

of sound sources including speech, drum beats and keyboard tapping, and

examine its performance in challenging scenarios, in which the interferences
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are of a similar type as the source of interest. The proposed algorithm at-

tains improved performance compared to competing single- and multi-modal

approaches demonstrating a signi�cant contribution of the fusion of partially

available audio-visual signals for sound scene analysis.

The contributions of this chapter with respect to our previous work pre-

sented in [48] are as follows. First, we address here the fusion problem of

partially available audio-visual signals in an online setting in contrast to the

batch setting, with fully available signals, which was considered in [48]. As

far as we know, this chapter is the �rst to demonstrate a successful extension

of the fusion method presented in [48, 79] to partially available multi-modal

signals, i.e., signals measured by sensors of di�erent types (audio and video).

In addition, in [48], we have focused on the graph theoretic analysis of this

fusion approach, and only demonstrated it for the problem of voice activity

detection, which is a relatively simple special case of the problem we consider

here. The much wider task of sound source activity detection, considered in

this chapter, includes not only di�erent types of sources and multiple simul-

taneous interferences, but also cases where the source of interest and the

interferences are of the same type, e.g., both are speech from di�erent speak-

ers or taps from di�erent keyboards. Speci�cally, the activity detection of

other sources rather than speech, e.g., keyboard taps, was not addressed in

the literature, to the best of our knowledge. We further note that the analysis

of the video signal of the di�erent types of sources may be considered as dif-

ferent tasks from a computer vision point of view. For the analysis of speech

signals, for example, complex algorithms are often used to accurately detect

and track key-points in the mouth region of the speaker [84, 100, 117], and

they cannot be directly applied for the detection of keyboard taps. Moreover,

as we show, constructing a measure of activity based merely on the video sig-

nal leads to poor detection results especially in the detection of sources other

than speech. Yet, the di�erent video signals are handled in a similar manner

by our proposed algorithm for the detection of the presence of a broad variety
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of sources of interest.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, we

formulate the problem. In Section 5.3, we propose an algorithm for activity

detection of sources of interest, and present experimental results demonstrat-

ing its improved performance in Section 5.4.

5.2 Problem formulation

Consider a complex acoustic scene comprising multiple sound sources, such

as speech, di�erent types of transients and background noises, which may

be active simultaneously. The acoustic scene is measured by a single micro-

phone, and the measured signal is processed in frames. Let a1, a2, ..., aN be

a feature representation of a sequence of N frames, where an ∈ RPa is the

nth time frame, and Pa is the number of features, which are described in

Section 5.4. Assuming R + 1 audio sources, denoted by s1, s2, ..., sR, s̃, the

audio signal is viewed as an unknown (possibly) non-linear mapping f of the

sources:

an = f(sa1, s
a
2, ..., s

a
R, s̃).

The acoustic scene is also captured by a video camera, which is used as

a �spotlight� that designates the source s̃ whose presence we would like to

detect. We term the source s̃ �the source of interest� and consider all other

R sources as interferences. Let v1,v2, ...,vL be a sequence of L video frames,

where vn ∈ RPv is a features representation of the nth frame. We consider

a setting, in which the video signal is available only in a subset of the time

interval of the audio signal, i.e., L < N . The sequence of the video frames is

aligned to the audio sequence a1, a2, ..., aL by a proper selection of the frame

length and the overlap of the audio signal as described in Section 5.4. The

video signal may also contain interfering sources, so that the video signal is
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seen as an unknown mapping g of the sources:

vn = g(sv1, s
v
2, ..., s

v
Q, s̃),

where we assume Q interfering source, sv1, s
v
2, ..., s

v
Q
1. For example, when the

camera is pointed at the face of a speaker, head movements are considered

interferences since they are not directly related to the production of speech.

The only source measured by both the video camera and the microphone

is the source of interest such that all other sources are assumed modality

speci�c, an assumption that we use in Section 5.3 to construct a measure of

the presence of the source of interest.

Let H0, H1 be hypotheses of the absence and the presence of the source

of interest s̃, respectively, and let 1n be the corresponding indicator of the

nth frame, given by:

1n =

{
1, n ∈ H1

0, n ∈ H0

}
. (5.1)

The goal in this chapter is to detect the presence of the source of interest,

while ignoring all other sources, i.e., to estimate 1n in (5.1). Speci�cally, we

focus on estimating the indicator 1n in time intervals, in which the video

signal is missing, i.e., n ∈ [L+1, L+2, ..., N ], and consider an online setting,

where these frames are processed sequentially. We note that we consider an

entirely unsupervised process of the estimation of 1n in (5.1) such that even

for the interval 1, 2, ..., L we do not have labels indicating the presence of the

sources.

1Throughout this chapter, a and v denote audio and video, respectively.
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5.3 Kernel-based Detection of the Source of In-

terest

5.3.1 Audio-visual Fusion via a Product of A�nity Ker-

nels

We exploit the audio-visual data to construct a measure of the presence of

the source of interest by fusing the data via a product of a�nity kernels

constructed separately for each modality. Let Ka ∈ RL×L be an a�nity

kernel constructed from the sequence of audio frames a1, a2, ..., aL such that

its (n,m)th entry is given by:

Ka
n,m = exp

[
−‖an − am‖22 /ε

a
]
, (5.2)

where ‖·‖2 is the L2 distance, and εa is the kernel bandwidth, a parameter

whose selection we studied in [48]. The a�nity kernel has an interpretation

of a graph on the data, which we term the audio graph, whose nodes are the

data points {an}, and the weight of the edge between node n and node m is

given by Ka
n,m. Let Da ∈ RL×L be a diagonal matrix, whose nth element on

the diagonal, denoted by Da
n,n, is given by:

Da
n,n =

L∑
m=1

Ka
n,m. (5.3)

The matrix Da is often referred to as the degree matrix, when the a�nity

function Ka
n,m consists of binary values, so that Da

n,n is the number of vertices

connected to vertex n. Here, we use the inverse of Da to normalize the rows

of Ka constructing a row stochastic matrix Ma ∈ RL×L by:

Ma = (Da)−1 Ka. (5.4)
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The row stochastic matrix Ma de�nes a Markov chain on the graph such

that its (n,m)th entry, denoted by Ma
n,m, represents the probability of tran-

sition from node n to node m in a single step. These transition probabilities

incorporate information on the inter-relations between the samples/nodes.

For example, in many manifold learning and kernel-based techniques, such

as [34], they are used, via the eigenvalue decomposition, to obtain a global

representation of the data.

The data from the two modalities are combined by the construction of

the matrix M ∈ RL×L, which incorporates the data from the two modalities

via the product of kernels:

M = MaMv, (5.5)

where Mv ∈ RL×L is a row stochastic matrix constructed from the video

signal, similarly to Ma according to (5.2)-(5.3). The matrix M is also row

stochastic, so it de�nes an audio-visual graph, whose nodes correspond to the

pairs of frames (a1,v1) , (a2,v2) , ..., (aL,vL). According to (5.5), the (n,m)th

entry of M is explicitly given by:

Mn,m =
L∑
l=1

Ma
n,lM

v
l,m.

Therefore, it may be interpreted as the probability of transitioning from node

n to node m in two steps: �rst from node n to node l in the audio graph

and then from node l to node m in the video graph. In the same sense,

Lederman and Talmon showed in [79] that the continuous counterpart of M

is a di�usion operator employing two di�usion steps, one for each modality.

They showed that such alternating di�usion steps attenuate the view speci�c

factors, which are de�ned as interferences in our case. In Subsection 5.3.2,

we provide more insight on this result by describing the relation between the

product of kernels and the di�usion distance [34], which in turn motivates us

to build a measure for the presence of the source of interest as we describe
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in Subsection 5.3.3.

5.3.2 Di�usion Distance

Let d (n,m) be the di�usion distance between frame n and frame m, given

by [79]:

d (n,m) =

√√√√ N∑
l=1

(Mn,l −Mm,l)
2. (5.6)

According to (5.6), the distance between frame n and frame m is roughly

given by a collection of transition probabilities in one step between the

frames. Note that d (n,m) is an unnormalized spacial case of the more gen-

eral di�usion distance, presented in [34], comprising transition probabilities

between frames in multiple steps. Since the distance between a pair of frames

takes into account other frames in the set, the di�usion distance respects the

geometry of the data and is considered robust to noise [34]. In addition, in the

multi-modal setting we consider here, the di�usion distance is constructed

from the matrix M, so that it measures distances between frames according

to both the audio and the video sources, sa1, s
a
2, ..., s

a
R, s

v
1, s

v
2, ..., s

v
Q, s̃.

The di�usion distance may be rewritten in terms of a distance between

two vectors corresponding to frame n and frame m. Speci�cally, let hn ∈ RL

be a vector corresponding to frame n, given by:

hn = MTh0
n,

where T denotes transpose, and h0
n ∈ RL is an indicator vector whose nth ele-

ment equals one and all other elements equal zero. Accordingly, the di�usion

distance d (n,m) in (5.6) is given by:

d (n,m) = ‖hn − hm‖2 . (5.7)

The use of the product of kernels for the fusion of the audio and the video
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signals is motivated by Theorem 5 in [79], presented in the continuous do-

main, implying on the existence of equivalent functions to hn and hm, which

are merely functions of the source of interest s̃. Namely, on the one hand, the

di�usion distance is a data driven distance that can be explicitly calculated

for each pair of frames according to (5.6). On the other hand, it is equivalent

to a distance between implicit functions, which are functions of merely the

source of interest, so that it allows measuring distances between data points

in terms of the source of interest only, while ignoring all other sources, which

are modality-speci�c by assumption. For more details, we refer the readers

to [79].

5.3.3 Detection of the Presence of the Source of Interest

The proposed measure of the presence of sources of interest is constructed

from the eigenvalue decomposition of the matrix M in (5.5). Since the matrix

M is row stochastic, it has an all ones eigenvector corresponding to the

eigenvalue 1, which is ignored since it does not contain information. Let

φ1,φ2, ...,φL−1 and λ1, λ2, ..., λL−1 be the eigenvectors (excluding the trivial)

and the corresponding eigenvalues of M, respectively. The motivation to use

the eigenvalue decomposition of M for the detection of the presence of the

source of interest stems directly from its relation to the di�usion distance

[34,79]:

d (n,m) =

√√√√ N∑
l=1

λl (φl(n)− φl(m))2, (5.8)

where φl(n) is the nth entry of φl. The expression in (5.8) implies that the

eigenvectors of the kernel product M may be used as new coordinates of the

data samples representing them in terms of the source of interest. Since in

this study we are only interested in the estimation of a single indicator, we

use only the leading eigenvector φ1. Speci�cally, we propose to estimate the
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indicator of the source of interest in frame n ∈ [1, 2, ..., L], 1n in (5.1), by:

1̂n =

{
1 ; φ1(n) > τ

0 ; otherwise

}
, (5.9)

where τ is a threshold value. We note that the leading eigenvector is of

length L as the number of the frames from which it is constructed, such that

its nth entry corresponds to the nth data point. The leading eigenvector

of a row stochastic matrix is often used in the literature for clustering since

it solves the well-known normalized cut problem; speci�cally, the nth data

point is assigned to one of two possible clusters according to the sign of

the corresponding nth entry of the leading eigenvector [113]. In our case,

the leading eigenvector of the uni�ed a�nity kernel M clusters the signal

according to the presence of the source of interest, and indeed, as we show in

Section 5.4, high values of the entries of this eigenvector correspond to frames,

in which the source of interest is active, while low values are obtained for

inactive frames. In addition, we use the leading eigenvector as a continuous

measure, such that thresholding allows us to control the trade-o� between

correct detection and false alarm rates. For example, low threshold values

should be set in applications where high detection rates are required at the

expense of higher rates of false alarms; when no addition information is

available on the signal or the application at hand, the threshold may be set

to zero to cluster the signal according to the sign of the entries as proposed

in [113].

Two additional properties make the leading eigenvector φ1 particularly

useful for the detection of sources of interest; �rst, it is constructed in a data-

driven manner, so that the indicator of the presence of the source of interest,

1̂n in (5.9), is estimated without any other information. Speci�cally, the true

labels of the presence of the source of interest are not required.

Second, the eigenvector may be extended to frames L+1, L+2, ..., N even

though they comprise only audio data [90, 135], as we describe next. Given
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a new frame an, n ∈ [L+ 1, L+ 2, ..., N ], we use the nyström method [55]

to obtain a new entry of φ1 corresponding to frame n, which is denoted by

φ1 (n):

φ1 (n) =
1

λ1

L∑
m=1

Mn,mφ1 (m) . (5.10)

By (5.5), (5.10) can be rewritten as:

φ1 (n) =
1

λ1

L∑
m=1

L∑
l=1

Ma
n,lM

v
l,mφ1 (m) ,

L∑
l=1

Ma
n,lθ(l), (5.11)

where θ(l) = 1
λ1

∑L
m=1M

v
l,mφ1 (m). The right term in (5.11) implies that

given a new frame n, the extension requires only the audio frame an since

the term θ (l), which comprises the video (and the audio) data, is calculated

based only on frames 1, 2, ..., L.

Algorithm 5.1 Detection of the presence of the source of interest

1: Obtain the �rst L pairs of frames {an,vn}Ln=1

2: Calculate the a�nity kernels Ka and Kv according to (5.2)
3: Calculate the row stochastic matrices Ma and Mv according to (5.3)-(5.4)
4: Fuse the data via the product of kernels, i.e., compute M according to

(5.5)
5: Obtain the leading eigenvector φ1

Extension to frames L+ 1, L+ 2, ...
6: for n = L+ 1, L+ 2, ... do
7: Obtain the audio frame an
8: Calculate a�nities to frames 1, 2, ..., L:

{
Ma

n,l

}L
l=1

9: Calculate the new entry of the eigenvector φ1(n) using (5.11)
10: if φ1(n) > τ then
11: 1̂n = 1
12: else

13: 1̂n = 0
14: end if

15: end for
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At this point, we note that the matrices Ma and Mv are similar to

symmetric matrices, so that their eigenvectors are guaranteed to be real-

valued [34], which is not the case for M. One solution for this problem is to

use the singular value decomposition of M, which is shown by Lindenbaum

et al in [83] to provide another variant of the di�usion distance. Yet, we

use in this study the leading eigenvector instead of, e.g., the leading singu-

lar vector, since (i) the leading eigenvector indeed appears real-valued in all

our experiments, (ii) it may be extended to new incoming frames using the

nyström method, and (iii) it provides better detection results. We summa-

rize the proposed algorithm for the detection of the presence of the source of

interest in Algorithm 5.1.

5.4 Experimental Results

5.4.1 Experimental Setting

To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm we use audio and

audio-visual recordings2 of di�erent types of sound sources including speech,

di�erent types of noise and transients, which are synthetically added (in

the audio modality) to simulate complex audio scenes with multiple sources.

Each recording is divided into two parts of equal lengths such that the �rst

part comprises both the audio and the video, and the second part comprises

only the audio. The second part of the recordings with the missing video

data are processed in an online manner and are used for the evaluation of

the algorithm.

Each recording is a sequence of 90 − 120 s length, sampled by the video

camera at 25− 30 fps. The audio signal is sampled at 8 kHz and processed

in frames with 50% overlap, where the frame length is set to ∼ 630 samples

such that the audio frames are aligned with the video frames. To evaluate

2The audio and audio-visual recordings are available at
https://davidov312.github.io/ADMrefSet/

https://davidov312.github.io/ADMrefSet/
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the performance of the proposed method, we use the clean audio recording

of the source of interest. We set the ground truth for the true presence of the

source of interest by comparing the energy of the clean signal to a threshold

whose value is set to 1% of the maximal energy value in the sequence. The

source of interest is considered present in frames with energy value above this

threshold value. In this challenging type of ground truth setting, transitions

between the presence and the absence of the source of interest may occur in

the resolution of tens of ms.

For the representation of the audio signal, we use the MFCC, which are

calculated by �ltering the audio signal in the domain of the power spectra

with a bank of the perceptually meaningful Mel-scale �lters. The MFCC

representation is given by the coe�cients of the discrete cosine transform

(DCT) applied to the log of the outputs of the �lters. The MFCCs represent

the spectrum of the signal in a compact form, and they are widely used in a

variety of audio processing applications [41, 58, 85]. We use a Matlab imple-

mentation of the MFCCs, taken from [2], and set the number of coe�cients

to 24. We found in our experiments that the performance of our method

is not sensitive to the particular number of coe�cients. In addition, we set

the number of �lters to 90. We empirically found that the optimal number

of �lters depends on the type of the source of interest. When the source of

interest has a more abrupt nature, e.g., keyboard taps, a larger number of

�lters should be used, and for more �stationary� signal, such as speech, a

lower number of �lters provide better performance. Since we do not assume

in this study that the type of the source of interest is known, we use 90 �lters,

which is an intermediate value providing good performance for all types of

sources of interest. In this context, we note that using a higher sampling rate

than 8 kHz has a negligible e�ect on the performance.

In addition, we note that the e�ect of the feature selection process on the

accuracy of the activity detection implies that their proper selection may lead

to further improvement of the proposed algorithm. One approach, which we
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leave to a future study, would be to learn the features from the data, e.g.,

using deep learning methods based on unsupervised learning procedures such

as deep belief networks [39]. However, such procedures should be applied

o�ine, and since the type of the sources and interferences are not known in

advance, a large database of sounds should be exploited.

The video signals have resolutions in the range of 328× 184 to 640× 480

pixels, and they are represented by motion vectors. We use a Matlab im-

plementation of Lucas - Kanade method [15,22] (vision.OpticalFlow Matlab

system object) to estimate the motion of non-overlapping blocks of 10 × 10

pixels between pairs of consecutive frames. Then, we concatenate the ab-

solute values of the motion in each block into vectors. The feature repre-

sentation of frame n, (an,vn), is given by the concatenation of the motion

vectors and the MFCCs in frames n−1, n and n+1, respectively. The use of

data from three consecutive frames for the representation of the audio-visual

signal allows for the incorporation of temporal information into the proposed

algorithm, which is not taken into account in the construction of the a�nity

kernels Ma and Mv.

Before turning to the experimental results, we note that rather than ex-

tending the eigenvector φ1 to a frame l, for which the video data is missing

according to (5.11), a more computationally e�cient extension is obtained

by:

φ1 (l) =
L∑

m=1

Ma
l,mφ1 (m) , (5.12)

The extension in (5.12) may be seen as a weighted interpolation of the mea-

sure of the presence of the source of interest based only on the audio signal,

which is the one available for new incoming frames. Speci�cally, since Ma

is a row stochastic matrix, the �weights� Ma
l,m sum to one, and the more

similar frame al to a certain frame am, m ∈ 1, 2, ..., L, the higher the cor-

responding weight Ma
l,m is. In addition, we found in our experiments that

the extension in (5.12) provides better results, so it is the one used in the
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reported results. In this context, we note that the eigenvalue decomposition

assigns an arbitrary sign to the eigenvectors. We assume that the correct

sign of the eigenvector φ1 is known, and that high entry values correspond

to frames in which the source of interest is present; in practice, the sign may

be chosen such that a negative sign is assigned to entries of the eigenvector

corresponding to frames, in which all audio sources are absent, i.e., silent

frames.

Since the proposed approach is evaluated for frames in which the video

data is missing, we compare it to an approach, which is based only on the

audio data, in order to highlight the contribution of the video signal. Specif-

ically, we compare the proposed method to its single modal variant, in which

only the audio signal is exploited in frames 1, 2, ..., L for the construction of

the measure of the presence of the source of interest; namely, the leading

eigenvector of the matrix Ma is used to construct the measure. The single

modal approach may be seen as an unsupervised variant of the method pre-

sented in [99], which is based on using eigenvectors of an a�nity kernel for

speech detection.

In addition, we compare the proposed algorithm to the CCA method,

which is denoted by �CCA� in the plots, and to the method presented in [54].

The methods are based on obtaining representations of the the audio and the

video signals by mapping them to new domains, in which the correlation and

the mutual information between the modalities is maximized, respectively.

The method presented in [54] is denoted in the plots by MMI (maximization

of mutual information).

We also present the performance of a variant of the proposed algorithm

based only on the video signal. This approach cannot be used in practice in

the setting we consider since it requires the availability of the video signal

in the evaluated time intervals, in which it is assumed missing. Still, the

performance of the approach based only on the video data is presented to

further gain insight into the contribution of the fusion procedure between the
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audio and the video data for the activity detection of the source of interest.

5.4.2 Activity Detection of Speech Sources

In the �rst experiment, we consider speech as the source of interest. We use

an audio-visual dataset, which we presented in [47] comprising 11 sequences

of di�erent speakers recorded via a smartphone. We synthetically add dif-

ferent types of noise and transients taken from a free online corpus [3], with

di�erent SNRs and with di�erent source of interest to interferences ratios

(SIR). Speci�cally, we de�ne the SIR as the ratio between the maximal am-

plitudes of the source of interest and the interferences (transients in this case)

such that the SIR equals one when they have the same maximal amplitudes.

We �nd this type of normalization based on the maximal amplitude more

suitable than, e.g., using the power of the signals, due to the abrupt nature

of the transients and it was previously used in [52]. The video signal com-

prises the face of the speaker, and it may comprise slight head and mouth

movements in time intervals, in which speech, i.e., the source of interest, is

absent.

An example of the detection of speech in the presence of door-knocks is

presented in Fig. 5.2, where at the bottom of the �gure we plot the spec-

trogram of the signal demonstrating the similar spectrum of the di�erent

audio sources, i.e., speech and the transients. In Fig. 5.2 at the top, we

plot (black solid line) the proposed measure for the presence of the source of

interest, φ1(l), which is normalized to the range of [0, 1] for the ease of pre-

sentation. Due to the normalization, it can also be viewed as the probability

of the presence of the source of interest. It may be seen in Fig. 5.2 that the

proposed measure properly provides high values in time intervals, in which

the source of interest (speech) is indeed present. We compare the proposed

approach with the audio-based approach to gain insight on the contribution

of the video signal in the calibration set. We set the threshold value τ in

(5.9) to provide 80% correct detection rate and compare their false alarms.
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Figure 5.2: Qualitative assessment of the proposed algorithm for the activity
detection of the source of interest. Source of interest: speech. Interfering
source: door-knock transients with SIR 1. (Top) Time domain, trajectory of
the leading eigenvector - black solid line, true SOI (speech) - orange squares,
true interferences (transients) - gray stars, a variant of the proposed method
based only on the audio signal with a threshold set for 80% correct detection
rate - red asterisks, proposed algorithm with a threshold set for 80% correct
detection rate- blue circles. (Bottom) Spectrogram of the input signal.

It can be seen in Fig. 5.2 that the method based only on the audio signal

provides more false alarms, e.g., around the 12th and the 17th sec.

We further evaluate the performance of the proposed method in Fig. 5.3

in the form of ROC curves, which are plots of the probability of detection

versus the probability of false alarm. The curves are obtained by changing

the threshold value τ in (5.9) over the value range of the measure of the
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presence of the source of interest φ1. The higher the curve, i.e., the larger

the AUC, the better the performance of the corresponding method are. The

AUC values are reported in the legend box for each method.

It may be seen in Fig. 5.3 that the proposed algorithm for the detection

of sources of interest outperforms the competing methods. Speci�cally, the

inferior performance of the variant based only on audio implies that using

the video signal, the proposed algorithm indeed learns a measure of the

presence of the source of interest, in which the e�ect of the interfering source

is reduced, even though the video signal is missing in the evaluated time

intervals. Therefore, the video signal allows for the analysis of the audio

scene by properly distinguishing the sound source at which the video camera

is pointed from all other sources.

The method based only on the video signal provides signi�cantly inferior

results to the proposed algorithm, which demonstrates that the video signal

alone cannot provide accurate activity detection of the source of interest, even

though it does not measure other sound sources in the scene. One reason for

the inferior results is that the video signal may comprise visual cues which

are not directly related to the source of interest, such as head movements of

the speaker, which are seen as interfering sources.

In this context, we note that in a setting where both the audio and the

video signals are available for a new incoming frame, the extension in (5.11)

does not use the incoming video frame and its incorporation is an open prob-

lem, which we leave for a future study. Yet, we examine in our experiments a

straightforward solution based on building the extension weights in (5.12) re-

lying on similarities between uni�ed audio-visual feature vectors constructed

via the concatenation of the audio and the video features. Since we found

that this alternative does not improve the detection scores, the corresponding

results were discarded.

Moreover, we note that in [48] we considered the fusion of audio-visual

data using the product of kernels for speech detection. We showed that it
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Figure 5.3: Probability of detection vs probability of false alarm. Source of
interest: speech. Interfering sources: (a) door-knock transients with SIR 1,
(b) babble noise with 0 dB SNR and scissors transient with SIR 1.

provides better detection scores compared to alternative fusion schemes and

the methods presented in [47, 136]. However, in [48], we considered a batch

setting, where the audio-visual data is available in advance; in contrast, here,

we consider an online setting, in which only the audio data is available in

the evaluated time intervals. In addition, in [48], we considered a cropped

region of the mouth of the speaker as the video signal, assuming that accurate

detection of the mouth region is required as a preprocessing stage. Instead, in

this study we use the whole video recording including the face of the speaker,

which pose a challenge since, e.g., movements of the head of the speaker may

degrade the detection. Figure 5.3 demonstrates that the proposed algorithm

signi�cantly outperform the alternative approaches.

We summarize the AUC scores of the di�erent methods in the detection

of speech in Table 5.1 (a-c) for di�erent SIR levels. Table 5.1 comprises

also the statistics of the activity of the di�erent sources including the total

number of the tested frames; the number of frames comprising the source
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of interest; the number of frames comprising the interferences; and those

containing both of them. The statistics of the interfering sources account for

the transients and speech but not for the stationary noise since the latter

appears in all of the frames. We note that speech is a di�erent type of sound

compared to the interfering sources such as (quasi-) stationary babble noise

or, e.g., the abrupt varying door-knocks. We further present in Table 5.1

the performance of the methods in the detection of speech in the presence

of another (interfering) speech source. The challenge in the detection of the

source of interest in such a scenario is emphasized by the degradation of the

performance of all methods. Still, the proposed method provides improved

performance compared to all other methods.

5.4.3 Activity Detection of Transient Sources

We proceed with the demonstration of the performance of the proposed algo-

rithm for other acoustic scenes with di�erent sources of interest. In Figs. 5.4

and 5.5, we use an audio-visual recording of drum beats and 7 audio-visual

recordings of keyboard-taps, respectively, all taken from YouTube. The

recordings of keyboard taps comprise di�erent keyboards recorded from dif-

ferent angles. The corresponding audio sources are pre-�ltered by the algo-

rithm proposed in [31] to reduce stationary noise. As an interfering source

in these experiments, we use, in addition to transients, speech signals taken

from TIMIT database [56].

We note that the detection of the presence of these types of sources is sig-

ni�cantly more challenging than speech activity detection. First, the sources

of interest are present in very short time intervals of up to a single frame such

that incorporating temporal information is not useful. Second, the audio

scene comprises speech, which is a complex and a non-stationary interfering

source spanning large ranges of amplitude and frequency values. Third, as
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Interfering sources Audio Video CCA MMI Proposed

Door-knock transients 0.79 0.71 0.59 0.67 0.94

Babble noise with 0 dB SNR, 0.73 0.71 0.56 0.57 0.85

scissors transient

Speech, babble noise with 20 dB SNR, 0.74 0.71 0.54 0.58 0.79

door-knock transients

(a)

Interfering sources Audio Video CCA MMI Proposed

Door-knock transients 0.91 0.71 0.53 0.85 0.95

Babble noise with 0 dB SNR, 0.75 0.71 0.54 0.63 0.87

scissors transient

Speech, babble noise with 20 dB SNR, 0.79 0.71 0.54 0.61 0.86

door-knock transients

(b)

Interfering sources Audio Video CCA MMI Proposed

Door-knock transients 0.69 0.71 0.56 0.66 0.89

Babble noise with 0 dB SNR, 0.67 0.71 0.53 0.58 0.83

scissors transient

Speech, babble noise with 20 dB SNR, 0.68 0.71 0.56 0.61 0.73

door-knock transients

(c)

Interfering sources Number of Number of frames containing

interfering frames both the source of

interests and interference

Door-knock transients 4778 (29%) 1578 (9%)

Babble noise with 0 dB SNR, 8043 (43%) 2429 (15%)

scissors transient

Speech, babble noise with 8781 (53%) 2891 (17%)

20 dB SNR, door-knock transients

(d)

Table 5.1: (a-c) AUC scores. Source of interest: speech. SIR: (a) 1, (b)
2, (c) 0.5. Number of tested frames: 16665. Number of frames contain-
ing the source of interest: 5560 (33%). (d) Statistics on the activity of the
interferences.
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Figure 5.4: Qualitative assessment of the proposed algorithm for the activity
detection of the source of interest. Source of interest: drum beats. Interfer-
ing source: speech with SIR 2. (Top) Time domain, trajectory of the leading
eigenvector - black solid line, true SOI (drum beats) - orange squares, true in-
terferences (speech) - gray stars, a variant of the proposed method based only
on the audio signal with a threshold set for 80% correct detection rate - red
asterisks, proposed algorithm with a threshold set for 80% correct detection
rate- blue circles. (Bottom) Spectrogram of the input signal.

far as we know, the detection of the presence of such sources is not stud-

ied in the literature in the setting we consider here, where the only available

prior information is a short unmarked audio-visual recording. Last, the video

signal of the di�erent types of the sources, e.g., speech and keyboard taps,

visually di�ers from each other as demonstrated in Fig. 5.1.

Figure 5.4 demonstrates the accurate detection of drum beats in the pres-

ence of interfering speech. We consider the drum beats as an example of chal-
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lenging audio-visual cues with complex relations between the audio and the

video modalities. Speci�cally, the video features capture mainly the move-

ment of the drumsticks; these cues are not equivalent to the production of

sound, since sounds occur only in very short time intervals, when the sticks

hit the drums, while the sticks move also before and after these events. We

observe that the proposed measure for the detection of the source of interest

indeed provides high peaks in time frames, in which the drum beats indeed

produce sound, since in these frames the source of interest is active simul-

taneously in both modalities. We further observe that the source of interest

may be present for short time intervals, of single frames, a regime, which

signi�cantly di�ers from the speech as can be seen in Fig. 5.2. Yet, the pro-

posed algorithm successfully detects these di�erent sources of interest since

it is mainly based on the a�nities between the frames and not on a temporal

information. Moreover, the proposed algorithm provides fewer false alarms

compared to the method based only on the audio signal demonstrating the

advantage of the incorporation of the video signal.

In Fig. 5.5, we demonstrate the performance of the detection of keyboard

taps in the presence of interfering speech. The detection of keyboard-taps

is especially challenging since �rst, there are rapid transitions between its

presence and absence, and second, the corresponding video signal comprises

almost nonstop movements of the hands of the user. Moreover, we use videos,

in which keyboard taps are recorded from di�erent angles and distances; and

in few of them, there exist partial occlusions, e.g., when certain �ngers or

parts of the hand occlude the other parts. Indeed, the performance of the

variant of the proposed algorithm based on the video signal completely fails

in indicating the presence of the keyboard taps. Yet, in such a case, the pro-

posed algorithm provides improved performance compared to the alternative

approaches. Namely, despite the challenge in the analysis of keyboard-taps

using the video signal, and despite its absence in the tested time intervals, the

proposed algorithm successfully incorporates the video signal outperforming
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Figure 5.5: Probability of detection vs probability of false alarm. Source of
interest: keyboard taps. Interfering source: speech with SIR 2.

the alternative approaches.

In Table 5.2 we present the performance of the di�erent methods for the

activity detection of keyboard-tapping in the presence of interfering sources

with di�erent levels of SIRs. In addition to speech, we consider also transient

interferences, which are similar sounds to the keyboard taps including ham-

mering and taps from another keyboard. To demonstrate the e�ect of these

interferences, we set the SIR level of speech to two and vary only the levels

of the transient interferences. The improved performance of the proposed

method demonstrates the contribution of the incorporation of the partially

available video signal using the alternating di�usion maps method for im-

proving the analysis of complex sound scenes.
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Interfering sources Audio Video CCA MMI Proposed

Speech 0.67 0.59 0.62 0.67 0.78
Speech, hammering 0.65 0.59 0.68 0.71 0.76
Speech, hammering, 0.65 0.59 0.64 0.62 0.7

keyboard
(a)

Interfering sources Audio Video CCA MMI Proposed

Speech 0.77 0.59 0.64 0.69 0.83
Speech, hammering 0.64 0.59 0.68 0.7 0.8
Speech, hammering, 0.65 0.59 0.68 0.75 0.76

keyboard
(b)

Interfering sources Audio Video CCA MMI Proposed

Speech 0.59 0.59 0.61 0.62 0.71
Speech, hammering 0.65 0.59 0.64 0.62 0.7
Speech, hammering, 0.64 0.59 0.61 0.63 0.65

keyboard
(c)

Interfering sources Number of Number of frames containing
interfering frames both the source of interest

and interferences

Speech 7614 (77%) 3600 (36%)
Speech, hammering 7862 (79%) 3686 (37%)
Speech, hammering, 8388 (85%) 3929 (40%)

keyboard
(d)

Table 5.2: (a-c) AUC scores. Source of interest: keyboard-tapping. SIR:
(a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 0.5. Number of tested frames: 9906. Number of frames
containing the source of interest 4686 (47%). (d) Statistics on the activity of
the interferences.
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5.4.4 Discussion

The ability to obtain a representation of audio-visual signals according to

factors that are common to the two modalities gives rise to extending the pro-

posed approach to other applications directly related to the analysis of sound

scenes. For example, the proposed approach may be applied for speaker di-

arization, i.e., to the task of �who spoke when�, by using multiple video

cameras, each pointed at a di�erent speaker. In this case, the activity of

each speaker is obtained by fusing the video signal from the camera pointed

to him/her with the audio of the entire scene. In this context, we note that

the fusion process based on the product between the a�nity kernels detects,

by design, the activity of all common sources among the two modalities, so

that a single camera is not su�cient for polyphonic detection as is. To over-

come this limitation, one may incorporate, e.g., a face detection algorithm

to locate the speakers within the video, then isolate the region of the video

frame containing a particular speaker, and fuse it with the audio signal for

the activity detection of this speaker.

Moreover, the proposed approach may be extended to the task of source

localization in videos, e.g., by analyzing the e�ect of removing regions from

the video signal before the fusion process. Speci�cally, since the parts of the

video signal, in which the source of interest is not present, are assumed to

contain merely interferences, removing them should have a negligible e�ect

on the source activity pattern in contrast to removing parts of the video that

indeed contain the source of interest. In the presence of multiple sources of

interest, as in the case of speaker diarization from a single video camera, one

may learn the spatio-temporal patterns of the activity of the sources within

the video assuming that the sources are active independently of each other

and located in di�erent regions of the video frame.

Finally, while we consider here an unsupervised setting, where the video

signal is completely missing in the tested time intervals, we will consider in a

future research a setting in which both the labels and the video signal are (at
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least partially) available. In this context, we point out the work presented

in [5] addressing the analysis of multi-modal scenes using a matrix comple-

tion framework in a supervised setting with partially available labels. The

framework is based on the incorporation of training and testing data along

with the available labels into a matrix whose missing elements correspond to

the (missing) testing labels. Then, the missing elements of the matrix are es-

timated via the solution of an optimization problem assuming a linear model

for the generation of the labels from the data. The proposed approach may

be further extended to a similar setting by the incorporation of the uni�ed

a�nity kernel into a transductive learning framework presented in [74]. In

the latter case, labels in the testing set are estimated by iteratively di�using

training labels with the testing set according to similarities (relations) be-

tween the training and the testing samples. The fusion of the audio and the

video data via the product of the a�nity kernels may allow for an improved

di�usion of the labels while reducing the interfering factors in the di�erent

modalities.

5.5 Conclusions

We have addressed the analysis of an acoustic scene comprising multiple

sound sources using a single microphone and a video camera, which is used as

a spotlight pointed to a particular source of interest. The proposed algorithm

utilizes the audio and the video data, which is available only in a short time

interval, through a product of a�nity kernels, separately constructed for each

modality. The leading eigenvector of the product of kernels is used as a data-

driven measure for the presence of the source of interest, and it is extended in

an online manner to time intervals in which only the audio data is available.

The proposed algorithm is used for the activity detection of various sources,

each with di�erent characterization in terms of the movements in the video

signal and in variations in the spectrum of the audio signal. Experimental
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results demonstrate the advantage and signi�cance of including a video signal

for the activity detection of sound sources.



Chapter 6

Sequential Audio-visual

Correspondence With Alternating

Di�usion Kernels

A fundamental problem in multi-modal signal processing is to quantify re-

lations between two di�erent signals with respect to a certain phenomenon.

In this chapter, we address this problem from a kernel-based perspective and

propose a measure that is based on a�nity kernels constructed separately in

each modality. This measure is motivated from both a kernel density esti-

mation point of view of predicting the signal in one modality based on the

other, as well as from a statistical model, which implies that high values of

the proposed measure are expected when signals highly correspond to each

other. Considering an online setting, we propose an e�cient algorithm for

the sequential update of the proposed measure, and demonstrate its appli-

cation to eye-�xation prediction in audio-visual recordings. The goal is to

predict locations within a video recording at which people gaze when watch-

ing the video. As studies in psychology imply, people tend to gaze at the

location of the audio source, so that their prediction becomes equivalent to

locating the audio source within the video. Therefore, we propose to predict

115
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eye-�xations as regions within the video with the highest correspondence to

the audio signal, thereby demonstrating the improved performance of the

proposed method.

6.1 Introduction

Fusion of multi-modal signals, i.e., signals measured in multiple sensors of

di�erent types, has recently attracted a considerable attention in the signal

processing and data analysis communities. In this chapter, we consider a

particular aspect of the fusion problem addressing the question: to what ex-

tent signals from di�erent modalities correspond to each other. We regard

to the correspondence as the level at which two signals measure the same

source or phenomenon. A challenging example we consider is the correspon-

dence between audio and video signals, which may be useful for the analysis

of audio-visual sound scenes. For example, regions within the video having

high levels of correspondence to the audio signal comprise the location of the

audio source as we show in this chapter.

We consider the correspondence between multi-modal signals from a kernel-

based geometric perspective, also termed manifold learning. Such kernel-

based approaches were originally designed for the analysis of single-modal

signals [13, 18, 34, 45, 110]. They are usually based on the construction of

an a�nity kernel capturing similarities (relations) between samples of the

signal, followed by an eigenvalue decomposition to obtain a low dimen-

sional representation. In the past decade, several studies investigated the

extension of these methods to the multi-modal case by exploiting di�er-

ent combinations of a�nity kernels constructed separately for each modal-

ity [19�21, 42, 48, 61, 72, 73, 79, 81, 83, 89, 145, 153]. These studies, however,

focus on a di�erent problem of how to obtain a uni�ed representation of the

multi-modal signals rather than the correspondence between them.

A fusion approach that is based on a product of a�nities kernel was
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studied in [48,79,89]. Lederman and Talmon analyzed the kernel product in

a continuous setting, showing that it recovers the common components from

multi-modal observations. In [48], we have studied the kernel product from a

graph theoretic point of view and proposed a method for the selection of the

kernel bandwidth. In addition, Michaeli et al. showed in [89] the equivalence

of this fusion approach to a non-parametric variant of kernel CCA.

Here we consider the correspondence between multi-modal signals, which

was not previously addressed in [19�21, 42, 48, 61, 72, 73, 79, 81, 83, 145, 153].

Furthermore, we address the problem of an online setting. By design, kernel

methods are memory consuming since for a signal comprising N samples,

they require a construction of an a�nity kernel of size N ×N . In addition,

the computational cost of the eigenvalue decomposition in these methods is

very high. Accordingly, kernel methods are often constructed only from part

of the available data [89,96], and then extended to other samples using, e.g.,

Nyström method [55]. In this context, we mention the studies presented

in [44, 80, 147], which examined adaptation of kernel methods over time in

the single-modal case. However, these studies mainly focus on e�cient com-

putation of eigenvectors over time, which is not addressed here.

As an application of the correspondence between multi-modal signals,

we consider the problem of eye-�xation prediction in audio-visual recordings.

Eye-tracking experiments in psychology imply that people tend to gaze at the

locations of sound sources within video recordings [35,36,91�93,103,125,144].

Accordingly, the localization of the audio source within the video is the main

component in the prediction of eye-�xations as we show in this chapter. Iza-

dinia et al. [64] addressed this problem by exploiting canonical correlations

between the audio signal and regions of the video, which were segmented in

advance using a video-based approach. Min et al. [92] extended this frame-

work by combining audio-visual correlations with cues, which are merely

based on the video signal, for eye-�xation prediction. Zhang et al. [152], pro-

posed to map audio-visual data into an embedded domain constructed using
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kernel CCA with multiple kernels. Then, they used the distance between

audio-visual data in this domain as a measure of correspondence for the task

of content retrieval.

The problem of audio-visual localization was also addressed in [16, 68,

69, 98], typically formulated as an optimization problem for learning uni�ed

representations of the audio-visual signals. For example, Kidron et al. [69]

extended the framework of CCA by introducing a regularization term based

on the sparsity of events in which the audio and visual signals are correlated.

Based on the solution of the associated optimization problems, the meth-

ods presented in these studies are computationally expensive, which restricts

their applicability in an online setting.

We further note here the studies presented in [17, 40], which considered

signals obtained in multi-channel microphone arrays, in addition to the video

camera. In our study, however, we focus on measuring the correspondence

between two modalities of signals obtained in a video camera and a single

microphone. In addition, we note [38], in which the authors proposed to

train a neural network for speaker detection, and more recent approaches for

multimodal fusion via deep learning termed deep CCA [7]. Deep learning

based methods such as [7] are typically trained on large datasets. To the

best of our knowledge, large datasets are not available for the task of eye-

�xation prediction, and methods based on deep learning were not applied to

this task.

A di�erent variant of the problem of correspondence is further studied

in the computer graphics community, where the goal is to match between

pairs of points from two sets corresponding to two di�erent shapes. Inter-

estingly, the kernel product was recently used to address this variant of the

correspondence problem in [78, 141]; Vestner et al. [141] formulated a linear

assignment problem, in which �nding the assignments of the pairs is equiva-

lent to rearranging rows of the kernels of each set (�modality�) prior to their

product.
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In this chapter, we propose a measure of correspondence between multi-

modal signals based on the trace of the kernel product. We show how variants

of this measure naturally arise in the context of kernel density estimation,

studied in [89] and [141]. In addition, we analyze this measure from a graph

theoretic point of view using the statistical model we presented in [48] for

describing the connectivity of graphs corresponding to the di�erent modali-

ties. We show that the higher the trace of the kernel product the higher is

the correspondence between the multi-modal signals. Then, we show how to

e�ciently update this measure in an online setting for new incoming sam-

ples. Finally, we demonstrate the performance of the proposed measure for

localization of audio sources in video and for prediction of eye �xations on a

dataset recently presented in [92]. The proposed measure not only outper-

forms competing methods, but also allows to process the videos in a sequen-

tial manner. In addition, it allows to reduce the weight of other cues, based

only on video, for the prediction of eye �xations implying the strong relation

between the audio signal and eye �xations.

The remainder of the chapter is organized a follows. In Section 6.2, we

review the construction of the kernel product and its use for sensor fusion.

The analysis of the proposed measure for multi-modal correspondence from

kernel density estimation perspective and from a graph point of view, and its

online computation are present in Section 6.3. In Section 6.4, we analyze the

complexity of the proposed measure. Finally, in Section 6.5, we demonstrate

applications of audio-visual localization and eye-�xation prediction.

6.2 Review of The Kernel Product For Multi-

modal Sensor Fusion

Let {(vn, wn)}Nn=1 be a set of N pairs of data-points measured by two di�er-

ent sensors, where vn ∈ RLv and wn ∈ RLw are some feature representations

of the nth time frame of the �rst and the second modalities, respectively.
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In the context of eye-�xation prediction, these are the audio and the video

features representing the nth video frame, where we assume that the audio

signal is processed in frames, which are aligned to the video signal. The

fusion process between the two modalities is based on the construction of

a�nity kernels, Kv ∈ RN×N and Kw ∈ RN×N , one for each modality. The

(n,m)th entry of Kv ∈ RN×N , denoted by Kv (n,m), is given by:

Kv(n,m) = exp

(
−‖vn − vm‖2

εv

)
, (6.1)

where ‖·‖ is the L2 norm, εv is a scaling parameter, and Kw ∈ RN×N is

de�ned similarly1. We denote by Mv ∈ RN×N a normalized version of Kv,

given by:

Mv = D−1v Kv, (6.2)

where Dv ∈ RN×N is a diagonal matrix whose (n, n)th element is the sum of

the nth row of Kv. The two modalities are fused via the product between

the normalized kernels, MvMw, which is referred to as the uni�ed kernel.

Due to the normalization, Mv and Mw are both row stochastic matrices,

and so is the uni�ed kernel. The continuous counterparts of these three

kernels have an interpretation involving di�usion processes. Speci�cally, the

uni�ed di�usion process is applied to the two modalities in an alternating

manner, so that it is referred to as �alternating di�usion maps� [79, 135].

When applied to a certain modality, the uni�ed di�usion process attenuates

factors speci�c to other modalities, which are often considered interferences,

justifying its use for the representation of multi-modal signals.

1All entities related to the �rst and the second modalities are denoted in the chapter
by the subscripts or superscripts v and w, respectively. If not explicitly stated, the entities
of the second modality are de�ned throughout the chapter similarly to the �rst modality.
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6.3 Kernel-based Measure For Multi-modal Cor-

respondence

We propose to use the trace of the kernel product as a measure of correspon-

dence between multi-modal signals in an online setting. By revisiting [89]

and [141], we discuss in Subsection 6.3.1 variants of the proposed measure

in the context of kernel density estimation. In Subsection 6.3.2, we present

a new interpretation of this measure using a statistical model arising from a

graph interpretation of the kernels. Finally, we present an e�cient algorithm

for the online calculation of the proposed measure in Subsection 6.3.3.

6.3.1 From the Perspective of Kernel Density Estima-

tion

The study presented in [141] addressed the problem of matching between

pairs in the sets {vn}Nn=1 and {wn}Nn=1, assuming that the true match between

a subset of Ñ pairs is available in advance and that the other points are given

in a random order. This problem arises in computer graphics applications,

where one is interested in matching between two shapes, each discretized by

N points, such that the shapes correspond to the sets {vn}Nn=1 and {wn}Nn=1.

The authors proposed to match between the pair (v, w) in the continuous

setting by �nding a mapping w = g(v) such that g(v) is estimated by:

ĝ(v) = argmax
w

f(v, w),

where f is the joint density of the pair. Namely, the mapping is obtained by

the MAP estimator of one view by the other. The joint density is estimated

via the kernel density estimation framework:

f(v, w) ∝
Ñ∑
n=1

exp

(
−‖v − vn‖

2

εv

)
exp

(
−‖w − wn‖

2

εw

)
.
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The authors considered a discretization leading to the following optimization

problem:

argmax
P

Tr
{
KvK

T
wP
}
, (6.3)

where Kv,Kw ∈ RN×Ñ are de�ned similarity to (6.1) and P ∈ RN×N is an

assignment matrix, whose (n,m)th entry equals one if points vn and wm

match and zero otherwise.

In our case, the two sets are aligned, i.e., vn and wn match to each other

since they are samples taken at the same time n. We hence expect the

optimal solution P be the identity matrix and the highest correspondence

value is the trace of the kernel product. Namely, the kernel product calculated

over the aligned set yields the highest correspondence value compared to a

kernel product constructed based on any other permutation between the

data-points.

Michaeli et al. studied in [89] the kernel density estimation of

f (v, w) / (f (v) f (w)), where f (v) and f (w) are the densities of the data

in the two modalities. They interpreted this density as the minimum mean

square error (MMSE) estimator of the data in one modality based on the

other. They showed that the corresponding discretized operator is the kernel

product:

M = MvM
T
w, (6.4)

so that it can replace the kernel KvK
T
w in (6.3) for the assignment problem. In

addition, they showed that the singular value decomposition of M maximizes

the linear correlation between the views in a speci�cally designed kernel space

such that the method may be considered as a variant of kernel CCA. Let

σ1, σ2, ..., σN be the singular values of M, and let σ ∈ RN be a vector, whose

ith element is σi. According to [89], the correlation is given by the sum of

the singular values, which is the l1 norm of σ, namely ‖σ‖1 =
N∑
n=1

|σn|. Note
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that the eigenvalues of MMT are the squares of the singular values of M,

i.e., σ2
i . Conceivably, using [89] but with the di�erent l2 norm results in

‖σ‖22 =
N∑
n=1

|σn|2, which is nothing but the trace of MMT .

We note that we found in our experiments that the di�erent variants of

the measure of correspondence perform similarly. Here, we propose to use

the trace of the kernel product M as a measure of correspondence between

multi-modal signals, since it allows us to design an e�cient algorithm for an

online update of its trace.

We further note in this context the Hilbert-Schmidt independence crite-

rion (HSIC) as a related measure of correspondence. The HSIC is a statistical

criterion which measures independence between the modalities based on the

Hilbert-Schmidt norm [57]. Similarly to the proposed measure and assuming

that the data is centered, the HSIC is estimated by the trace of the prod-

uct KvKw. This measure, however, does not have the interpretation of a

di�usion process and has inferior performance as we show in Section 6.5.

6.3.2 Statistical Interpretation

In this subsection, a statistical interpretation of the measure Tr{M} from a

graph theory point of view is presented. The a�nity kernel Kv in (6.1) de�nes

a graph, whose vertices correspond to the N data-points, and the weights

of the edges are given by Kv(n,m) = exp
(
−‖vn−vm‖

2

εv

)
(6.1). Points n and

m are considered connected if ‖vn − vm‖2 < εv such that high a�nities are

obtained between them, and they are disconnected when ‖vn − vm‖2 > εv,

so that the a�nity between them is negligible. While these considerations

were used in [48, 67] for the selection of the kernel bandwidth εv, we utilize

them for the analysis of the proposed measure.

We encode the connectivity between points n and m using a simpli�ed

statistical model, which we presented in [48]. Let Ivn,m denote an indicator

which equals one if the pair of points (n,m) is connected and zero otherwise.
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Assuming that each pair is connected with probability pv independently from

all other pairs, we have that:

Ivn,m =

{
1, w.p. pv
0, otherwise

}
, (6.5)

so that the indicators
{
Ivn,m

}
are independent and identically distributed.

We proceed to the normalized version of the kernel recalling that its

(n,m)th entry is given by M (n,m) = K (n,m) /D (n, n), where D (n, n) is

the sum of the nth row. According to the statistical model, each point is

connected on average to 1 + pv (N − 1) points for large values of N , where

we assume that each point is connected to itself. Accordingly, we de�ne a

measure for the connectivity of the normalized kernel,
{
Jvn,m

}
, similarly to

(6.5):

Jvn,m =
1

1 + pv (N − 1)
In,m.

We assume that the correspondence is related to the correlation between

the indicators in the two modalities. The higher the correspondence between

points n and m, the higher is the correlation between their measures Jvn,m
and Jwn,m. We consider two extreme cases, in which the two modalities are

uncorrelated or fully correlated, and calculate the expected value of the trace

of the kernel product in these cases:

E (Tr{M} ) = E
(
Tr
{
MvM

T
w

})
= E

(
N∑
n=1

N∑
m=1

Mv (n,m)Mw (n,m)

)
.

When the two modalities are uncorrelated, we have:

E (Tr{M} ) = N2E (Mv (n,m))E (Mw (n,m))

= N2E
(
Jvn,m

)
E
(
Jwn,m

)
= N2 pv

1 + pv (N − 1)

pw
1 + pw (N − 1)

.

On the other hand, when the correlation between the views is maximal, we
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have:

E (Tr{M} ) = N2E (M2
v (n,m)) = N2E

(
Jvn,m

)2
= N2 pv

(1+pv(N−1))2
,

where we assumed that pv = pw. As a result, there is a factor of pv ∈ (0, 1)

between the two extremes implying that the trace of the kernel product is

expected to receive higher values when the data in the two views correspond

to each other.

6.3.3 Online Computation of the Multi-modal Measure

of Correspondence

We propose an algorithm for an e�cient update of the trace of the kernel

product, Tr {M}, in a frame by frame manner. Given a new incoming frame,

whose time index is denoted by N +1, our goal is to e�ciently calculate the

trace of the kernel product corresponding to frames 2, 3, ..., N + 1 without

recalculating the kernels of each modality and the product between them.

Based on properties of the trace and the symmetry of the kernels Kv and

Kw, the following derivation shows that only the a�nities between the new

incoming frame and the other N−1 points are required to compute the trace.

Let D ∈ RN×N and K ∈ RN×N denote the products D−1v D−1w and KvKw,

respectively. Our main observation, presented in Proposition 6.3.3, implies

that the trace of the kernel product can be expressed by the the diagonal

elements of these two matrices, which in turn may be sequentially updated.

The trace of the kernel product is given by:

Tr {M} =
N∑
n=1

D(n, n)K(n, n) (6.6)

We recall that the trace of the kernel product M is given by:

Tr {M} = Tr
{
MvM

T
w

}
= Tr

{
D−1v Kv (D

−1
w Kw)

T
}
= Tr

{
D−1v KvK

T
wD−Tw

}
.
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Since both Kw and Dw are symmetric, we have:

Tr {M} = Tr
{
D−1v KvKwD−1w

}
.

In addition, the trace is invariant to cyclic shift and Dv, Dw are diagonal, so

that we have:

Tr {M} = Tr
{
D−1v D−1w KvKw

}
.

By substituting D and K, we rewrite the last expression using the Hadamard

(point-wise) product:

Tr {M} =
N∑
n=1

N∑
m=1

D(n,m)K(n,m).

Finally, since D is diagonal, we obtain (6.6). Next we show how to se-

quentially update (6.6) using merely the a�nities to the new frame N + 1,

Kv(n,N +1) and Kw(n,N +1) for all n ∈ {2, 3, ..., N}. Let M̃ be the kernel

product calculated from frames 2, 3, ..., N + 1, whose trace is given by:

Tr
{

M̃
}
=

N∑
n=1

D̃(n, n)K̃(n, n), (6.7)

where D̃ and K̃ are the updated versions of D and K, respectively. By the

law of matrix product, the term K̃ (n, n) is given by:

K̃(n, n) =
N+1∑
m=2

Kv(n,m)Kw(n,m), (6.8)

so that it is sequentially updated by:

K̃(n, n) = K(n, n)−Kv(n, 1)Kw(n, 1) +Kv(n,N + 1)Kw(n,N + 1). (6.9)
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The term D̃ (n, n) is given by:

D̃ (n, n) =
1

D̃v (n, n) D̃w (n, n)
, (6.10)

where:

D̃v (n, n) ,
N+1∑
m=2

Kv (n,m) . (6.11)

Accordingly, D̃ (n, n) is calculated via a sequential update of D̃v (n, n) and

D̃w (n, n):

D̃v(n, n) = Dv(n, n)−Kv(n, 1) +Kv(n,N + 1). (6.12)

We summarize the proposed algorithm for the e�cient update of the kernel

product in Algorithm 6.1.

6.4 Complexity analysis and run-time simula-

tion

We analyze the computational complexity of updating the trace of the ker-

nel product according to Algorithm 6.1. Equation (6.7) requires N (scalar)

multiplications, i.e., one multiplication D̃(n, n)K̃(n, n) for each n, which are

then followed by the sum over N , i.e., N scalar summations. The calculation

of D̃(n, n) for n = 1, 2, ..., N requires according to (6.10) 2N operations, or

more speci�cally, N multiplications D̃v(n, n)D̃w(n, n) and N divisions. In

turn, D̃v(n, n) and D̃w(n, n) are given according to (6.12) by three sum-

mations each, which gives a total of 6N summations. Finally, computing

K̃(n, n) in (6.9) for n = 1, 2, ..., N requires 2N scalar multiplication and 3N

summations. In summary, the update of the trace of the kernel product has

the complexity of O (N), and speci�cally, it requires 10N summations and

5N multiplications. We further note that in practice, we calculate (6.7),
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Algorithm 6.1 Sequential update of the proposed measure for multi-modal
correspondence

Initialization:

Input: a set of N pairs of data-points {(vn, wn)}Nn=1

Output: K and D
1: Calculate the a�nity kernels Kv and Kw according to (6.1)
2: Calculate the normalization matrices Dv, Dw

3: Calculate K = KvKw, D = D−1v D−1w

Update:

Input: a new incoming pair (vN+1, wN+1), K and D

Output: Tr
{

M̃
}

4: Calculate the a�nities to the new pair according to (6.1):
Kv(n,N + 1) and Kw(n,N + 1), n ∈ (2, 3, ..., N)

5: Update K̃(n, n) according to (6.9)
6: Update D̃v(n, n), D̃w(n, n) according to (6.11)
7: Update D̃(n, n) according to (6.12)

8: Update Tr
{

M̃
}
according to (6.6)

Note: Steps 4-7 may be vectorized for simultaneous calculations of n ∈
(1, 2, ..., N)
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(6.9), (6.10) and (6.12) simultaneously for n ∈ (1, 2, ..., N) by writing them

in a vectorized form, such that the only dependence on N is the update of

the a�nity kernels Kv(n,N + 1) and Kw(n,N + 1).

As a comparison, we consider the complexity of the calculation of the trace

of M assuming that the matrices D̃v, D̃w, K̃v, K̃w are e�ciently updated.

These matrices may be updated by removing their �rst row and columns

and adding the new row and column, corresponding to the incoming frame.

In this case, the updated kernel M̃ is given by the multiplication between

these four matrices, the complexity of which is O (N3) using naive matrix

multiplication methods, and even when e�cient algorithms are used, the

complexity remains above O (N2). We relate to this alternative approach as

�single modal update� since it was studied in [80] in the single-modal setting.

To demonstrate the run-time e�ciency of Algorithm 6.1, we compare it

to the alternative approach for the calculation of the proposed measure for

multi-modal correspondence using synthetic data. In addition, we compare

the proposed algorithm to a naive algorithm, in which, given a new incoming

frame, the trace is computed from scratch. In the �rst experiment, we study

the e�ect of the number of features in the dataset {(vn, wn)}Nn=1, i.e., Lv, Lw,

on the run-time. We run 100 simulations, sweeping in each simulation the

number of features from 10 to 300. For all simulations, we set N = 100 and

consider the update of the trace of the kernel product for 1000 new incoming

frames.

The average run-time for the di�erent number of features is presented

in Fig. 6.1 (left). It can be seen that the run-time of the naive algorithm

linearly increases with the number of features making it not practical for

online applications. The bottleneck of the naive algorithm lies in the calcu-

lation of the a�nity kernel Kv and Kw, which are recomputed for each new

incoming from. In contrast, the proposed algorithm and the �single modal

update� approach are barely a�ected by the increase in the number of fea-

tures. This is because in these methods, only the a�nities Kv(n,N + 1),
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Kw(n,N + 1), n ∈ (2, 3, ..., N) are calculated for the incoming frame N + 1

instead of the whole a�nity matrices.

In the second experiment, we further explore the di�erence between the

proposed algorithm and the �single modal update� approach by compar-

ing their run-time versus the number of pairs, N , in the dataset. In ad-

dition, we compare the proposed approach to Singular Value Decomposition

(SVD) to demonstrate the run-time improvement obtained by avoiding from

singular/eigen-decomposition, which is a common step in the construction

of kernel-based methods. We use a truncated (fast) version of SVD taken

from �Scikit-learn�, a python package for machine learning [102]. In addition,

we compare the run-time of the proposed approach to an implementation of

kernel CCA taken from [1].

We set the number of features in this experiment to Lv = Lw = 200 and

present the results in Fig. 6.1 (right). Although the �single modal update�

method outperforms both SVD and KCCA, its run-time increases with N

since it is based on the multiplication of the matrices D̃v, D̃w, K̃v, K̃w, whose

sizes are N × N . In contrast, the number of pairs has almost no e�ect on

the proposed algorithm and it performs signi�cantly faster. We note in this

context that there exist e�cient versions of kernel CCA such as the one

presented in [146]. These methods, however, focus on reducing the memory

consumption during the processing of large datasets rather than on online

processing as in this chapter, and they merely approximate kernel CCA using

pre-trained models.
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Figure 6.1: Run-time of the algorithms for 1000 new incoming frames av-
eraged over 100 simulations. (left) run-time versus the number of features
L = Lv = Lw, the batch size is set to N = 100. (right) run-time versus batch
size in frames N , the number of features is set to Lv = Lw = 200.

6.5 Experimental Results

6.5.1 Audio Localization in Video

We demonstrate the proposed measure of multi-modal correspondence for

the problem of audio localization in videos. In the �rst experiment, we use

four video recordings of U.S. presidential debates, taken from YouTube2. In

each recording, only one of the speakers is active and the goal is to localize

the speaker (the sound source).

Each video recording has the length of 90 sec and the resolution of 720×
1280 pixels, and it is processed in 29 fps. We divide the video into a grid of

rectangular cells each of 40 × 40 pixels and consider each cell as a separate

video stream. Accordingly, the problem of localization is transformed to

2link to the videos presented in Figs. 6.2 (a) and (b):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d4Tinv8DMBM, time intervals: 6

′
: 30

′′ − 8
′
: 00

′′

and 8
′
: 30

′′ − 10
′
: 00

′′

link to the videos presented in Figs. 6.2 (c) and (d):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hx1mjT73xYE, time intervals: 3

′
: 15− 4

′
: 45

′′
and

4
′
: 55

′′ − 6
′
: 25

′′
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�nding streams with high levels of correspondence to the audio signal. Each

video cell is represented by motion vectors, which are widely used for the

representation of visual speech signals [10, 22, 137]. We use a block size of

10 × 10 pixels, and form a feature vector of size Lw = 32 by concatenating

the horizontal and the vertical velocities of each block.

The audio signal is sampled at 44100 kHz and is processed with time

frames of ∼ 66 ms with 50% overlap such that the audio and the video signals

are aligned. We use 13 MFCCs for the representation of each audio frame,

i.e., the dimension of the audio signal is Lv = 13. The MFCCs are widely

used for the representation of audio signals since they represent the spectrum

of the signal in a compact form [85], and we have previously exploited them

in [48].

We measure the correspondence between the audio signal and each one of

the video streams using the proposed measure in (6.6) based on the product

of kernels. We set the kernel bandwidths εv and εw according to [67] such

that εv is given by:

εv = Cmax
m

[
min
n

(
‖vn − vm‖2

)]
.

From a graph point of view, each point in the graph is connected when C = 1,

and C is empirically set to the range of 2 − 3 to guarantee connectivity of

the graph. In [48], we analyzed the selection of the kernel bandwidth in

the multi-modal case and showed that the graph which corresponds to the

product of kernels remains connected even if C is chosen signi�cantly smaller.

Here for simplicity we set C = 2 and note that we found in our experiments

that this value can be decreased without degrading the results.

We present in Fig. 6.2 (right column) the average levels of correspondence

in the form of a heat map. It can be seen in the �gures that streams located

in the face region of the active speaker have high temperatures implying

on large correspondence values to the audio signal. These �ndings coincide

with previous studies linking between speech production and facial behavior
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[14, 87, 149]. Interestingly, the heat maps of Hillary Clinton and Donald

Trump in Figs. 6.2 (a) and (b) indicate certain correspondence levels between

the audio signal and the inactive speaker. However, this correspondence is

signi�cantly lower than the correspondence to the active speaker and it may

be attributed to slight head movements, e.g., nodding with the head when

listening to the active speaker. We also present in Fig. 6.2 (center column)

heat maps obtained by averaging over the motion vectors in the videos over

time. It can be seen that the level of movement obtained in the bottom left

corners of Figs. 6.2 (a) and (b) is signi�cantly higher compared to the face

region of the active speaker. The movements of the hands are not related

to the audio signal and they are considered strong interferences. From the

perspective of alternating di�usion [79,135], the proposed measure attenuates

sensor speci�c factors, i.e., the movement of hands, allowing to successfully

measure correspondence between the modalities.

6.5.2 Eye-�xation Prediction

We proceed to the second experiment, where we apply the proposed measure

for multi-modal correspondence to the problem of eye-�xation prediction.

We use a dataset of 45 videos of lengths 5− 10 s, recently presented in [92].

The videos consist of di�erent natural scenes such as people speaking or

playing di�erent types of musical instruments. The true eye �xations are

collected using Tobii T120 Eye Tracker, which has a 17−inch screen with

the resolution of 1280× 1024 pixels. The apparatus collects eye-�xations of

16 subjects watching each one of the videos. Accordingly, the eye-�xation

data comprises binary images corresponding to the video frames such that

a pixel in the image has the value of 1 if one of the subjects gazed at its

location in the corresponding video frame and zero otherwise. The goal of

the experiment is to predict the locations of the eye-�xations based solely on
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.2: Audio localization in video. Each video has the length of 90 sec,
resolution of 720×1280 and frame rate of 29 fps. Left column:original image;
center column: a heat map obtained by averaging on the motion vectors; right
column: a heat map obtained by the proposed measure of correspondence.
(a,c) Left speaker is active. (b,d) Right speaker is active.
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the audio and the video recordings. For more details regarding the dataset,

we refer the reader to [92].

We compare the performance of the proposed measure of multi-modal

correspondence to the method presented in [92]. The method is based on

the representation of the audio and the video signals using MFCCs and mo-

tion vectors, respectively, similarly to the �rst experiment. Speci�cally, 10

MFCCs and 10 delta-MFCCs are used for the representation of the audio

signal. The video signal is �rst divided into super-voxels using a graph-based

streaming segmentation method [148]. Then, each super-voxel is represented

by the variance of its motion and acceleration, where the latter is the dif-

ference between the motion of the current frame with respect to the next

frame and the motion between the current and the previous frames. The

audio-visual correspondence is �nally obtained by applying CCA such that

the predicted regions are those related to the super-voxels with the maximal

correlation to audio. Since in addition to the audio source, eye-�xations are

also related to salient spatial and temporal events, the authors incorporate

also cues which are based merely on the video signals. They generate, for

each frame, a prediction map, based on the magnitude of the motion vectors.

In addition, they compare between di�erent state-of-the-art spatial saliency

maps computed separately for each frame. Here, we choose the method pre-

sented in [60], which is based on computing a spectral residual of an image,

since it was found to perform well in [92]. Finally, the three maps, related

to the audio-visual correspondence and the spatial and the temporal cues

are fused with equal weights using a simple sum. For more implementation

details we refer the reader to [92].

Similarly to [92], we use three common measures to evaluate the predic-

tion of eye �xations. First is the shu�ed area under the curve (sAUC), in

which ROC curves are generated by sweeping a threshold between the min-

imal and maximal values of the saliency map. Since there are only a small

number of true eye �xations in each frame, false locations are randomly shuf-
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�ed from the (true) �xations in all other frames, such that there is an equal

number of true and false pixels. Second is (linear) correlation coe�cient (CC)

obtained by calculating a two dimensional correlation between the estimated

and the true �xation maps, where the latter is convolved with a Gaussian ker-

nel. Last is the normalized scanpath saliency (NSS) score presented in [104].

NSS is the mean value of the predicted map at the true �xations, for which

the predicted map is normalized to have a zero mean and a unit variance.

To apply the proposed measure for multi-modal correspondence for eye-

�xation prediction, we use the same visual features as in [92]. We create an

audio-visual correspondence map by calculating the correspondence between

the audio features and the features of each one of the super-voxels, assigning

the correspondence values to their corresponding pixels. Similarly to [92], we

apply spatio-temporal smoothing to the audio-visual correspondence map

and incorporate the other two maps, based on spatial and the temporal cues,

respectively.

In Fig. 6.3, we present the performance of the proposed measure of cor-

respondence for di�erent values of the batch size N . The proposed measure

is based on relations between geometric structures of the two modalities as

they are encoded by the a�nity kernels so that the number of frames has

to be large enough to capture these structures. Conversely, the use of a

too large number of frames may blur the estimate of eye-�xations since they

change over time. The silver-lining of the trade-o� is obtained in Fig. 6.3

for N = 25, a value which we use for comparison to the other methods.

Figure 6.3 further implies that N has a small e�ect on the performance of

the proposed measure, which, for a wide value range of N , outperforms the

competing methods, whose performances are reported in Table 6.1.

In Fig. 6.4, we present eye-�xation predictions obtained by the proposed

algorithm in the form of heat maps. In addition to [92], we also compare

the proposed method to kernel CCA. Figure 6.4 (a) comprises an example

of a video frame of a person playing a piano such that the true eye �xations
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Figure 6.3: The performance of the proposed measure of correspondence for
eye-�xations prediction in terms of NSS versus N , the batch size in frames
(blue solid line). Best performance obtained for N = 25 (red circle).

are centered at the region of the hands and the center of the body of the

pianist. The maps, predicted by the proposed measure of multi-modal cor-

respondence, as well as by kernel CCA, successfully indicate a high level of

correspondence between the movement of the hands and the music. In con-

trast, the map, predicted by the method in [92], wrongly predicts the walking

women in the background. Similarly, both [92] and kernel CCA wrongly pre-

dict as salient the movements in the background in Figs. 6.4 (b-d) and the

arms movements of the player in Fig. 6.4 (e), which are not directly re-

lated to the production of sound. These movements may be considered as

interferences, and they are properly attenuated by the proposed measure.

We further compare the proposed approach to other competing methods

and present the results in Table 6.1. We consider kernel CCA, the empirical

HSIC and the method presented in [152] as alternative approaches for mea-

suring correspondence between the audio and video modalities. The method

in [152] is based on the use of kernel CCA with multiple kernels and sug-

gests to measure correspondence according to the average distance between
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Table 6.1: Comparison of the eye-�xation prediction scores.

Algorithm sAUC CC NSS

Video only 0.7292 0.3612 1.4295
KCCA 0.7628 0.4362 1.7904

Empirical HSIC 0.7530 0.4197 1.7229
Zhang et al. 2016 0.7235 0.3725 1.4667
Izadinia et al. 2013 0.6915 0.3519 1.5165
Min et al. 2016 0.7556 0.4182 1.6941

Proposed 0.7660 0.4432 1.8309

audio and video in the space of the kernels. We also compare the proposed

method to [64], which is similar to [92] but only employs the audio-visual

correspondence for eye-�xation prediction and does not use video-only based

ques. Finally, we consider a variant of the method in [92] based only on

the video signal such that only the spatial and temporal cues are used for

the prediction of eye-�xation. The latter approach provides inferior perfor-

mance, particularly when compared to the proposed method and the method

in [92] indicating the signi�cance of the audio signal for eye-�xation predic-

tion. The proposed method provides improved performance compared to the

competing approaches.

6.5.3 Discussion

Talmon and Wu provide in [135] a theoretical analysis based on manifold

learning studying the kernel product in the continuous limit assuming the

existence of N → ∞ data-points and kernel bandwidths approaching zero

εv, εw → 0. They introduced a distance based on the kernel product, which in

this limit, is equivalent to a distance obtained using a single modal manifold

learning approach applied to the manifold of hidden factors that are common

to the two modalities. This result, which implies that the kernel product
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 6.4: Examples of the obtained saliency maps. Each sub-�gure corre-
sponds to a di�erent audio-visual recording. From top to bottom: original
image, true gaze data (convolved with a Gaussian kernel), a heat map ob-
tained by Min et al. 2016 [92], a heat map obtained by kernel CCA, a heat
map obtained by the proposed measure of correspondence.
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implicitly represents data according to common hidden factors, is empirically

supported by Fig. 6.4 such that, for example, background movements are

almost completely attenuated in the videos.

Kernel CCA is more sensitive to interferences as demonstrated in Fig. 6.4,

where we observe interferences that were wrongly detected by kernel CCA as

corresponding to the audio. A possible explanation is that Kernel CCA in-

volves the inversion of the kernel matrices, which poses practical limitations

on its calculation and often requires the use of a regularization term. Indeed,

we found in our experiments that kernel CCA did not converge properly when

con�gured with the same kernel bandwidth as the kernel bandwidth used for

the kernel product. Moreover, we have empirically found that using rela-

tively large regularization parameter values did not alleviate the convergence

problem. Accordingly, we set the bandwidth to 200 and the regularization

parameter to the default value 1e−5, which led in our experiments to the

maximal performance. In this context, we note that improved performance

of the kernel product compared to kernel CCA was previously reported by

Michaeli et al. in [89] for X-Ray microbeam speech data.

Interestingly, we found that an improved performance of the proposed

method is obtained by reducing the weight of the spatial and temporal cues,

which are based merely on the video signal. Speci�cally, the results of the

proposed method reported in Table 6.1 are obtained by assigning the weights

1, 0.4, 0.4 to the audio-visual correspondence map, the spatial map, and

the temporal map, respectively. In contrast, reducing these weights in the

method in [92] degraded the performance. Namely, accurate estimation of

the correspondence between the audio and the video signals has even a more

signi�cant role for eye-�xation prediction than that reported in [92].

We note in this context that the audio signal contributes to the prediction

of eye �xations only when the audio source indeed appears in the video, as

we consider in this chapter. However, when the audio source is absent from

the video, the audiovisual correspondence measure becomes irrelevant and
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its incorporation may degrade the results. Moreover, the audio source may

be present in the video only in part of the time; in such cases, the weights in

fusion process between the video-only and the audiovisual measures should be

adapted over time. Speci�cally, one may estimate the existence of an audio

source within the video according to the levels of correspondence between the

two modalities; then, incorporate the audio-visual correspondence for eye-

�xation prediction only if it is above a certain threshold indicating activity

of the audio source.

Another important aspect is the in�uence of the spatial size of the audio

source on the locations at which people tend to gaze. Assuming that larger

audio sources are more salient, a further improvement in the prediction of

eye �xation may be based on weighting the audio-visual correspondence map

according to an estimate of the size of the source such that higher weights

are assigned to larger audio sources. To further address these aspects of the

eye-�xation prediction problem, proper datasets need to be constructed.

In addition, we recall that we use N = 25 frames for the construction

of the proposed measure of correspondence. The optimal batch size N is

set according to a trade-o� between the ability to properly capture complex

relations between the data-points, i.e., the geometry of the data, and the

variability of the signals over time. The derivation in (6.7), (6.9) and (6.11)

indicates the contribution of each incoming frame to the measure of corre-

spondence. Setting an adaptive batch size, such that, for example, it can be

increased in an online manner by avoiding the subtraction of the last frame

in (6.9) is left for a future research. For example, one may track the vari-

ability of the motion vectors over time, and increase the batch size in video

regions which are relatively stationary. This may facilitate better learning

of the audio-visual geometry improving the accuracy of the correspondence

measure.

In this context, for a batch size of N = 25, the proposed measure is

faster than kernel CCA by almost an order of magnitude as is demonstrated
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in Fig. 6.1. This may be signi�cant in online applications such as audio-

visual scene analysis, where one would like to detect and separate between

several audio-visual sources [50]. E�cient estimation of the correspondence

is particularly important since the localization of the audio-visual sources is

only a part of a larger online system for source separation.

The speedup of the proposed measure for a batch of N = 25 frames, is,

however, less signi�cant with respect to the method �single modal update� as

can be seen in Fig. 6.1. With this in mind, we remark that both the proposed

measure of correspondence and the corresponding statistical analysis do not

make particular assumptions on the type of the modalities. Therefore, we

plan to explore the applicability of the proposed measure to other modalities

in a future research. The optimal number of frames may signi�cantly vary

according to both the modalities and the application at hand. Speci�cally,

it depends on the frame rate at which the signals are processed and their

variability over time. Consider for example the task of speech enhancement

using both a regular and a bone conducting microphone. Multi-modal corre-

spondence may be exploited for the estimation of the spectrum of speech in

the presence of transient interferences. The frame rate in such a task may be

up to 1000 fps as we considered in the single modal setting in [59]. Therefore,

we expect the size of the batch to be signi�cantly higher than the one we use

here for audio-visual recordings, for which the typical frame rate is 25 − 30

fps.

6.6 Conclusions

We have addressed the problem of measuring correspondence between multi-

modal signals in an online setting by proposing a measure based on the trace

of the kernel product. We showed how this measure arises in the context of

kernel density estimation of data in one modality from the other. In addition,

we proposed a statistical model based on the connectivity between data-
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points showing that the proposed measure is expected to provide high values

when signals have a high correspondence in the di�erent modalities. Finally,

we proposed an e�cient algorithm for online calculation of the proposed

measure and demonstrated its improved performance for audio localization

in video and for eye-�xation prediction. Future research directions include

adaptation over time of the window length used for constructing the measure

for each time frame. Namely, the number of frames (the batch size) used

for the computation of the kernel may be adapted over time according to

dynamical properties of the signal and acoustic conditions. Moreover, the

proposed algorithm for online processing allows measuring the contribution

to the correspondence measure of each one of the samples (frames). This

gives rise to improvement of the proposed measure, e.g., by considering only

samples with the highest correspondence levels or by applying time decaying

weighting to focus on more recent frames.
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Chapter 7

Kernel Method for Voice Activity

Detection in the Presence of

Transients

Voice activity detection in the presence of transient interferences is a chal-

lenging problem since transients are often detected incorrectly as speech by

existing detectors. In this chapter, we deviate from traditional approaches

and take a geometric standpoint, in which the key element in obtaining an

accurate voice activity detection is �nding a metric that appropriately distin-

guishes between speech and transients. For example, speech and transients

may often appear similar through the Euclidean distance when represented,

e.g., by the Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coe�cients, thereby resulting in incor-

rect speech detection. To address this challenge, we propose to use a metric

based on the statistics of the signal in short temporal windows and justify its

use by modeling speech and transients by their latent generating variables.

These latent variables may be related to physical constraints controlling the

generation of the signal, and, as such, they accurately represent the content

of the signal � speech or transient. We show that the Euclidean distance

between the latent variables is approximated by the proposed metric. Then,

145
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by incorporating this metric into a kernel-based manifold learning method,

we devise a measure of voice activity and show it leads to improved detection

scores compared with competing detectors. Speech processing, voice activity

detection, transient noise, impulse noise, kernel

7.1 Introduction

Signals measured in microphones are often contaminated with various en-

vironmental noises and interferences. The environmental conditions pose

great challenges in a variety of speech processing tasks, e.g., in speech en-

hancement [29�32], voice activity detection [25�27,107,108,114,115,123] and

dominant speaker identi�cation [142]. Here, we focus on the task of voice

activity detection in signals measured in a single microphone, i.e., dividing

segments of the signal into speech and non-speech clusters.

To appropriately handle noisy environments, a common approach in the

literature is to track the statistics of the signal by recursive averaging in short

time intervals [29�32]. It relies on the assumption that the spectrum of the

noise slowly varies in time, whereas the spectrum of speech changes quickly.

Hence, sudden variations of the spectrum indicate the presence of speech.

Although methods based on this statistical approach successfully distinguish

speech from quasi-stationary noises, they fail in distinguishing speech from

transients, which are abrupt interferences, such as, knocks, keyboard taps

and o�ce noise [46,59,129,131]. Since the spectrum of such transients varies

in time even quicker than the spectrum of speech, transients are wrongly

detected as speech using approaches based on recursive averaging.

To overcome the limitations of existing approaches, recent studies have

proposed to model transients according to their geometry [47, 48, 99, 130,

131, 133]. The main assumption in these studies is that transients contain

an underlying geometric structure which can be inferred from the signal

measurements using manifold learning tools, e.g., those presented in [13, 18,
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34,45,110]. In the studies presented in [130,131,133], the geometric structure

of transients is captured and is exploited to construct an estimator of their

spectrum. In turn, the estimated spectrum is incorporated into a denoising

�lter and is used for speech enhancement. We emphasize that while these

studies deal with the estimation of the spectrum of transients, the present

study focuses on the problem of distinguishing them from speech.

In [99], an improved distinction between speech and non-speech frames

is obtained by a method based on clustering the noisy signal in a speci�-

cally designed low-dimensional domain. More precisely, the method is based

on representing time frames of the noisy signal using the MFCCs, and then

building a low-dimensional representation of the signal based on local simi-

larities between them. However, the similarities between frames are de�ned

based on the Euclidean distance, which often induces high similarities be-

tween speech and transients in standard domains such as the MFCCs and

the Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) [99, 131]. This results in an in-

correct identi�cation of speech and transients, as we demonstrate in this

chapter.

To deal with this problem, we use a modi�ed version of the Mahalanobis

distance [86], which is constructed from the signal measurements and exploits

the statistics of the signal in short temporal windows. We analyze the modi-

�ed Mahalanobis distance using a model of latent variables; we assume that

speech and transients are driven by two independent sets of latent variables

controlling their generation and refer to them as the generating variables.

For example, the generation of the complex speech signal is controlled by the

few parameters of the vocal tract [127]. The main idea underlying our ap-

proach is that comparing signal frames according to the generating variables

gives rise to an accurate detection of the content of the frame, particularly,

in terms of speech and transients. The challenge is that these variables are

unknown and need to be inferred from the noisy signal. We show that the

modi�ed Mahalanobis distance locally approximates the Euclidean distance
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in a domain related to the generating variables.

A particular challenge in the problem of voice activity detection is that

speech needs to be detected in frames containing both speech and transients.

We found in our experiments that transients are often more dominant than

speech, i.e., speech frames containing transients tend to be more similar to

frames containing only transients, a fact that hampers the detection of speech

presence/absence. The dominance of the transients is related to the high

variation of their spectrum in time, to their high amplitudes, and to their

typical broad bandwidth. We further show that the modi�ed Mahalanobis

distance mitigates the problem and reduces the dominance of the transients

by implicitly exploiting the respective di�erence in the rate of variations of

speech and transients [53,59,131].

By incorporating the modi�ed Mahalanobis distance in a kernel based

manifold learning method, we propose an algorithm for voice activity de-

tection. Since this metric approximates the Euclidean distance between the

generating variables, the eigenvectors of the kernel provide a parameteriza-

tion of the signal in terms of the generating variables, which is viewed as the

canonical representation of the signal. We show that this canonical repre-

sentation improves the distinction between speech and transients compared

with the representation obtained using the Euclidean distance. In addition,

the canonical representation enables us to de�ne a simple measure of voice

activity, which outperforms competing detectors.

It is worthwhile noting that classical Voice Activity Detectors (VAD),

such as those presented in [25�27, 107, 108, 114, 115, 123], are originally de-

signed to detect speech in the presence of (quasi-) stationary background

noise. Based on the assumption that the spectrum of speech rapidly varies

compared to the spectrum of (quasi-) stationary background noise, such al-

gorithms detect speech by tracking rapid variations in the spectrum of the

noisy signal. In the presence of transients, whose spectrum also rapidly varies

over time, such algorithms successfully distinguish the background noise from
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both speech and transients, but they cannot distinguish between speech and

transients. Consequently, in this chapter, we focus on distinguishing between

speech and transients; in practice, a classical VAD may be applied as a pre-

processing stage to distinguish time intervals containing only background

noise from both speech and transients.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 7.2, we

formulate the problem of voice activity detection. In addition, we present a

metric based on the statistics of the signal in short temporal windows, and

to justify its use, we propose a model of latent generating variables. Based

on this model, we show in Section 7.3 that the metric reduces the e�ect

of transients. Using this metric, an algorithm for voice activity detection

is introduced in Section 7.4, and experimental results demonstrating the

superior performance of the proposed algorithm are presented in Section 7.5.

7.2 Problem Formulation

7.2.1 The Problem of Voice Activity Detection

Consider a speech signal obtained in a single microphone in the presence of

transients and processed in frames. Let yn ∈ RL be a feature representation

of frame n; in particular, we use the MFCCs such that L is the number of

coe�cients. The MFCCs are widely used features for speech representation

based on the perceptually meaningful Mel-frequency scale [85]. They repre-

sent the spectrum of the signal in a compact form and they were previously

exploited both for speech recognition [41, 58] and for voice activity detec-

tion [70]. We consider a setup where a sequence of N frames y1,y2, ...,yN

is available in advance. Assume that the sequence comprises frames where

speech is present and frames where it is absent, and let Hx
1 and Hx

0 be two

hypotheses representing the presence and the absence of speech, respectively,

where x denotes speech. Based on the hypotheses, we de�ne a speech indi-
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cator for frame n, which is denoted by 1xn and is given by:

1xn =

{
1; n ∈ Hx

1

0; n ∈ Hx
o

}
. (7.1)

The objective in this study is to estimate the speech indicator, i.e., to cluster

the sequence according to the two hypotheses.

Similarly to the hypotheses Hx
1 and Hx

0 , let Ht
1 and Ht

0 be hypotheses

of the presence and the absence of transients, respectively, where t denotes

transients. We note that frames containing both speech and transients, for

which both hypotheses Hx
1 and Ht

1 hold, are considered as speech frames

for the purpose of voice activity detection. Nevertheless, transients are typi-

cally more dominant than speech, e.g., due to higher amplitudes and broader

bandwidth. Accordingly, the MFCCs of frames containing both speech and

transients often appear similar to the MFCCs of frames containing only tran-

sients, and, as a result, they are often wrongly identi�ed as we show in Sec-

tion 7.5. One approach for improving the clustering is to design features, for

which the Euclidean distance better distinguishes between the content of the

frames of the signal. In this study, we take a di�erent approach and propose

to use a di�erent metric instead of the Euclidean distance. Speci�cally, we

propose to measure distances between frames of the signal using a modi�ed

Mahalanobis distance, proposed in [86], which is given by:

‖yn − ym‖2M ,
1

2
(yn − ym)

T (C−1n + C−1m
)
(yn − ym) , (7.2)

where Cn ∈ RL×L and Cm ∈ RL×L are the covariance matrices of yn and ym,

respectively. The covariance matrices are assumed to be known throughout

this section and throughout Section 7.3; in Section 7.5, we describe their

estimation from a short time window of samples. The modi�ed Mahalanobis

distance was previously presented in [119] for the purpose of solving the prob-

lem of non-linear independent component analysis, in which the assumption
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is that the observable signal is generated by independent latent stochastic dy-

namical processes. However, these processes are assumed to smoothly evolve

in time, i.e., the current state of the process is correlated with previous states.

Therefore, such processes cannot properly model transitions between speech

presence and absence. Hence, to justify the use of the modi�ed Mahalanobis

distance in (7.2) for voice activity detection, we propose in Section 7.2.2

to model the noisy signal using latent variables controlling its generation.

By assuming a simplifying statistical model for the generating variables, we

show in Section 7.3 that the modi�ed Mahalanobis distance approximates a

weighted Euclidean distance between the variables, which properly respects

the content of the noisy signal.

7.2.2 The Model of The Generating Variables

The generation of many signals can be associated with a small set of physi-

cal constraints controlling their production. For example, the generation of

speech is controlled by the position of the vocal tract and by the movement

of lips, jaw, and tongue [127]. Here, we assume that the measured signal is

modeled by two sets of unknown latent variables associated with the genera-

tion of speech and the transients. Let θxn ∈ Rdx and θtn ∈ Rdt be two vectors

of generating variables underlying the speech signal and the transients in

frame n, where dx and dt are the number of the variables, respectively. The

vector of all generating variables at time frame n is denoted by θn ∈ Rd,

where d , dx + dt, and is given by:

θn =
[
(θxn)

T ,
(
θtn
)T]T

, (7.3)

where T denotes transpose. The generating variables are assumed hidden,

i.e., θn in (7.3) is not directly measured by the microphone. For example, a

variable that is related to the movement of the lips during the production of

speech cannot be directly captured in the microphone.
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We assume that the relationship between the observable signal yn and

the vector of the generating variables θn is given by an unknown non-linear

transformation f : Rd 7→ RL, such that:

yn = f (θn) . (7.4)

If we had access to the generating variables, then voice activity detection

would become trivial since one may ignore the variables of the transients,

θtn, and detect speech merely from the variables of speech, θxn. However, the

generating variables are not directly accessible and revealing them is chal-

lenging due to their unknown non-linear mapping f in (7.4) to the observable

domain. Still, in the sequel, we assume a simpli�ed model for the generat-

ing variables and the non-linear transformation f in (7.4), and based on this

model, we show in Section 7.3 that the modi�ed Mahalanobis distance in (7.2)

approximates weighted Euclidean distances between frames in the domain of

the generating variables. Speci�cally, we will show that the proposed met-

ric reduces the e�ect of transients, thereby allowing improved distinction of

frames containing both speech and transients from frames containing merely

transients. We emphasize that in practice the generating variables are not

directly estimated, but used for the analysis of the modi�ed Mahalanobis

distance in (7.2).

We �rst assume that the generating variables are statistically independent

such that θn has a diagonal covariance matrix. The variables of speech θxn and

the variables of transients θtn are assumed independent since they are related

to two independent phenomena - speech and transients. The independence

between each of the variables of (say) speech, i.e., between the entries of

θxn, may be associated with a lack of correlation between the corresponding

physical constraints. For example, the pronunciation of di�erent parts of

speech, e.g., di�erent phonemes, is based on di�erent combinations of the

position of the vocal tract and the movement of lips, jaw, and tongue. We

note that the independence between variables is a common assumption found
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in the literature for the analysis of latent models [11,119,138]. For example,

in [138], the authors suggest a model of latent IID variables to provide a

probabilistic interpretation of the classical Principal Component Analysis

(PCA).

To encode the dominance of the transients, we assume that the gener-

ating variables of the transients have larger variances than the variables of

speech. Speci�cally, to keep the statistical model simple, we assume that

under hypotheses Hx
1 and Ht

1, the entries of θxn and θtn are IID, with zero

mean, and σ2
x > 0 and σ2

t > 0 variances, respectively. We assume that:

σ2
t = r2σ2

x, (7.5)

where r2 > 1 is a constant factor encoding the dominance of the transients,

such that a larger r implies more dominant transients. The parameter r may

be seen as related to the ratio between transients and speech. Typically,

even when the transients and speech are normalized to the same maximal

value, transients, due to their short duration in time, are more dominant

than speech. We note that in order to show in Section 7.3 the link between

the modi�ed Mahalanobis distance and the generating variables, we do not

assume speci�c distributions of the generating variables and they do not have

to be identically distributed. In particular, the variances of the generating

variables of (say) speech, i.e., the entries of θxn do not necessarily equal to the

same value σ2
x, but they are only assumed to have larger variances than the

variables of speech. In Section 7.3, we show that the modi�ed Mahalanobis

distance approximates weighted distances between the generating variables

such that the weights reduce the e�ect of the more dominant variables, which

are the transients, by assumption. Namely, we link the variances of the

variables of speech and transients by a single parameter r only for the sake

of simplicity. In addition, the mean value of the generating variables is set to

zero merely for simplicity and it is not used explicitly in this study. Under

the hypotheses Hx
0 and Ht

0, we simply assume that the generating variables
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of speech and transients equal zero, respectively. Thus, in the presence of

speech only, for example, the observable signal yn is related only to the

generating variables of speech and not to those of the transients.

For the approximation in Section 7.3 showing the relation between the

modi�ed Mahalanobis distance and the generating variables, we consider the

inverse of the function f in (7.4). However, we consider only frames located

within a local neighborhood such that the (Euclidean) distance between them

is smaller than a certain value. In such neighborhoods, we assume that the

function f in (7.4) is smooth and locally invertible. Note that this assumption

is signi�cantly less restrictive than assuming a globally invertible function.

In this context, we further note that in Section 7.4 we take a data-driven ap-

proach to obtain a representation of the noisy signal based on the generating

variables, by exploiting the Mahalanobis distances between the frames of the

measured signal. Accordingly, the assumption that the function f in (7.4) is

locally invertible is not strictly imposed, i.e., if it does not hold in practice,

the obtained representation may be seen as the best �t of the model of the

generating variables to the measured signal.

To facilitate the model of the generating variables, the presence of a

(quasi-) stationary noise is not considered in this chapter. In practice, a

classical speech enhancement algorithm, e.g., the one presented in [31], may

be used as a preprocessing stage to attenuate stationary noise. Such an al-

gorithm is based on the assumption that the spectrum of the speech signal

rapidly varies over time compared to the spectrum of a (quasi-) stationary

noise. Hence, the stationary noise is estimated (and then attenuated) by

tracking the small variations of the spectrum of the noisy signal. Since the

spectrum of transients also rapidly varies over time, it is �seen� by such a

speech enhancement algorithm as speech. As a result, the speech enhance-

ment algorithm attenuates only the stationary noise while preserving speech

and the transients. Accordingly, we assume that frames which do not contain

speech nor transients, i.e., silent frames, are known in advance focusing on
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the more challenging problem of distinguishing speech from transients. Silent

frames are successfully identi�ed even in the presence of stationary noise by

classical voice activity detectors, e.g., those presented in [108,123].

7.3 Modi�ed Mahalanobis Distance

In this section we show that the modi�ed Mahalanobis distance (7.2) approx-

imates the following distance:

‖yn − ym‖2M = 1
σ2
x

(
‖θxn − θxm‖

2 + 1
r2

∥∥θtn − θtm∥∥2)+O
(
‖yn − ym‖4

)
,

(7.6)

which consists of a weighted sum of the Euclidean distances between the

generating variables.

As we observed in our experiments, the main challenge in obtaining a

successful clustering arises from the fact that speech components may be

similar to transient components. Consider, for example, two frames, yn and

ym, one consists of only speech and the other consists of only transients.

Often, small Euclidean distances are obtained between the MFCCs of such

pairs of frames; as a result, these frames are not properly associated with

di�erent clusters as we demonstrate in Section 7.5 [99,131]. However, speech

and transients are assumed to have di�erent generating variables. As a result,

the Mahalanobis distance (7.6) between these frames is given by

‖yn − ym‖2M ≈
1

σ2
x

(
‖θxn‖

2 +
1

r2
∥∥θtm∥∥2) . (7.7)

Hence, the distance between these two frames is given according to the

squared norms of θxn and θtm conveying the di�erent content of the frames,

in contrast to the Euclidean distance. Assuming for simplicity that σx = 1,

this example demonstrates that the content of a frame is better represented

by the Mahalanobis distance, which approximates the Euclidean distance be-
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tween the generating variables, i.e., a small Mahalanobis distance between

frames truly indicates that they comprise a similar content.

Another property of the Mahalanobis distance (7.6) stems from the re-

scaling of the Euclidean distance between the generating variables of the

transients by a factor of r2. Since transient components are often more dom-

inant than speech components due to their typical abrupt nature and large

amplitudes, frames containing both speech and transients tend to be labeled

as �transient� frames, i.e., Ht
1, by typical clustering algorithms. This poses

a problem for voice activity detection, where the speech presence is required

to dominate the clustering. The Mahalanobis distance (7.7) mitigates the

dominance of transients by reducing the weight of the Euclidean distance

between their generating variables by a factor of r2 > 1, thereby allowing for

the design of a voice activity detector in which transients are less dominant,

and frames tend more to be labeled according to their speech presence and

absence, as demonstrated in Section 7.5.

We note that the approximation in (7.6) holds only for short distances,

where the error term ‖yn − ym‖4 is negligible. In Section 7.4 we show how

to obtain a global representation of the generating variables by incorporating

this metric in a kernel-based manifold learning method.

To derive (7.6), we follow [53]. Consider the re-scaled vectors ψx
n ∈ Rdx

and ψt
n ∈ Rdt de�ned by:

ψx
n =

θxn
σx

(7.8)

ψt
n =

θtn
σt

(7.9)

such that the entries of the vectors have unit variances. In addition, let

ψn ∈ Rd denote a vector consisting of all the re-scaled variables in the nth

frame:

ψn =
[
(ψx

n)
T ,
(
ψt
n

)T]T
, (7.10)

and let h : Rd 7→ RL denote the corresponding nonlinear function that maps
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the re-scaled variables to the observable signal:

yn = h (ψn) . (7.11)

The function h is locally invertible since we assume that the function f in

(7.4) is locally invertible; consequently, let g : RL 7→ Rd be an inverse map

of h, i.e., ψn = g (yn). Note that for simplicity we follow [119], and, for

all points y considered throughout the chapter, we denote by g (y) the local

inverse map of the function h even though the function h is assumed invertible

only locally.

Singer et al. derived (7.6) in [119, 120] by using the Taylor expansions

of ψn = g (yn) and ψm = g (ym) at ym and yn, respectively, relying on the

symmetry of the expansions. However, in our case, two frames yn and ym

may consist of di�erent signals, e.g, yn may consist of only speech and ym

may consist of only transients, thereby breaking the symmetry between the

Taylor expansions of ψn and ψm.

To overcome this problem, we consider the middle point yp between yn

and ym:

yp =
yn + ym

2
, (7.12)

which does not necessarily exist in practice, but is used here merely as a

reference point for the derivation. The mid-point relaxes the symmetry as-

sumption since it contains speech or transients if they are present in one of

the frames yn or ym.

First, we focus on the hypothesis that both speech and transients are

present, and then extend the derivation to all other possible hypotheses.

Speci�cally, yn and ym are assumed to contain both speech and transients,

and hence, so is the mid-point yp.

Kushnir et al. have shown in [75] that using a second order Taylor ex-

pansions of ψn and ψm at the mid-point, the Euclidean distance between
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the two points is given by:

‖ψn −ψm‖
2 = (yn − ym)

T Λ−1 (yp) (yn − ym) +O
(
‖yn − ym‖4

)
,

(7.13)

where Λ−1 (yp) is a pseudo-inverse of Λ
(
ψp

)
, JJT

(
ψp

)
∈ RL×L, and

J
(
ψp

)
∈ RL×d is the Jacobian of the function g at the mid-point. The

approximation to the fourth order in (7.13) holds due to the symmetry of

the Taylor expansions of ψn and ψm at the mid-point under our hypothesis;

for the sake of completeness, the derivation of (7.13) is given in Appendix

I. In Appendix II, we further show that the term Λ−1 (yp) in (7.13) can be

replaced by the term 1
2
Λ−1 (yn) +

1
2
Λ−1 (ym); this result is obtained by the

Taylor expansion of Λ−1 (yn) and Λ−1 (ym) to the �rst order at the mid-

point. Consequently, we have:

‖ψn −ψm‖
2 = 1

2
(yn − ym)

T (Λ−1 (yn) + Λ−1 (ym)
)
(yn − ym) (7.14)

+O
(
‖yn − ym‖4

)
.

where the mid-point, which may not exist in practice, does not appear. Yet,

the Jacobian matrices at yn and ym in (7.14) are unknown. In Appendix III,

we show that these Jacobian matrices can be estimated from the signal at

hand based on local temporal statistics. Speci�cally, we show that the terms

Λ−1 (yn) and Λ−1 (ym) in (7.14) are equivalent to the inverse of the local

covariance matrices C−1n and C−1m , respectively. Thus, using the de�nition of

the modi�ed Mahalanobis distance (7.2), we obtain:

‖ψn −ψm‖
2 = ‖yn − ym‖2M +O

(
‖yn − ym‖4

)
. (7.15)

Reordering (7.15) yields:

‖yn − ym‖2M = ‖ψx
n −ψx

m‖
2 +

∥∥ψt
n −ψt

m

∥∥2 +O
(
‖yn − ym‖4

)
, (7.16)
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and substituting the re-scaled variables, ψx
n and ψt

n, by the generating vari-

ables, θxn and θtn, respectively, leads to (7.6).

Thus far, the derivation of (7.6) was made under the assumption that

hypotheses Hx
1 and Ht

1 hold for both frames yn and ym; in Appendix IV, we

derive (7.6) under the other hypotheses. We note that the limitation of the

result in (7.6) lies in the assumption that the covariance matrix Cn is invert-

ible [75,119,134]. In practice, when the dimension of the generating variables,

d, is smaller than the dimension of the observable signal, L, the covariance

matrix is not invertible, and, in this case, a pseudo-inverse should be used;

we further discuss the estimation of the covariance matrices in Section 7.5.

7.4 Canonical Representation Through Di�u-

sion Maps for Voice Activity Detection

The metric we present in (7.2) approximates the Euclidean distance between

the (re-scaled) generating variables; however, the approximation holds only

for short distances, where the factor O (||y(n)− y(m)||4) in (7.6) is negligi-

ble. Therefore, the proposed metric cannot be directly incorporated in typical

clustering or classi�cation methods such as support vector machines (SVM).

To overcome this limitation, we use a kernel-based geometric method, termed

di�usion maps, with a Gaussian kernel which �sees� only local distances be-

tween frames [34]. Di�usion maps integrates all local distances into a global

parameterization respecting the local distances; since the local distances are

based on the generating variables, this global parameterization represents

the generating variables and can be viewed as the canonical representation

of the signal.

Let k (yn,ym) be a similarity kernel between frames yn and ym, given by:

k (yn,ym) = e−
‖yn−ym‖2M

ε , (7.17)
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where ε is a scaling parameter. Short distances between frame yn and frame

ym provide high values of the kernel, whereas distances much greater than

the scaling parameter ε are negligible. In practice, we set the parameter ε

according to [67]; since for distances smaller than ε the approximation in

(7.6) holds, the proposed kernel measures local similarities between frames

according to the (re-scaled) generating variables. Using the kernel in (7.17),

we construct an a�nity matrix K ∈ RN×N such that its (n,m)th entry,

denoted by Kn,m, represents the similarity between frame yn and frame ym:

Kn,m = k (yn,ym) . (7.18)

The a�nity matrix K de�nes a weighted symmetric graph such that the

frames y1,y2, ...,yN are the nodes of the graph and the edge between frame

yn and frame ym is given by Kn,m. We de�ne a Markov chain on the graph

by normalizing the kernel [34]:

M = D−1K, (7.19)

where D ∈ RN×N is a diagonal matrix with Dm,m =
∑
n

Km,n. Namely,

M ∈ RN×N is a row stochastic Markov matrix whose rows sum to one. Then,

we apply the eigenvalue decomposition to M yielding eigenvalues 1 = λ0 >

λ1 > ... > λN−1 ∈ R corresponding to eigenvectors φ0,φ1, ...,φN−1 ∈ RN

[34]. Due to the row normalization, the leading eigenvalue λ0 equals one,

and the leading eigenvector φ0 is an all ones vector that we ignore since

it does not contain information. We use the eigenvectors to form a global

parameterization of the signal. Speci�cally, we construct a matrix Φ ∈ RN×J

using J < N eigenvectors corresponding to the J largest eigenvalues:

Φ ≡ [φ1,φ2, ...,φJ ] , (7.20)

where the nth row of the matrix is the parameterization of frame yn. This
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parameterization respects the local a�nities between the generating variables

and is independent of the mapping function f . Therefore we view it as the

canonical representation of the signal. In [99], similarly to the present study,

the eigenvectors of a kernel function are used to construct a low-dimensional

representation of the signal. The representation is exploited for voice activity

detection in a supervised learning framework. Speci�cally, a measure of

voice activity is constructed in the low-dimensional domain using a training

set comprising marked speech and transients segments. In this study, we

obtain improved clustering between speech and transients using the proposed

kernel as we demonstrate in Section 7.5. Hence, we take an unsupervised

approach and propose to use only the leading (non-trivial) eigenvector, φ1,

as a measure of voice activity, i.e., we set J = 1 in (7.20). We emphasize that

the eigenvector φ1 is of length N , as the number of frames in the sequence,

and each of its coordinates describe a frame. Speci�cally, we estimate the

speech indicator of frame n in (7.1) by comparing the nth entry of φ1, which

we denote by φ1(n), to a threshold, such that values above the threshold

indicate voice activity:

1̂xn =

{
1; φ1(n) > τ

0; otherwise

}
, (7.21)

where τ is the threshold value. The threshold value may control the trade-o�

between correct detection and false alarm rates, and, in particular, setting

the threshold value to zero may provide a good distinction between speech

and non-speech frames as we will show in Section 7.5. We note here that

the leading eigenvector, φ1, solves the well-known normalized cut problem

presented in [113] and is widely used for clustering. The main di�erence with

respect to previous studies is that in this study, the use of the modi�ed Ma-

halanobis distance gives rise to the clustering of the signal according to the

generating variables. In addition, we use the leading eigenvector as a contin-

uous measure of voice activity in contrast to binary labeling. We will show
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in Section 7.5 that the leading eigenvector successfully distinguishes between

speech and transients and provides improved detection scores compared to

competing detectors. The proposed algorithm for voice activity detection is

summarized in Algorithm 7.1.

Algorithm 7.1 Voice activity detection

1: Calculate the MFCCs of the noisy signal y1,y2, ...,yN and estimate the
corresponding covariance matrices C1,C2, ...,CN

2: Calculate the a�nity kernel K based on the modi�ed Mahalanobis dis-
tance according to (7.2), (7.17) and (7.18)

3: Calculate M according to (7.19)
4: Obtain the leading eigenvector φ1

5: for n = 1 : N do

6: if φ1(n) > τ then
7: 1̂xn = 1
8: else

9: 1̂xn = 0
10: end if

11: end for

7.5 Experimental Results

7.5.1 Implementation

To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, we use speech and

transient signals taken from the TIMIT database [56] and an online free

corpus [3], respectively. The signals are sampled at 16 kHz, and are processed

in frames of 512 samples with 50 percent overlap. We use 40 speech utterances

of di�erent speakers and construct 20 sequences, 20− 30 s long, by ra�ing 5

random utterances for each sequence. The transients are synthetically added

to the speech sequences, and they are normalized to have the same maximal

values. This type of normalization was previously used in [99, 131, 133],

and we �nd it more convenient than for example, normalizing the transients
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according to their energy, which often has small values due to the short

duration of the transients.

The proposed metric in (7.2) requires the estimation of local covariance

matrices for each frame of the signal; one approach for their estimation is to

use the sample covariance, as was suggested in [109]:

Ĉn =
1

2R + 1

R∑
i=−R

(yn+i − µ̂n) (yn+i − µ̂n)
T ,

where yn−R,yn−R+1, ...,yn+R are consecutive frames at a small temporal

neighborhood of frame yn, and µ̂n = 1
2R+1

∑R
i=−R yn+i is the sample mean.

In our experiments, we set R to 15 and similarly to the �nding in [109], we

empirically found that a good distinction between speech and transients is

obtained using a very small temporal neighborhood with a high overlap be-

tween the consecutive frames. However, the use of highly overlapping frames

signi�cantly increases the computational cost of the algorithm. Hence, in

this study we assume that entries of the observable signal are uncorrelated

such that the covariance matrix is diagonal. Accordingly, we estimate the

variance of each entry of the observable signal using recursive averaging of

the spectrum of the signal, similarly to the method presented in [29]. In this

approach, we exploit the entire signal including the silent frames since the

variances of speech and the transients are estimated according to variations

of the spectrum of the noisy signal with respect to the spectrum estimated in

the silent frames. Recall that when the dimension of the generating variables,

d, is smaller than the dimension of the observable signal L, a pseudo-inverse

is used for the estimation of the inverse of the covariance matrix in (7.2).

We empirically found that applying a pseudo-inverse using three entries of

the observable signal with the highest variances provide improved distinc-

tion between speech and transients. This �nding heuristically implies that

the signal is controlled by three generating variables. In our experiments,

the estimation of the covariance matrices based on recursive averaging of the
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spectrum of the signal provides better detection scores compared to the use

of the sample covariance, and it is the one used in the simulations in this

section. The estimation of the covariance matrix will be further addressed in

a future study.

The proposed representation is obtained according to (7.17)-(7.20) in a

batch manner since all N frames of the sequence are required in advance

to calculate the a�nity matrix in (7.18). Still, the proposed algorithm may

be implemented in an online manner, e.g., by constructing the canonical

representation of the signal using a calibration set, given in advance without

labels. Then, the eigenvectors of the kernel may be extended to new incoming

frames, e.g., using the Nyström method [55]. In this context we note that to

reduce the computational cost of the a�nity matrix calculation in (7.18), we

exploit a non-symmetric kernel in (7.17), and address the reader to [75] for

more implementation details. We empirically found that it provides better

detection scores compared to calculating the symmetric kernel.

7.5.2 Voice Activity Detection

The proposed representation of a speech signal, contaminated with a door-

knocks transient, is illustrated in Fig. 7.1 (right), and is compared to the

representation obtained using the Euclidean distance instead of the Maha-

lanobis distance in Fig. 7.1 (left). In both �gures, we present a scatter plot

of the �rst two eigenvectors of the a�nity kernel such that each point rep-

resents a time frame. The points are marked according to the hypotheses

Hx
1 and Ht

1 using the labels of the ground truth: frames for which only one

of the hypotheses, Hx
1 or Ht

1, holds are marked with red squares and green

stars, respectively, and those for which both hypotheses Hx
1 and Ht

1 hold are

marked with blue circles. It can be seen in Fig. 7.1 (left) that the represen-

tation obtained based on the Euclidean distance only partially distinguishes

between speech and non-speech frames. In particular, since transients are

often more dominant than speech, many frames containing both speech and
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transients are represented as similar to frames containing only transients. In

contrast, the representation obtained based on the proposed metric, illus-

trated in Fig. 7.1 (right), provides improved clustering between speech and

transients. In particular, frames containing both speech and transients tend

to be more similar to speech frames than to transients.

The representation obtained from the noisy signal using the proposed

metric allows us to devise a measure of voice activity in an unsupervised

manner based on the �rst eigenvector. Speci�cally, we can estimate the

speech indicator for voice activity in (7.1) by comparing the �rst eigenvector

to a threshold such that values above the threshold indicate voice activity.

Speci�cally, setting the threshold value to zero may provide a good distinc-

tion between speech and non-speech frames. At this point we note that the

eigenvectors are obtained by the eigenvalue decomposition with arbitrary

signs. Therefore, the sign of the �rst eigenvector has to be set such that

the speech cluster corresponds to its high values. In this study, we assume

that the correct sign of the eigenvector is known. In practice, the sign of

the eigenvector may be set according to the temporal variability of the sig-

nal, such that the cluster of transients is assumed to comprise segments of

the signal with higher variability rates over time [59]. In addition, we note

that although in this study we only use a single eigenvector, more eigenvec-

tors may be used for voice activity detection. For example, in the studies

presented in [47, 99], several eigenvectors are used as a low dimensional rep-

resentation and they are incorporated in a supervised learning framework.

However, these studies consider a di�erent problem setup, where the type of

transients is known in advance and that they are available in a training set.

A di�erent heuristic approach, which does not require a training set, is using

a deterministic combination between the eigenvectors, e.g., the sum of the

�rst two eigenvectors; yet, we did not �nd in our simulations a combination,

which consistently provided improved performance. The incorporation of

several eigenvectors for voice activity detection will be addressed in a future
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Figure 7.1: Scatter plot of the �rst two non-trivial eigenvectors, for which
the speech signal is contaminated by a door-knocks transient. (left) Kernel
based on the Euclidean distance and (right) kernel based on the modi�ed
Mahalanobis distance.

study.

An example of the obtained voice activity detection of a speech signal

contaminated with keyboard taps transients is presented in Fig. 7.2 and

Fig. 7.3. In Fig. 7.2, we qualitatively compare the performance of the pro-

posed detector to the one presented in [99], which we term �Mousazadeh� in

the plots. For both detectors, we set the threshold value to provide 90 percent

correct detection rate and compare between their false alarms. Figure 7.2

(top) demonstrates that the false alarm rate of Mousadazeh is signi�cantly

higher than the false alarm rate of the proposed detector, especially in the

non-speech region after the 15th second. We note that the method presented

in [99] is based on representing the noisy signal using MFCCs, and then in-

ferring a low-dimensional representation based on the Euclidean distance in

which transient frames tend to be similar to speech frames as demonstrated

in Fig. 7.1 (left). Therefore, it only partially distinguishes speech from tran-

sients, whereas the proposed method, based on the improved metric, provides
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a better distinction between them.

In addition, the method presented in [99] is based on a supervised learning

procedure in which the low-dimensional representation is obtained using a

training set, and the transients are assumed known in advance. To make a

fair comparison, in our simulations, we train the algorithm presented in [99]

using several types of transients. In particular, for the evaluation of the

algorithm, we use the same types of transients as in the training procedure,

but the transients are taken from di�erent recordings than those used for

training. In contrast to Mousadazeh, the proposed method performs in an

unsupervised manner, and the voice activity measure is learned from the

sequence without any prior information.

To further gain insight into the voice activity detection obtained using

the leading eigenvector φ1 in (7.20), we plot the trajectory of φ1 over time in

Fig. 7.3. For the clarity of the presentation, we normalize the eigenvector in

the plot to the range of 0 to 1. In addition, we recall that the eigenvector is

used as a voice activity measure only for frames containing speech, transients

or both of them; silent frames are assumed known in advance and they are

assigned with the value zero in the plot. Figure 7.3 demonstrates that entries

of the eigenvector with large values correspond to frames containing speech.

Indeed, by setting the threshold to a value that yields 90 percent correct

detection rate, the entries of the eigenvector, {φ1(n)}, that correspond to

non-speech frames containing transients, receive values below the threshold.

As a result, they correctly indicate absence of speech.

In addition to the method presented in [99], the performance of the pro-

posed method is compared to the performance of the methods presented

in [108,123], and [62], which we term �Sohn�, �Ramirez� and �Ishizuka� in the

plots, respectively. The proposed method is termed �Proposed (MK)�, where
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Figure 7.2: Qualitative assessment of the proposed VAD, with a keyboard
taps transient. (Top) Time domain, input signal- black solid line, true speech-
orange squares, true transients- purple stars, Mousazadeh with a threshold
set for 90 percents correct detection rate- green triangles, proposed algo-
rithm with a threshold set for 90 percent correct detection rate- blue circles.
(Bottom) Spectrogram of the input signal.
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Figure 7.3: Qualitative assessment of the proposed VAD, with a keyboard
taps transient. (Top) Time domain, the voice activity measure, i.e.,φ1- black
solid line, true speech- orange squares, true transients- purple stars, a thresh-
old value τ providing 90 percents correct detection rate- green line, proposed
algorithm with a threshold set for 90 percent correct detection rate- blue
circles. (Bottom) Spectrogram of the input signal.
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(MK) is the Mahalanobis kernel, and it is also compared to a similar method

based on the Euclidean distance termed �Proposed (EK)�, where (EK) is the

Euclidean kernel. To better appreciate the results, we report on the delays

induced by each method. The methods Sohn and Ishizuka operate in an

online manner without a delay; Mousazadeh and Ramirez operate with a

delay of two and four frames, respectively; and in the presented experiments,

the proposed method operate in a batch manner. Yet, as already noted, the

proposed method may be implemented in an online manner without a de-

lay using a calibration set, given in advance without labels, similarly to the

method we presented in [47].

The performance of the methods is evaluated in Figs. 7.4�7.6 and in

Table 7.1. In Figs. 7.4�7.6 the methods are evaluated in the form of ROC

curves, which are curves of probability of detection versus probability of false

alarm. The ROC curves are generated by sweeping the threshold value in

(7.21) from the minimal to the maximal entry of the leading eigenvector

such that the higher the threshold is, the lower the correct detection and

the false alarm rates are. The larger the AUC, the better the performance

of the method; the AUC of each method is given in the legend box of each

plot. Each of the Figs. 7.4�7.6 illustrates the performance of the methods

for di�erent types of transients: keyboard taps, hammering and door-knocks,

respectively.

It can be seen in Figs. 7.4�7.6 that the competing methods Sohn, Ramirez

and Ishizuka provide poor performance in distinguishing speech from tran-

sient frames since they are not designed for this particular task. In Figs. 7.4

and 7.5, the proposed method with the Euclidean distance and the method

Mousadazeh, which both exploit the Euclidean distance to obtain a low-

dimensional representation are comparable and perform signi�cantly better

than the methods presented in [108, 123] and [62]. Moreover, the proposed

method based on the modi�ed Mahalanobis distance provides the best per-

formance. In Fig. 7.6, the proposed method provides comparable results to
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Figure 7.4: Probability of detection vs probability of false alarm. Test for a
keyboard taps transient.

Mousadazeh and signi�cantly outperforms all other methods.

We evaluate the proposed method for di�erent ratios between the tran-

sients and speech, and report the AUC obtained for each method for di�er-

ent types of transients in Table 7.1. We de�ne the transient to speech ratio

as the ratio between the maximal amplitudes of the transients and speech

such that for equal maximal amplitudes, as considered in the previous ex-

periments, the ratio is one. To provide a fair comparison, the Mousadazeh

method, which is the only method in our experiments based on supervised

learning, is trained only for transient to speech ratio of 1 such that the tran-

sient to noise ratio is assumed to be unknown for all methods. We observe

in Table 7.1 that for transient to speech ratio of 0.5, the proposed method
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Figure 7.5: Probability of detection vs probability of false alarm. Test for a
hammering transient.
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Figure 7.6: Probability of detection vs probability of false alarm. Test for a
door-knocks transient.
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based on the Mahalanobis distance provides performance, which is compara-

ble to Mousazadeh and outperforms the competing detectors. Moreover, the

proposed method provides the best performance in most of the experiments

for transient to speech ratios of 1 and 2. The improved performance of the

proposed method for high transient to speech ratio demonstrates its ability

to reduce the dominance of the transients. In Table 7.1 (d) we summarize the

average performance of the di�erent methods for the di�erent transients and

transient to speech ratios demonstrating that the proposed method based on

the modi�ed Mahalanobis distance outperforms the competing detectors.

7.6 Conclusions

We have addressed the problem of voice activity detection in the presence

of transients and have proposed a modi�ed version of the Mahalanobis dis-

tance, which better distinguishes between speech and transients. To motivate

the use of the modi�ed Mahalanobis distance, we have presented a model in

which speech and transients are represented by two independent sets of gener-

ating variables. The generating variables represent the content of the signal,

i.e., speech and transients, and, as a result, speech and transients are suc-

cessfully distinguished. Although the generating variables are not directly

accessible, we have shown that distances between them can be approximated

by the modi�ed Mahalanobis distance. Moreover, we have shown that the

Mahalanobis distance approximates the Euclidean distance between re-scaled

variables for which the dominance of the transients is reduced; therefore, it

is especially suitable for voice activity detection since it allows us to cluster

the signal according to the presence of speech rather than according to the

presence of transients. The main limitation in the use of the Mahalanobis

distance is that the approximation of the Euclidean distance between the

generating variables holds only for small distances. To overcome this prob-
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Keyboard Hammering Door- Metronome Scissors Crackles

taps knocks

Sohn 71 20 33 28 68 59

Ramirez 71 10 32 14 65 60

Ishizuka 65 60 66 57 74 49

Mousazadeh 88 80 91 80 87 93

Proposed (EK) 88 80 70 81 93 79

Proposed (MK) 97 95 90 91 93 88

(a)

Keyboard Hammering Door- Metronome Scissors Crackles

taps knocks

Sohn 52 14 26 16 48 39

Ramirez 49 6 25 6 42 38

Ishizuka 63 53 64 57 73 51

Mousazadeh 71 58 81 58 64 76

Proposed (EK) 91 79 72 82 96 78

Proposed (MK) 97 91 87 91 92 86

(b)

Keyboard Hammering Door- Metronome Scissors Crackles

taps knocks

Sohn 86 29 43 48 83 79

Ramirez 87 20 45 35 85 81

Ishizuka 66 63 66 58 74 45

Mousazadeh 94 86 95 90 92 96

Proposed (EK) 86 82 77 81 90 80

Proposed (MK) 95 97 92 86 91 90

(c)

Sohn Ramirez Ishizuka Mousazadeh Proposed (EK) Proposed (MK)

47 43 61 82 83 92

(d)

Table 7.1: (a) AUC scores; transient to speech ratio: 1. (b) AUC scores;
transient to speech ratio: 2. (c) AUC scores; transient to speech ratio: 0.5.
(d) Average AUC scores.
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lem, we have proposed to exploit a kernel-based manifold learning approach

that integrates short Mahalanobis distances into a global canonical repre-

sentation of the signal. We have shown that the canonical representation

successfully divides the signal into speech and non-speech clusters. Based on

the canonical representation we have proposed a measure of voice activity

providing improved performance compared to competing detectors.
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Chapter 8

Research Summary And Future

Research Directions

8.1 Research Summary

In this thesis, we addressed the processing of multi-modal signals compris-

ing multiple sources of data. We considered a setting, in which part of the

sources are common to the di�erent modalities and are considered as sources

of interest such as speech of a particular speaker, while other sources such as

non-speech signals are considered interferences. In this setting, we addressed

the major open questions of data fusion, the processing of data which is

only partially available across the modalities and of multi-modal correspon-

dence. We approached these questions via manifold learning by analyzing the

combination of single-modal kernels. Both via graph-theoretic analysis and

via various audio-visual applications, we have shown that the local relations

(a�nities) between data points, as are de�ned by the single-modal and the

combined kernels, play a critical roll in these open questions. In particular,

we have shown how to address these questions via the unique combination

of the signals by a product of kernels, which provides a useful representation

according to the common source reducing the e�ect of the interfering sources.

177
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Based on this approach we explored challenging applications related to the

analysis of audio-visual sound scenes including sound source activity detec-

tion and audio localization in video. Experimental results demonstrated that

the proposed kernel-based geometric methods provide improved performance

for the various tasks. The main contributions of the thesis chapters are as

follows:

In Chapter 3, we addressed the problem of sensor fusion and proposed to

fuse the multi-modal signals by the product of a�nity kernels constructed

separately for each modality. We introduced a graph-theoretic analysis that

quanti�es the relations between single and multi-modal a�nities by linking

between them and the connectivity of the corresponding single and multi-

modal graphs. We showed that the fusion process increases the connectivity

of the multi-modal graph. Accordingly, selecting the single-modal kernels as

in the single modal case, which, to the best of our knowledge, is the practice

in all previous studies, leads to a redundant connectivity in the multi-modal

graph. Based on the proposed model, we proposed to reduce this connectivity

by the proper selection of the single-modal kernel bandwidths. We presented

an algorithm for their selection, by relating the connectivity of the multi-

modal kernel to the single modal kernels as if the latter are constructed in a

single modal setting.

We demonstrated the improved performance of the proposed fusion ap-

proach for audio-visual voice activity detection in the presence of various

challenging interfering sources such as high levels of background noise, tran-

sient interferences and even speech from other speakers. The latter, which

was addressed in Chapter 4, is considered a particularly challenging source

since both the desired and the interfering sources are speech and they share

similar characteristics. We showed that the proposed fusion approach allows

for a good representation of the common source while reducing the e�ect

of the interfering sources and providing improved performance compared to

competing methods.
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We further showed in Chapter 3 that reducing the connectivity of the

multi-modal graph, by a proper selection of the multi-modal kernel band-

width further improves the fusion process and the algorithm for their se-

lection leads to near optimal values. These �ndings implicitly imply that to

obtain a representation of the data according to the geometry of the common

source, the connectivity of the multi-modal graph should be kept as small

as possible while maintaining the necessary condition of a connected graph.

This is probably because samples containing the common source often ap-

pear similar (a�ne) in content even locally to samples containing the other

sources.

In Chapter 5, we extended our setting to an online case where data from

the di�erent modalities is available only in certain time intervals. We consid-

ered this setting in the context of sound scene analysis, in which one would

like to detect the activity of more than one source, but since only a single

video camera is assumed, video recordings of the sound sources are available

for only short time intervals. We showed that the geometry of the com-

mon source can be successfully learned from a short time interval and the

obtained representation can be extended to new time intervals, even when

only one modality is available. Experimental results showed that the pro-

posed approach outperforms the single modal approach based only on the

audio signal demonstrating the usefulness of incorporating multi-modal sig-

nals even if they only partially available. Moreover, our experimental results

demonstrated the challenge in incorporating the video signal, which contains

high levels of interfering sources such that using merely the video signal or

incorporating it with the audio using competing fusion approaches led to

poor activity detection performance compared to the proposed approach.

In Chapter 6, we explored the question of how to measure correspondence

between multi-modal signals. We proposed to use the trace of the kernel

product as a measure of multi-modal correspondence and motivated its use

by revisiting the graph-theoretic model presented in Chapter 3. We showed
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that higher values of the measure are expected for signals in the di�erent

modalities, which correspond to each other since the connectivity of their

corresponding graphs is expected to be correlated. We then addressed the

online setting and proposed a method for the e�cient update of the measure

for new incoming frames. Not only the proposed measure does not require

eigendecomposition, but we further showed that it can be computed with the

computation complexity of O(N), while completely avoiding matrix multipli-

cation, whose complexity is higher than O (N2). Experimental results have

shown for the applications of audio localization in video and eye-�xation pre-

diction that the proposed measure properly reduces modality-speci�c factors

and provides improved performance compared to competing methods.

Last, Chapter 7 deals with the question of how to properly distinguish

between di�erent sources of the signal. In the single modal setting, we con-

sidered the task of voice activity detection in the presence of transient inter-

ferences. The main challenge in this task is that the di�erent sources, i.e.,

speech and transients, wrongly appear similar through, e.g., the Euclidean

distance. Similarly to the multi-modal case, the key to successful separation

between the sources via manifold learning is the design of an a�nity kernel

which properly measures a�nities between samples of the signals. Accord-

ingly, we proposed an a�nity kernel, which is based on a modi�ed Maha-

lanobis distance exploiting the di�erence in the variation rate of the sources

over time. To motivate the use of this kernel, we proposed an analysis based

on modeling the speech and the transients by hidden variables controlling

their generation. We showed that the proposed kernel attenuates the tran-

sients which are assumed to be fast varying and demonstrated improved voice

activity detection compared to competing methods in the presence of various

types of transients.
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8.2 Future Research Directions

Throughout this thesis, we showed various cases where multi-modal signals

comprise multiple sources of data, which can be considered modality-speci�c

or common across the modalities. This observation raises interesting ques-

tions that are related to the interplay between the sources. In the context of

the kernel product, the analysis in the literature based on di�usion geometry

suggests that the modality-speci�c sources are completely reduced by the

fusion process. However, it can be observed in our experiments that the ra-

tio between the common and the modality-speci�c sources, i.e., between the

desired signal and the interferences, has an important role on the represen-

tation of the data. Accordingly, quantifying this ratio and understanding its

e�ect on the fusion process are open questions. The proposed graph-theoretic

analysis of both the fusion process and the correspondence measure may be

a convenient starting point for exploring these questions since it provides

insights about the in�uence of the intensities of the modality-speci�c inter-

ferences. For example, in the fusion process, we expect that high levels of

interferences will lead to wrong connections between samples. Similarly, we

expect low correspondence levels between modalities of signals with high

levels of interferences.

A related question is how to obtain a representation of the signal accord-

ing to the modality-speci�c sources, which is complementary to the repre-

sentation of the common source. These two representations may be jointly

used, for example, for the application of signal enhancement in the presence of

multiple sound sources considered in Chapter 5. Indeed, speech enhancement

algorithms typically exploit activity detection of speech and the interferences

for the estimation of their corresponding spectrums, which are, in turn, used

for �ltering. A possible approach would be to design a complementary kernel

to the kernel of products, which is used for the representation of the common

source. While the graph-theoretic analysis implies that the product of ker-

nels increases the connectivity of the graph with respect to the single modal
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kernel, the modality-speci�c kernel should reduce this connectivity.

Another open question is how to fuse data measured by more than two

modalities. While one can combine multiple kernels, e.g., via the product

between them, the common source to all modalities might not be useful.

For example in the fusion of electroencephalography (EEG) signals, some

sensors may not contain the desired source of data such that fusing them

along with other sources may provide a representation where the desired

source is suppressed [66]. Accordingly, a related question would be how to

choose a set of sensors that are most suitable for the fusion process. This

question is related back to the question of quantifying the ratio between the

common source and the interferences such that only modalities that have low

levels of modality-speci�c sources will be taken into account.

Finally, these questions should be considered in an online setting. Be-

yond the technical consideration of how to obtain a representation given a

new sample, it is important to consider the variation of the geometry of the

data over time [116]. For example, the geometry learned from a sequence of

samples may not be relevant after a certain time if new sources are present.
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Appendices

Appendix I

Second Order Taylor Expansion at The Mid-point

Recall that the mid-point yp is given by yp =
yn+ym

2
; by a second order Taylor

expansion at the mid-point, the ith re-scaled generating variable, denoted by

ψn(i), is given by [75]:

ψn(i) = ψp(i) +
1
2

∑
j gi,j (yp) (yn(j)− ym(j))

+1
8

∑
kl gi,kl (yp) (yn(k)− ym(k)) (yn(l)− ym(l)) +O

(
‖yn − ym‖3

)
.

(8.1)

where gi is the ith element in g, gi,j ,
∂gi

∂yn(j)
and gi,kl ,

∂gi
∂yn(k)∂yn(l)

. Using

a similar expansion of ψm(i) around the mid-point, the Euclidean distance

between the re-scaled variables is given by:

‖ψn −ψm‖
2 =

∑
i (ψn(i)−ψm(i))

2 =∑
ijk gi,j (yp) gi,k (yp) (yn(j)− ym(j)) (yn(k)− ym(k)) +O

(
‖yn − ym‖4

)
,

because all multiplications terms comprising the second order of the Taylor

expansion in (8.1) are of the order of O
(
‖yn − ym‖4

)
due to symmetry. In

a matrix notation, we have:
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‖ψn −ψm‖
2 = (yn − ym)

T Λ−1 (yp) (yn − ym) +O
(
‖yn − ym‖4

)
,

where Λ
(
ψp

)
, JJT

(
ψp

)
∈ RL×L, and J

(
ψp

)
∈ RL×d is the Jacobian of

the function h at the mid-point.

Appendix II

Jacobian at The Mid-Point

Let γij (yn) be the (i, j)th entry of Λ−1 (yn); the �rst order Taylor expansions

of γij (yn) and γij (ym) at the mid-point are given by:

γij (yn) = γij (yp) +
1

2

∑
k

γij,k (yp) (yn(k)− ym(k)) +O
(
‖yn − ym‖2

)
,

γij (ym) = γij (yp) +
1

2

∑
k

γij,k (yp) (ym(k)− yn(k)) +O
(
‖ym − yn‖2

)
,

where γij,k (yn) =
∂γij
∂yn(k)

. The summation of this two equations yields:

γij (yp) =
1

2
γij (yn) +

1

2
γij (ym) +O

(
‖yn − ym‖2

)
.

Hence, in a matrix form, we have:

Λ−1 (yp) =
1

2
Λ−1 (yn) +

1

2
Λ−1 (ym) +O

(
‖yn − ym‖2

)
,
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and by substituting the last equation into (7.13), we have:

‖ψn −ψm‖
2 = 1

2
(yn − ym)

T (Λ−1 (yn) + Λ−1 (ym)
)
(yn − ym)

+O
(
‖yn − ym‖4

)
.

Appendix III

Local Jacobian vs Local Covariance

We estimate the covariance matrix Cn of the observable signal yn at a small

temporal neighborhood of frame n, and assume a set of frames in a small

temporal neighborhood of yn for which yn is the mean value. The �rst order

Taylor expansion of an arbitrary frame, denoted by y, around yn is given by:

y = yn + J (ψn) (ψ −ψn) +O
(
‖ψ −ψn‖

2) . (8.2)

The relation between the covariance matrix Cn and the Jacobian J (ψn) in

frame n is given by:

Cn = E
[
(y − yn) (y − yn)

T
]

= J (ψn)E
[
(ψ −ψn) (ψ −ψn)

T
]

JT (ψn) +O
(
‖ψ −ψn‖

3)
= Λ (ψn) +O

(
‖ψ −ψn‖

3) , (8.3)

where assuming that ψn is the mean value of the generating variables,

E
[
(ψ −ψn) (ψ −ψn)

T
]
is the covariance of ψ, which is the identity ma-

trix due to the normalization in (7.8) and (7.9). We note that the error

term in (8.3) is neglected since we assume that frames in a small temporal

neighborhood tend to be more similar to yn compared to an arbitrary frame

ym. Moreover, assuming a symmetric distribution of ψ around ψn, e.g. a

Gaussian distribution, the error term becomes of the order of four since odd

moments of the distribution equal zero. By following the derivation pre-
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sented in [75], it may be further shown that
[
Λ (ψn) +O

(
‖ψ −ψn‖

3)]−1 =[
Λ−1 (yn) +O

(
‖y − yn‖3

)]
. This result is obtained by further assuming that

the function f in (7.4) is bi-Lipschitz such that distances between frames in

the observable domain ‖y − yn‖ are of the same order as in the domain of

the generating variables ‖ψ −ψn‖. Hence, by setting C−1n ≈ Λ−1 (yn) in

(7.13) we have:

‖yn − ym‖2M = ‖ψn −ψm‖
2 +O

(
‖yn − ym‖4

)
.

Appendix IV

Modi�ed Mahalanobis Distance for Di�erent Hy-

potheses

The derivation of (7.6) was made in Section 7.3 under the assumption that

hypotheses Hx
1 and Ht

1 hold for both frames yn and ym. We now address

the other hypotheses, starting from the case in which only speech is present

in both yn and ym, and as a result, in the mid-point yp as well. Since both

frames are independent of transients, the partial derivatives of entries of the

function g with respect to the generating variables of transients equal zero,

i.e., ∀j : gi,j = ∂gi
∂yn(j)

= 0. Accordingly, the Jacobian of g is reduced to:

J (ψn) ,

[
Jx (ψ

x
n)

Jt
(
ψt
n

) ] =

[
Jx (ψ

x
n)

0

]
,

where Jx (ψ
x
n) ∈ Rdx×L and Jt

(
ψt
n

)
∈ Rdt×L are the parts of the Jacobian

associated with the generating variables of the speech and of the transients,

respectively, and hence:

Λ (ψn) , JJT (ψn) = JxJ
T
x (ψ

x
n) . (8.4)
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By substituting (8.4) into (7.13) and using a similar derivation as in Appendix

II, we obtain a result similar to (7.14):

‖ψn −ψm‖
2 = 1

2
(yn − ym)

T (Λ−1x (yn) + Λ−1x (ym)
)
(yn − ym)

+O
(
‖yn − ym‖4

)
,

where Λx

(
ψp

)
, JxJ

T
x

(
ψp

)
∈ RL×L. Since transients are absent for frames

yn and ym, the estimated statistics of the observable signal are related to

the generating variables of speech, and, by revisiting Appendix III, we have

C−1n ≈ Λ−1x (yn) and C−1m ≈ Λ−1x (ym). Therefore, (7.6) holds under the

hypothesis that only speech is present in both yn and ym. The derivation of

(7.6) is analogous in case yn and ym comprising only transients.

Our derivation of (7.6) concludes by addressing the case where yn contains

only speech and ym contains only transients. In this case, we exploit the

introduction of the mid-point, which comprises both speech and transients.

As a result, the derivation of (7.13) remains unchanged, and by revisiting

Appendix II, we have

‖ψn −ψm‖
2 = 1

2
(yn − ym)

T (Λ−1x (yn) + Λ−1t (ym)
)
(yn − ym)

+O
(
‖yn − ym‖4

)
,

(8.5)

where Λt (ψm) , JtJ
T
t (ψm) ∈ RL×L. Recall that according to Appendix III,

C−1n ≈ Λ−1x (yn) and C−1m ≈ Λ−1t (yn). Thus, by substituting them in (8.5),

we obtain (7.6).
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 תודות

 

רונן טלמון פרופ' ו ישראל כהןפרופ' המחקר נעשה בהנחיית 

 .מהפקולטה להנדסת חשמל

 

ההנחיה, ההדרכה  מנחים שלי עלאני רוצה להביע את הערכתי ל

 והתמיכה במהלך המחקר.

 

בשנחאי על  נגקואו מין מאוניברסיטת ג'יאו טונגואני רוצה להודות לשי

כך שסיפק עבור מחקר זה את מערך הנתונים וההקלטות עבור הניסוי 

 של שיערוך מיקום מבט.

 

  מס'  יםלקרן הלאומית למדע )מענק, , לקרן ג'ייקובסה לטכניוןמודאני 

ולקרן הלאומית למדע בשיתוף עם הקרן  (1490/16-ו 576/16

התמיכה  על( 2514/17הלאומית למדעי הטבע של סין )מענק מס' 

 הכספית הנדיבה בהשתלמותי.

  



 

  



 

 תקציר

 

 יםאשר נמדד ,תחום מחקר המתמקד באנליזה של אותות הינוליים אמוד-רבעיבוד אותות 

בר עניין רב הן בקהילת ותחום זה צ ,חרונות. בשנים האהמסוג שונ מרובים על ידי חיישנים

שונים  בחיישניםהרב השימוש  שלבזאת  .מידעהקהילת אנליזת עיבוד האותות והן ב

דוגמה, מערכים מרובי לכגון רפואה, בידור, ביטחון ונהיגה אוטונומית. במגוון תחומים 

כמו  ,מיקרופונים ומצלמות וידאו משולבים באופן קבוע במחשבים ניידים וטלפונים חכמים

 די תאוצה.מודו GPS גוןגם ברכבים אוטונומיים יחד עם חיישנים כ

 השונים, אות בחיישניםכל ל :מכילים פעמים רבות מידע עשיר ומגווןים ילאמוד-רבאותות 

. בפרט, המידע מהחיישנים מאפיינים ייחודים כגון ממדים, דינמיקה ותחום ערכים שונה

יכולות להוות יתרון  ,. תכונות אלוהשונים יכול להיות משותף או ייחודי לכל חיישן

 שאלותל צוהר פותחות תכונות אלו ולם,א .ליים ביישומים רביםאמוד-רבבשימוש באותות 

לעבד מידע שזמין כיצד  ;לייםאמוד-אותות רבלמזג  כיצד כגון: מהותיותמחקריות 

ד באיזה רמה שני אותות שנקלטו וואיך למד ;מיםמסויבחיישנים השונים רק במקטעי זמן 

 מחיישנים מסוג שונה תואמים )קורלטיביים( אחד לשני.

פיתוח שיטות גיאומטריות מבוססות פתוחות אלו על ידי נו מטפלים בשאלות במחקר זה, א

. שיטות (manifold learningלמידה על גבי יריעות ) גישתתוך התבססות על  ,גרעין

הרעיון עיבוד מידע הנקלט על ידי חיישן בודד.  עבור משמשותגרעין קלאסיות בדרך כלל 

מתוך פירוק לווקטורים עצמיים של  ,מממד נמוך של האות יםהוא לקבל ייצוג בהןהמרכזי 

 ,זה ים מסוגייצוג. דגימות של האותהפיניות( בין א) קשרים גרעין דמיון המוגדר על סמך

 יםמשמשהם קשרים מקומיים בין הדגימות, כלומר את הגיאומטריה, ו יםמשמרבדרך כלל 

  הורדת רעשים בדיבור.בהצלחה במגוון יישומים כגון גילוי אנומליות ומטרות ו

 .ליאמוד-רבלמקרה ה הגיאומטריותשיטות לת והוצעו מספר הרחב ,בשנים האחרונות

למזג  ואז ,בנפרד אותות בכל חיישןהוא להגדיר גרעין דמיון ל שיטות אלו,ב המרכזי הרעיון

היא  ,למחקר זהאת המידע על ידי שילוב בין הגרעינים. צורת המיזוג שרלוונטית במיוחד 

קיימת הפרשנות של דיפוסיה המופעלת על  ,לשיטה זו .מיזוג על ידי מכפלה בין הגרעינים

מכיל מספר רב  האות םבמקרים בה. ליות בנפרד בצורה מתחלפתאמודכל  המידע על סמך

 מפחיתה מקורות ם(חיישן מסוי) ליות מסוימתאמוד דיפוסיה על פיה ,של מקורות

תכונה זו הינה שימושית בתחום עיבוד  .)חיישן אחר( אחרתה ליותאמודברק המופיעים 

בעוד  ,אחד ןיישיותר מחמידע בו מתעניינים מופיע בהביישומים רבים מפני ש ,האותות

 מיזוג על ידי גרעין המכפלה מקטין את השפעת ,כך .הפרעות הן ייחודיות לסוג החיישן



נחקרו.  עדיין טרם וג זשיטת מיזולמרות יתרונות אלו, אספקטים חשובים של . ההפרעות

על המיזוג המקורות השונים בין האמפליטודות של יחס ה לא ברור כיצד משפיע ,פרטב

 עבור כל חיישן.יש להגדיר את גרעיני הדמיון  ,וכיצד על סמך יחס זה

-רבמחיישנים  כיצד למזג מידע הנקלט :הוא בטיפול בשאלה ,תחילתו של מחקר זה

אנו מציגים ניתוח חדש . על פי המקורות המשותפיםמידע הכדי לקבל ייצוג של  ,לייםאמוד

אנו בפרט,  .הגרפים תורת תוך התבססות על ,ת על מכפלת הגרעיניםמבוססהלשיטת מיזוג 

-רבהחד והגרעינים ה המוגדרים על ידיאת הקשר בין חיבוריות של גרפים  מנתחים

 גרעין הדמיון את ורבחל השאלה כיצד הבנה מעמיקה שלליים. ניתוח זה מאפשר אמוד

פרמטר חשוב השולט בסקלה  ינושה ,רוחב הגרעין כיצד לבחור את ובפרט ,עבור כל חיישן

לרוב , הבחירה של פרמטר זה מתבצעת מהספרות ככל הידוע לנו של הגאומטריה הנלמדת.

מקורות בסביבה של  תאנו מראים שבחירה זו אינה אופטימלי. כמו במקרה של חיישן בודד

 לבחירה נכונה של רוחב הגרעין.ומציעים אלגוריתם משופר  מפריעים

תחת  ,(onlineמקרה של עיבוד מקוון )להמידע  מיזוגבעיית  מרחיבים אתנו בהמשך, א

מראים  אנו. מסוימיםהמידע מהחיישנים השונים זמין רק במקטעי זמן קטית שההנחה הפר

על  משותפים, כלומר להפחית את השפעת ההפרעות,על סמך מקורות ייצוג  קבלניתן לכי 

אנו מראים כיצד ניתן  לאחר מכן, .החיישנים למקטעי זמן קצרים המכילים מידע מכלסמך 

 .חיישן בודדמאם אלו זמינות רק  אפילו ,עבור דגימות חדשותזה ייצוג ב שתמשלה

נטים שונים של בעיית גילוי עבור וריאהמשופרת שיטת המיזוג ב השימוש אנו מדגימים את

היא לגלות נוכחות מקור  ,בבעיה זוהמטרה . וידאוו אודיומשולבות הקלטות ב מקורות שמע

תוך התעלמות ממקורות שמע אחרים.  ,ונקלט במשותף במיקרופון ובמצלמת וידאה

של דובר מסוים, אז הוא מקור השמע שיש  ולדוגמה, אם מצלמת הווידאו מכוונת אל פני

אחרים. אנו מראים כי שיטת המיזוג המוצעת מאפשרת  מדוברים תוך התעלמות לגלות,

 משיגאשר  ,גילוילהגדיר מדד לקבל ייצוג משופר של המקור המשותף, ועל סמך ייצוג זה, 

 תוצאות משופרות ביחס לאלגוריתמים מתחרים. 

באיזה מידה אותות מחיישנים מסוג שונה תואמים אחד  :שאלהב מטפליםבהמשך, אנו 

במובן שהם חולקים תוכן משותף. אנו מציעים להשתמש בעקבה של מכפלת  ,לשני

מראים איך וריאנטים של מדד זה מתקבלים הן מהאנליזה אנו  .הגרעינים כמדד התאמה

של  מכפלת הגרעינים כמשערךשהצענו המבוססת על תורת הגרפים והן כפרשנות של 

אנו בהינתן דגימה חדשה, . לבסוף, חיישן אחרעל סמך  צפיפות של אות בחיישן אחד

. אנחנו מחדשו ללא הצורך לחשבובצורה יעילה לעדכן את המדד המוצע  כיצדמראים 

מדד ההתאמה המוצע עובר היישום של זיהוי מקור אודיו בתוך השימוש במדגימים את 

בסרטי וידאו. היישום השני קשור ישירות  הל צופוכן עבור שיערוך מיקום מבט ש ,וידאו

 ותר מקורמחקרים בתחום הפסיכולוגיה מראים שאנשים נוטים להסתכל לעבשכן  ,לראשון

אזורים בהצלחה  מאפשר לזהותאודיו בזמן צפייה בסרטי וידאו. אנו מראים שהמדד המוצע 



פני תוך השגת ביצועים עדיפים על  ,הם התאמה גבוהה לאות האודיול ,ובווידא

 .אלגוריתמים מתחרים

עוסקים במקרה של אות הנקלט בחיישן בודד בסביבה  אנחנו ,זה מחקרבחלק האחרון של 

תוך הפרדתו  ,אותהייצוג של  המטרה שלנו היא לקבל של הפרעות בלתי רצויות.

מפתח לקבלת . מנקודת המבט של גישות מבוססות גרעין, המההפרעות והורדת השפעתן

ביניהם בצורה  ין אפיניות( שמפרידהייצוג כזה הוא מציאת מטריקה )וכתוצאה מכך גרע

אותות דיבור הנקלטים בסביבה של  במקרה של ,לדוגמה ,בעיה זו מאתגרת במיוחד. טובה

לעיתים קרובות, אותות הדיבור ש משום . זאתהפרעות טרנזיאנטיות כגון הקשות מקלדת

לכן, ייצוג שנבנה על סמך  .לשני במובן המטריקה האוקלידית וההפרעות דומים אחד

די לטפל בבעיה זו, אנו מציעים מטריקה ניהם. כמאפשר הפרדה מספקת בי מטריקה זו אינו

על  בההשימוש  מצדיקים אתו המבוססת על הסטטיסטיקה של האות בחלונות זמן קצרים

. אנו מראים שהמטריקה וההפרעותהאות  עבור ל משתנים חבוייםמודסמך הצגה של 

בפרט מפחיתה את המוצעת מקרבת את המרחק האוקלידי בין המשתנים החבויים ו

על  .מהיר מזה של הדיבור בזמן שלהםשינוי קצב התחת ההנחה ש ,ההשפעה של ההפרעות

אנחנו מפתחים מדד לגילוי  ,שיטה גאומטרית מבוססת גרעיןבהמוצעת ידי שילוב המטריקה 

סוגי  רחב של משופרים ביחס לשיטות מתחרות עבור מגוון םיצועיב משיגאשר דיבור 

 הפרעות.
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